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Carter S audis raise oil prices 
WASHINGTON (AP) "~tbeirasldentomdaeteda program to offer to the of Congress were told 'the David which began last for the three summer Carter had received "a 
President Carter announced continuing series of con- American people." increase in Saudi oil week. It was not imme- months, personal commitment from 
Monday that gauds Arabia ~..versatlons about the U.S. 
will "substantially" raise' energy and economic House Speaker Thorn- production would be from dlately known when the 
Crude o11' production, a problems. . . asnO'Neili (Dem. Mass.) 5/~,000 toone million barrels summit would end. Deputy White House (gaudS) Crown Prince Fah- 
decision that could increase saldhe xpects Carter to go a day. But it was unclear . ~ In Nlcosla, Cyprus, the au. spokesman Rex Granum, d." 
U.S. fuel supplies and House Democra~ Leader on tslevinion and radio to hew much of the increase ;thoriteUve Middle East'Ece- who read to reporters an 
moderate prices. . Jim Wright of Texas, said: present his new energy plan would reach gasoline pumps nomlc Survey reported short announcement, about Carter, who last week was 
TheSaudidecislonwasre- " I  prophesy that. when the once the Camp David in the United States er when Mondayjunthoursbeforethe t  increase, said it would sharply critical of the extend"for a significant and Organization of Petroleum 
ported to members of the preaident eamesdown Off the deliberations are over and it would be available. White House announcement specific period of time," but Exporting Countries (gauds 
House of Representatives mountain" and it won't be that "he ~ make a strong Evenso, thereport was the that the increase was that details would he an- Arabia is a key member) for 
and Senate who conferred 40 days and 40 nights --  he pitch for  energy con- first good news for the already in effect and would nounced by the Saudi increasing crude oH prices, 
with Carter at Camp David will have a coniprehmmive, servation." Carter administration to total one million barrels a • emerge from the domestic day--more than double the g°vern~-ent' on Monday "expressed the 
. appreciation of the in, the Maryland mountains effective, hardhittlng O'Neill said the members summit conference at Camp " shortage.in U.S. imports -- The announcement said American people for this de- 
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cisloni" the White Houae 
statement said. 
"He' wl~ea to emp .h~lze, 
• however, that while the in- 
creased production will be 
heliful in the short term, it 
does not relieve the United 
Staten or other oil constvnin8 
cations of the necessity for 
firm action to reduce 
significantly their de .
pendence on imported oil," it 
said. 
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WE BUY oopper, bran, all metah, 
batteries, ete. Oall us - We are 
open Mon. throu|h Sat., 8 a.m.-6 p.m. 
Counci l  to MOBS rottM 
cons ider  aid Po l i ce  out  
by Brian. Gregg the famil ies;  we wou ld  t r i k e  
The pHght:.ofstar.ving, prov ide  'Cana ian familiesfunds thatt° on s 
.... war-torn relngees lrom want to sponsor them. 
V ie  tn  am c a u s e d Aecordin~ 'to ' am- 
nt   nsor  
c g to  i - 
migration policy anyone 
who sponsors a refugee. 
family must take care m 
• it for one year." 
Talstra's prQl _ms_ al was 
seconded by Alderman 
David Pease but 
fo l low ing  some 
discussion by the other 
• aldermen the mattsr was 
referred to committee of 
the whole. 
. "we ~ s~ tq be 
unmned ~ we ao am we 
will be damned if we 
don't/ '  said Alderman Al 
Purschke. 
Alderman Jack Talstra to 
recommend that council 
provide $49,000 to assist 
the relocation of four to 
.six families to Terrace. 
Ter race  D is t r i c t  
Council 'went into a 
lengthy committee of the 
whole meeting Monday 
prepared, to decide if the 
savmp for ;50,000 from 
the  pav ing  program 
shooldbe spent on local 
needs or the needs of 
unwanted peop le  set 
nddf. t aboard a ship at 
sea.  
"Canada ~is.one of the All the aldermen 
'richest countries in the sympath ized  w i th  
w~ld andwe should he Talsfra's proposal but 
• aol ng more  tne~ less . theY wondered f f  there 
zroumate,- says'rmstra, were not some mere 
~.I. don,.t ,wan.t to.~ sound urgent local matters that 
u~' a meedmg,heert ."  named attend,rig :to ffrst. 
If the Terrace Alder • ~" ~-: s~ 
• ~ ~eh ie /pa l i t  - 'went - - .  mgn~ i .~_~.  • . , G lesbranht .~/h~ ~itllout a lithe extra . . . . . . . . .  - -  - ~--  - - ~  
m'nm'esS for one ~,~m. i t GeclglOU not  w .  tuna  u1e 
• • "~ " Day Care Centre and the ~'ou~ help prowde a new ~,:.=.~ . . . . . . . . . . .  
home, for 'r the refu"ee ~au~,u =u c~mpt me 
families sa,-  Ta l s [a  Sparks, S t reet  group 
Talstr[ sa_~s that  .~,--' hems from taxes~an an 
• [o " '  example of council being research s ws that . . . . . . . . . . .  t,, a~.~ ,~,. ,,==,. uncnanumse a~ nome 
ca.n. keeparefngee family "Terrace • isn't '  that 
gom~ for one year. Po0r it can'ignore the 
We wonidnot sponsor refugees," Said. Talstra.' 
Gov't considers 
launching appeal 
an inquiry board decision 
which clears a Catholic 
school of discrimination in 
the firing of a teacher who 
married a divorced 
Protestant. 
The New Democratic 
Party, expressing in- 
diguntion at what it said is 
~be~nlOun ctiserimirmtion, has 
calling on the govern. 
mere to Withdraw funding 
from St. Thomas Aquinas 
School in North Vancouver 
VICTORIA (CP) -- Labor : and appeal the board ruling. 
Minister Allan Williams aid In reply to a question from 
his ministry is seeking legal Karen Sanford (NDP -- 
advice on whether to appeal Comox), the • party's 
education critic, Williams 
said any appeal would be 
based on legal advice• 
Lawyers were now 
examining the board's 
decision. 
The three-member board 
of inqv]ry ruled there was no 
discrimination i  the firing 
of Margaret Caldwell, a 
commercia l  subjects 
teacher, whose contract was 
not renewed by the school 
because of her marriage. 
BATHURST, N•B. (CP) - -  downtown early Monday people marched ca ~ home 
Hundreds of people lined the eveq~Lng 
streets of this northern New DtdfYlaid provincial labor strike.demanding action to end the 
Brunswick city Monday and Justice officials are "l wea told that mleus the 
night as cars and motor- unable to assess the strike was settled in one 
cycles raced downtown seriousness of the situation hour, my hotme would be 
during the fifth day of a from the capital city of Imrned," he said. 
strike by police and outside Fredericton. Bonoher said t~ police 
workers, went out Saturday and "They can't hear that kind 
And some city residents of noise," he said as a car Sunday nights tQ protsct 
said they would take the law squealed its tires past his property because of pkns 
into their own hands to try to home; from citizens. 
protect themselves from . The !~ayor 8Qld he was "We respoudM to p~_  
vandals, mreed to Inove his wife and from the citizens of 
Mayor John Duffy seidthe daughter out of their home Bathurst," Boueher said. 
RCMP could not be brought Sunday night after about 200 "The pleas were so great we 
in to help control the crowds ~ had to yealand." 
strike unless an emergency to about 2,000 Sunday night, 
exists. Boucher said businessman 
The mayor criticized the i and crying mothers with 
province for not taking . children in their anna went 
action• to  the policepinket linu at ' 
dam the • [ city hall and pleaded with 
~ flt~t;l~t~to~,Vilflf~:~, ,.~i;FJ)MONTON (CP)....~ • tha strlk¢~ =.te.~,qu~L, file.... . .  ,~ 
until, this city is destroyed, '~Ili~'~':ItCMP Monday vinle~e. " . . . . . . . . . . . .  
someone is , killed, or called off a search for 
nine.year.old Kevin "Bat that's it," Boucber 
maimed for life before they Reamer, miming in the said. "Twice we've broken 
take action?." the mayor said. mosquito-infested bush our lines and we won't do it 
Duffy said thatthroughout and swamp of Elk Island any more." 
he day, angry people c~ume National Park since Jqne 
29. However, Boucher ad- 
to his home and said they Police' said every matted the strikers are 
will take the law into their conceivable area had worried someone will be 
own hands to protect their been covered, some seriously hurt or killed. 
properties and families against the vandals who repeatedly, by helicopter, unless the strike is settled 
have been on the streets for flxedwing aircraft, boats, soon. 
the last four nights, scuba divers, dragging Both union locals have 
operations, tracking vowed to remain on the 
Chester Dean, the dogs, and by men on i/cket lines until both their 
assistant deputy minister of horseback and on foot. 
labor, arrived here Monday contracts are signed. 
night to organize a meeting The police want a ;300 
between the city and the annual premium in lieu of 
'Herald sports reporter Don Baker examines, caundian o, Po,,., D 11 i . Workers, representing the O ar  s overtime and shift dif- 
ferential payments. They 
vandalism at the Totem Saddle Club ~roperty s~mw=k,~, n '  ~ have agreed to an anmm~ 
. . Local 1497, representing O" wage increase that would ' 
in Thornhill. See •stories on page 6. andtile26"member po l l ceLoca l  850, epresentingf°rce'" up , .  ~ ,  e , .  = . . . .  
$17,500, about $1,500 above ';he 87 outside workers, MONTREAL (CP) -- The earrent calary levels. 
' agreed to meet Tuesday. Csntidian dollar gained 
Blair Boucher, a chief no- additional momentum in The outside workers are 
• : ' Peter Franidin Sherwood was remanded in 8odator for the police, said active trading on North protesting changes to their 
custody to appear before Supreme Court Judge people in the city are oi)- American money markets contract which was been Man held on a charge of second degree murder when he t/misfit that a settlement. Monday, rallying more than agreed to but not signed. 
• appeared before Judge H.D. Boyle in Terrace will he reached, a qunrter-of-a.cent against They want a cost-of-living 
rde  provincial court.Monday. Police chief John Howell the U.S. dollar, allowance that would 
• broadcast pleas to the The Canadian dollar ad- provide' a one-per-cent in: mu r The court was told by Crown counsel Tom nitisenstosteyoffthestrents vanced steadily during most salary in¢l'ease for every 
Bishop the charge arose following an incident in and not give the drag racers of the business day to dose oneper-cent increase in the 
Cassiar on Sunday night, and vandals an nndience, at 86.43 cents U.S. Friday's mat of living over 13.5 per 
,' But hundreds of people were close was 86.16. percent. 
FRIDA Y'S SECRET BALLOT DESTRO YED 
Eurocan workers voting on offer today 
Members of the, Canadian Paperworkers Union, and mangement by surprise. 
Kitlmat Local 298 will vote on theindustry's final offer Speakers at the meeting criticized the executive of 
at 11 a.m. today at Riverlodge Recreation Centre. Lnca1298 for lack of leadership when sb'ike action was 
Negotiators for the CPU have recommended ac- taken. 
ceptance of the latest industry proposal pending "What we have here is the tail wagging the dog," 
resolution of local isst/es, one member said. 
Members of local 298 have been On strike since July "Instead of the union sanctioning the line, we have 
3 because the company's fin'al offer does not include had about five people put it up and the executive do 
changes the unionwants made at Eurecan Kit/mat nothing about it," the member said. 
Pulpmill. , The results of the morning vote by secret ballot, 
The union wants the term "day worker" defined, a. however, will never he known. 
cost of living clause and a change in shift schedules•. The ballots were destroyed uncounted and a stan- 
Friday members of Local 298 voted to continue the ding vote held Friday afternoon. 
strike at a four-hour long meeting described by one 
worker "utter nonsense and a stupid waste of time." Local 298 pzesident, Randy Wright refused to' say 
why the ballots were destroyed or give the resultS of 
During the morning session the union held a vote by the standing vote. 
secret ballot on whether or not to take down the picket "The final outcome is that we will stay on strike," 
lines and return to work. Wright said. 
Pickets were set up a week ago by a small group of The company's final offer cal ls  for a two-year 
wtthuni°nt~asultsmemberSof negotiations, in od sta ding who are dissatisfied k contract with a 90 cent an hour raise affective July 1, 
The unauthorized plckets took both union exeeutives J~ i t im~l t  ~[~or  e ra  ~ ine  up  to  vote  on  s t r i ke  i ssue  1979 and an increase of 90 cents per hour or 9.5 per 
• - cent, whichever isr greater, in the second year. 
-! 
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Air Canada buys  the b ig  one ,1 • NEWS " IN BR IEF  
MONTI~a ? ~iCecP?de-~ At~ :m.4tAillkiCanada upwardof sMt~km~en~ thas~idthe i:iriin ~ these requirements " .~eblef~xtsh~t7~u~ he I~nt~gl~esTan~ounv~:~; • 
Canada Also under consideration 
purchase 12 Boeing 767 It is the largest single bad been looking for "an was the European-made delivered in October, 1982, from Toronto to Trinidad, LOS ANGELES, Call|. on contemporary.life." 
aircraft o replace its aging commitment in the national 
DC,as on North American airline's $3,5 billion program 
routes, the airline's board of to rebuild it fleet for the 
directors announced Monday 1980s, 
night. Following a heard meeting 
The airline will also take Monday to make a final duel- 
options on t8 more of the sion on the purchase, Air 
craft. The entire order could Canada chairman Bryce 
aircraft which is economical Airbus A-310. will cost $41.8 million, while 
to operate and fuel-efficient Beth aircraft are wide- the 12th will cost $50.9 
and has a high degree of bodied, twin-engine models million, the airlin.e said in its 
passenger appeal, seating between 200 and 240 statement. The average 
"Since it was designed passengers. The 767 was prieeof fieerderedaircraft 
specifically for North considered more economical i s  $46.35 million. 
American routes and con- for longer flights, while the The aircraft's range will 
ditions, the 767 fulfils all of Airbus was lighter and more allow it to fly non-stop from. 
PEDIGREED 
gsEg CARS 
IRON Hl[igPgOGOICggRSEI 
1977 DATSUN 4x4 
Pickup , o/ . . ,  a speed, radio, roll bar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $6995 
1978 FORD F6003 Ton 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $10,99§  
S4695 
1976 CHRYSLER 
4 door New Yorker, loaded wlih extras 
~•et~te  •~ •~•~ • e .  e • • • e l • • • •  • i t  • e~ e e••  ¢ e•e  • • • * • le  • e l•  • e e l e e ~ t • e •  
1978 CAMARO 
• sssss V-6 Auto. 
1977 MALIBU CLASSIC 
2 door, V-6 Auto, Stereo. 
l eo  • ~s~eteee~ee • • • #uses  o users  ee  • • ee  ~•o  ooo  • • • • oe  e•o•  e•  s••ee  .... $4995 
1972 OLDSMOBILE 
" $2896 4 door, low mileage, extra clean. " ' ' . i i I i @ i @ 0 O,  O @ O O @t  lO i l@l l  I l l  i l l . l l  l i t@ l ,  l l i  i 0 @@l  O i  l~@' i . l '~  0 ~ d l '@i '~  i .  4 .... , 
1974 CHARGER S.E. 
. . . .  $2996 i o~t~eeoe i  to t@ 
1978 PONTIAC GRAND PRIX 
.V-. AUto, i~.S., P.B., Stereo, Cruise. $6595 
1974 PONTIAC LAUREHTIAN 
........................................ $2995 
1977 FORD F360 OREWeAB $8495 
TuTone Paint, VO Auto, e' Box ................................ 
LEASlII6 
1977 COUGAR XR7 
,,o ,.o.., ,.s. • ,,.0 .................................... $5395 
1976 6MG 4x4 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .  . • • • ..  $5796 
An Alternative to Private Ownership 
Advantages Include: 
No Capital Investment 
Budgeted Transportation Costs 
Curre~,, Model Transportation 
Simplicity 
Convenience 
Possible Tax Advantage 
ENQUIRE TODAY 
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 harge i s  den ied  
OTTAWA (CP) - -  The air committee members, aying 
transport committee denied 
allegations Monday that it 
has not been acting in good 
faith and not conducting its 
affairs in an impartial 
manner. 
Rejecting the c~r~ in a 
decries on a motion by Air 
Canada, committee chair- 
man Malcolm Armstrong 
said the committee would 
not make public all the in- 
formation it had before it 
when it decided in told.May 
to hold a public meeting to 
discuss easing restrictions 
on charier operations, n~xt 
year ,  . . ~ . . 
Air Canada lawyer Colin 
Irving said it appeared that 
Wardalr had n~de propceala 
to the committee that other 
carriers had a right to know 
about it. He said the public 
meeting was to benefit all air 
carriers, not Just Wardalr. 
"To say that he purpose Of 
this meeting is only to assist 
one carrier is' not to 
recognize the facts of the 
situation," Armstrong said.  
Former  commit tee  
chairman Barrio Thomson 
.disagreed With fellow 
Air Canada's motion was 
weft-founded. 
"Rights of various parties 
are at issue in this meeting 
and I am of the opinion that 
dianlesure ofall relevant and 
material information that 
was in front of the air 
transport commlteee when it 
made its decision on May 9, 
I0 and 11 to hold this public 
mcetin&'shquid bedisclosed 
before this meeting proceeds 
further," Thomson said. 
Thomson said he would 
have adjourned the meeting 
until Air Canada nd others 
were fully informed of the 
knowledge pceae~d by the 
oommittea. 
. Irving said he reserved the 
right to takel further action 
on his request for in- 
formation, leading to the 
possibility that he will ap- 
peal the committee decision 
to the Federal Court of Ap- 
peal 
It was Thomson's dissent 
to a committee .ruling on a 
request by the Consumers 
Association of Canada that 
first revealed that  the 
committee was having 
discussions with Warduir. 
Lots of junk is left 
WASHINGTON (AP) - -  craft While astronaut Ed 
After Skylab falls from 
space, about 4,500 man.made 
objects will continue orbiting' 
earth like a vast whirling 
junkyard. • 
.Al l  of it eventually wm 
follow Skylab down to our 
planet, some pieces cen- 
turies from now. 
But it's Skylab that's 
getting the attention. At 77.5 
tons, it is the biggest chunk 
of litter up there, and there in 
a slight chance someone or 
something down hem will get 
hit"an~ b~tk. up d m'~ 
a violent plunge through the 
atmosphere. • 
Since Sputnli~ first •went 
aloft 22 years ago, more than 
11,300 objects have orbited 
earth. Sputnik met its fiery 
death in the atmosphere In
January, 1968. 
About one.fom.th ofthe ob- 
Jects sti l l  in orbit are 
legitimate satellites. The 
rest is debris --  rocket 
stages, bolts, cables, asp- 
uratlon springs and other de- 
vices that go alon~ with the 
payloads. 
The North American Air 
Defence Command keeps 
radar track of every item 
from. its Space DefenSe 
Centre deep within 
Co lorado's  Cheyenne 
Mountain. It can say in an in- 
stant where anything is. 
Among the things being 
tracked are a camera that 
got away from a space- 
walking American astronaut 
back in 1968, a glove that 
floated out o f t  he  Gemini 4 
White took a .space walk in 
1965, and the oldest object 
still in. space - -  the U.S. 
Vanguard l satellite, 
launched in 1958. " 
NORAD estimates that 
Skylab will fall to Earth 
sometime Wednesday and 
experts calculate 500 pieces 
weighing about 30,O00 to 
40,000 pounds will survive re- 
entry and land on earth. 
The National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration 
has given repeated 
~urances.~that chances of 
injury or damage are slim 
because Skylab mostly 
passes over water or non- 
populated areas. 
• Most of the nearly 7,000 
pieces that have hurtled out 
of orbit since 1957 have 
burned up from atmospheric 
friction. 
They come down at the 
rate of more than one a day, 
and some of them survive. 
But no one is known to have 
been struck by any of this 
debris, 
• But last year's incident in- 
relying Russia's Cosmos 954 
has made people around the 
world nervous about objects 
falling from space. COsmos 
~4 was a nuclear.powered 
satellite that crashed in a 
remote part of the Northwest 
Territories, contaminating a 
small area with radioactive 
debris. 
~yinb isn't radioactive, 
but It Is big -- the size of a 
three-bedroom house. 
Settlement reached 
OTTAWA (CP) .  The gov- 
ernment has signed a two- 
year collective agreement 
with the Public Service 
Alliance of Canada covering 
some 8,000 employees in the 
engineering and .scientific 
mlppcrt group. • 
• The agreement ends.Dee. 
21, 1960 "and employees will 
receive average pay in- 
creases Of 8.28 per cent 
retroactive toDec. 25, 1978, 
and a further eight per cent 
elleetive Dec. 24•this year. 
The maximum annual rate 
of pay for the most populous 
level will be increased to 
121,478 from $18,371. The 
employees have analytical, 
experimental and ln- 
vealigetlve duties in the 
natural and physical 
soluness, and design, con- 
struct and operate the 
equipment required for these 
purposes. 
The government also has 
cigu. ed a.two-year collective 
agreement with the Public 
Service Alliance of Canada 
covering some 500 em- 
ployess in the ilghlkeepors 
group. The agreement ends 
Dec. 31, 1980 and employees 
get 7.5 per cent effective 
Dec. 25, 1978, and seven per 
• cent effective Dec. 24 this. 
year. 
Used Cars &Trucks 
Ready for the'road at Reduced Prlces 
76 FORD F250 
73 FORD COURIER 
72 FORD 4x4 
7Z CHEV PICKUP 
69 FORD CONVERTABLE 
• II 
24 HOUR TOWt i  
41291Substation/load 
635-6837 ~35-~383 
The 767 has" 200 seats laid 
out seven abreast with two 
isles. Air Canada said it !has 
not yet decided' how first- 
class and economy eeailnl, 
will be allured. 
The design allows for a 
future stretched version of 
the plane that would in. 
crease cargo and passenger 
capacity, the airline .said. 
The controvemy over the 
aircraft order spilled over 
into the political arena 
earlier this year, with 
allegations that the former 
Liberal government' in or, 
tawa pressed Air Canada to 
consider the Airbus A-310 to 
boost rade with Europe. • 
• Transport Minister ~ Don 
Masankowski Said ~last 
Friday he was confident he 
choice would be based solely' 
on the technical merits of the 
competing aircraft, and Air 
Canada chairman Bryce 
Mackasey - -  a onetime 
Liberal cabinet minister ru- 
mored to be fearing for his 
job under the new Con- 
servative government -- 
endorsed Mazankowski's 
statement. 
Both Seattis-based B~eing 
and Airbus Industries, a 
'consortium with partners in 
France, Germany, Britain 
and the Netherlan~, 
dangled lucrative contracts 
before the Canadian 
aerospace industry to try to 
seal a deal with Air Canada. 
Canadair Ltd. of Monh'enl 
already has 'a contract -- 
independent of any. Air 
Canada l~urchese -- to build 
rear fuselages for 300 Boning 
767 aircraft, 
In a separate deal, Air 
Canada nnounced inMay it 
was buying six Lockheed L- 
1011.500 aircraft -- smaller 
than the L-1011s currontiy in 
the airline's fleet but with a 
longer range - -  to serve 
l ightly.travelled long- 
distance rout.us. And it took 
an option on nine more. 
Officials,have also said the 
airline may be buying addi- 
tional Boeing 747 jumbo jets. 
for high-density, long- 
distance, runs. In addition, 
they are looking for a small, 
short-range aircraft to 
replace the DC-9. 
Vancouver-based CP Air 
announced quietly last we~ 
it was purchasing 14 Booing 
737 aircraft for its short-hop 
flights and would decide ih 
the autumn on four larger 
'planes, either 767s or A.310s. 
Canadian regional 
carriers are also in the 
market for new aircraft, 
bringing Canada's total 
cLvilian needs in the next 
decade to an estimated $II 
billion. 
CP Air is expecting 
delivery soon on seven DC-I0 
aircraft, and Air Canada has 
19 Boeing 727s on order. The 
troubled DC-10, which was 
ba'nned temporarily from 
Canadian airspace, is a 
jumbo jet used chiefly on 
• longer trips, while the 727 is 
a 250-sent aircraft used es 
medium and short flights. 
DCIO'S TO 
GET OKAY 
WASHINGTON (AP) -- 
The Federal Aviation 
Administrat ion. told 
airlines Monday to 
prepare grounded DC-IO 
jetliners for a resumption 
of commercial t'dghto. 
/ In another develop- 
ment, a crack'was found 
inside the engine 
mounting assembly of a 
United Airlines DC-10 at; 
Newark, N.J. 
A spokesman for the 
administration , sa id  
reports showed that the! 
crack was in a "non- 
erillcal area." 
Administration 
spokesmen repeated their 
prediction that 
Langhorne Bond, the 
head of the ad- 
ministration, would re- 
~ke the grounding order 
this week. 
The administration' 
advised 'airlines: 
--To visually inspect 
lesdingedge wing slat 
cables, pulleys and 
mechanical drive system. 
--That DC-10s would be. 
required to have a system 
that senses the position of 
slats and flaps..on both 
wings. Most planes, in. 
eluding the DC-10 that 
crashed in Chicago on 
May 25 killing' 273 people, 
have such a system. 
The U.S. commercial 
fleet of 138 DC-I0s was 
grounded temporarily 
after the crash. Bond 
ordered tbo.-:',, gvdmded 
indefinitely ~n June 6 
after cracks were found 
in the metal in two of the 
planes. 
(AP) - -  Episodes of CBS'S Jane.Howa.rd Ham- 
Grant, ABC's Taxi and merstein won the f#,5,000 
NBC's TV movie Summer of "prize in the 90-minute 
My German Soldier were category for Summer of My 
named winners Monday. of.,German Soldier, a drama 
the 1979 Humanitas prizesabout a Jewish girl who 
for television writing, ira r/bo/'s an escaped German 
The prises are awarded ~ner  of war. ' 
annually, by the Human ' 
Family lmtitute to writers of Leon Tokatyun won the 
nationally-broadcast • $15~-000 prize for a 60-mlnute 
programs "which most fully teleplay for his Vet script on 
communicate human values the Lou Grant series, an 
• and bring the insights of the episode which explored the 
• Judaic-Cbristian vision of difficulties experienced by 
the human eonditlon to bear Vietnam veterans. 
Ford recalls vehicles 
'DEARBORN, Mich. 
(Renter) --  Ford Motor Co. 
said Monday it is recalling 
77300 1979-model Econcline 
vans and Club Wagons for 
possible replacement of 
front brake hoses. 
Ford said loss of front- 
wheel braking may result 
from the brake hmea rub- 
bing against he front tires 
when a full turn is made. 
' \  
Just show of lstrength 
WASHINGTON' (AP) -- A intentions to operate ships 
• U.S. Navy guided missile periodically in the Indian 
cruiser and four other ships Ocean." - ' 
sailed into the Indian Ocean, But it came only a month' 
en Monday in an apl~rant after the aircraft carrier 
step-Up in the tempo f U.S. Midway and six other .U.S. 
"show the flag" operations Navy ships left the Indian 
In  that strategically vital Ocean. • 
region. 
The official navy version is 
that he voyage of the guided 
missile cruiser J0uett, the 
ltdgateS Brewton, Badger 
and Rathburne, plus the offer 
Pasaumpeic, is "a routine 
deployment ... in keeping 
with proviouelymmotmced 
This was only about half 
the normal interval between 
such U.S. naval deployments 
there since 1972, suggesting 
the United States intends to 
conduct such operations 
more frequently into the 
Indian Ocean and the oil- 
producing Persian Gulf. 
Not like • green cheese 
~PASADENA, Ca]if. (AP) 
--Theeracked surface of the 
Jovian moon Europa ap- 
pears as if something 
"crunched i t  like an 
eggshell," scientists aid 
1~onday. ' 
Photographs of the moon 
were sent o earth from Voy- 
ager 2, which is nearing 
Jupiter. 
The'green and orange 
moon seems to he of lower 
density than the moon Io, 
where volcanic activity was 
discovered during a previous 
Voyager mission, said the 
deputy director of the 
Voyag~ photography team. 
.Laurence Snderblom said 
the surfaces of Europa and 
Io are largely unmarred by 
the craters that characterize 
the 11 other Jovian radons. 
Europa is crossed by 
shallow gullies that appear 
to be cracks in a thin ice 
surface encircling a softer 
interior, Sodcrblom said. 
Earlier, Voyager'came 
within 63,920 kilometres . 
(38,700 miles) of 'the 
gre~mlah-bmwn a d bluish 
Ganymede. It was th~ 
cio~.3t the tiny spoce~. 
womu ~jp~..to ,uny/~of 
Jovlaii m~onk. . . . . . . .  
Nuclear plant shuts 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  dad: "It is lk~mible that 
Quebec's only nuclear power 
station has been shut down closed permanently." 
indefinitely, a spokesman for 
Atomic Energy of Canada 
Ltd. confirmed Monday. 
Gentilly 1, the power 
station leeat~d near Trois- 
'Rivieron halfway between 
li~ontrcal and Quebec City, 
will be closed for several 
more months at least for 
"tests and technical adjust- 
monB," the spokesman said. 
Hugh Spence of the Atomic 
Energy Control Board ad-~ 
Gentilly 1 will have to be 
~The generating plant -- 
condemned by some 
scientists as a lemon -- has 
functioned for only I0 days 
since opening in May, .1977. 
Last week the control 
,beard announced it would 
extend the plant's operating' 
permit by one month to July 
31 and announce at the end of 
the month whether to grant a 
permit for another year, 
Troops storm village 
KABRIKI-IA, Lebanon 
(Router) --  Israeli troops 
• stormed into the southern 
Lebanese vil lage of 
Kebrlkba, searched it and 
destroyed two houses in an 
early morning raid Monday. 
The village leader, who did 
not give ins name, accused 
an Irish contingent of the UN 
Interim Force in Lebanon of 
future to stop the lersalls at 
'a roadblock. 
In Tel Aviv, an army 
spokesman said that Israeli 
troops blew up two houses in 
Kabrikha Which was 
believedto be a base for 
Palestinlun guerrillas. 
Residents were evacuated 
before the buildings were de- 
stroyed, the spokesman said. 
An Irish UN officer said 
his force in the area knew'of 
the Israeli troops only after 
bearing the explosions. 
PalesUnian guerrillas 
have trained as fighter plane 
pilots and arc ready, to die in 
suicide raids on Israeli 
cities, one of their leaders 
'said Money in Beirut, 
/ 
' Tories take on unions 
LONDON (Renter) --The plans, first details of which 
Conservative government were released by. the' gov. 
unveiled on Monday plans to ernmunt in the form of 
curb what it considers working papers to be 
abuses of power'by the discussed with the unions. 
British trade unions, and the The working papers how 
h~gent union immediately that he government plans to 
urged workers to unite to out law "secondary  
fight the proposals, picketing" -- when militant 
The Transport and strlkerseatend picket action 
General Workers Union to suppliers and customers 
called for "maximum trade of the firm at the centre of 
• union resistance" to the the dispute. 
Ireland still captive 
LONDON lAP) - -  The emergency , powers 
Bfltinh Parliament extended combat errorism. 
its direct rule over the strife- 
torn province of Northern All three major political 
Ireland for another lS parties here - -•Pr ime 
months Monday. Minister Margaret That- 
The House of Lords chef's ruling Conservatives, 
agreed, without a vote, to Labor and the Liberals --  
• orders already passed in the agree direct rule from 
House of Commons, ex- London is better than hasty 
tending Parliament's direct moves that'could increase 
rule over Ulster and con- the violence that has already 
linuing th.e British guy- claimed at least .1,9'J,5 lives 
e rnment ' s  spec ia l  MneeAugu~t, 1969. 
to 
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Stewart man j+ailed for assaulting police 
A rssident.:of Stewart, Keith Oma Stewart,,19, 
received a total of 60 days in prison when he pleaded 
guilty to charges of assaulting a police officer and 
'theft over $200, after• appearing before Judge H.D. 
Boyle in Terrace prpvinci~Pcourt Monday. " 
, The court was tol~'~Sy~ Cro,w.~ ,Counsel Tom Bishop 
the elm. rges arose af~F Sfd~/aff'WaS seen driving a 
A cheque 
presented  
l cou .+ ,,,+vvs +..!i ~, +'?!T~.r : 'a .ca .:+: :~_:m.~,:n+Pi:i:W(~ s ~ :~ v-:;.i, n),; ii~'ie!iiii ;!.:'~i!iiai'i< 
found guilty on a charge 
of having• care and 
euntrol of a motor vehicle 
with a blood alcohol 
content over .08 even 
though he was asleep 
when arrested after he 
• appeared for thai before 
Judge H.D. Boyle in 
Terrace provincial eourt 
Monday. 
David Richard Resang 
pleaded not guilty to the 
charge and to another 
charge of impaired 
driving. Crown counsel 
Tom Bishop told the court 
the charges arose 
following an incident 30 
miles west of Terrace 
March II. 
RCMP constab le  
Phillip Boissonneault 
testified that he and 
another officer found a 
.pickup parked in an 
avalanche area with 
Rosang, behind the 
driver's eat, and another 
passenger both asleep. 
Boissouneault also stated 
the truck was running 
end the keys were in the 
igalflon. 
Rosang stated he had 
pulled over because the 
truck was not running 
properly. He also stated 
he felt the breathalyzer 
readings taken by RCMP 
later were not taken 
correctly. 
Boy le  adjourned the 
court o thebreathalyzer 
room at the RCMP 
detachment. At the 
detachment office, 
Constahle Nolan tested 
the accuracy of and 
demonstrated the in- 
strument to the court. 
Boyle also stated there 
were preeedents where a 
person charged with 
drunk driving offenses 
while having eare and 
control of a motor 
Vehicle, had been con- 
victod even if the motor 
vehicle wasn't working. 
Bishop stated there was 
ample evidence to show 
Rosang had care and 
control of a motor vehicle 
with a blood alcohol 
content over .08, and also 
asked to withdraw the 
impaired charge. 
Before passing sen- 
tence, Boyle stated 
Rosang had presented a 
ordered Rosang to pay a 
$50 fine. 
Pat r i ck  Wesley 
Chartoniuk was ordered 
remanded in custody by 
Boyle, after Chartonuik 
was arrested in Terrace 
Monday morning. 
Bishop told the court 
Chartonuik was wanted 
by officials in Campbell 
River to face a charge of 
trafficking in drugs 
Bishop stated it was 
alleged Chartonuik had 
been dealing with an 
undercover RCMP of- 
ricer and had given the 
officer a sample of the 
drug which was 41 per 
cent pure. 
Bishop told Boyle tha.t 
officials from Campbell 
River are expected to 
return Chartonuik• to 
Campbell River. 
Tracy Allan Shannon 
and Kevin Kirk each 
pleaded guilty to a charge 
of theft under $200. 
The court was told by 
Bishop the charges arose 
after the two, along with 
a juvenile, were found in 
possession of parts from 
a stolen ten speed 
bicycle. 
Boyle gave the two 
youths a conditional 
discharge, with a six 
month probation as 'one 
condition. Boyle also 
ordered the pair to 
perform 20 hours of 
community work ser- 
vice; the stolen bike to be 
reassembled  and 
returned; a written 
apology to be sent to the 
victim; and the victim be 
given' a bicycle owned by 
one of the youths to use 
until the stolen bike is 
returned. 
Geoffery David Young 
pleaded guilty to a charge 
of impaired riving. 
The court was told by 
Bishop the charges arose 
following an incident 
April 15. Boyle ordered 
Young to pay a $150 fine, 
with 14 days in jail in 
default of payment. 
Juvenile court was held 
in Terrace Monday but 
Judge Boyle ruled the 
court closed and the press 
was barred from 
covering the proceedings. 
stolen pickup in" SteWart on Sunday. Bishop stated 
police were called and that when questioned by a local 
RCMP, Stewart became hostile. ' . 
Bisliop said Stewart hen punched a civilian and 
kicked the officer, when the officer steppod into break 
up the fight. At that point, said Bishop, the officer and 
Stewart angled. 
Jane:Grevelin~+uprealdent of ~ the Terrace Old Age 
Pensioners (left) receives 1715 It.ore Bill' Sturby of the 
Loyal Order of Moose whife 'Helen + Jefferson looks on. 
' 
' ;: /?ili ..... . /i /:. 
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VICTORIA (CP) -- ¢oiumblans. iravel""to" 
Tourism Minister Don 
phillips said Monday he's 
opposed to legalized gam- 
hiing in British Columbia. 
Don Lockstead (NDP -- 
Mackenzie) had suggested 
earlier that the government 
get into gambling as a source 
of revenue, noting that 
thousands of British 
Bishop also noted Stewart had previous convictions 
of similar charges, including a previous conviction of 
• assaulting an officer. 
Boyle stated despite the fact Stewart was "pretty 
well thumped out" and that the acts were rela.ted to 
drinking, his past offences made a. jail term 
necessary. Boyle alsorecommended the term be 
The money will go towards the building fund of the 
drop4n centre and was obtained from preceeds from 
Lotto Canada ticket sales in. the Weeiwerths Centre. 
Photo by arian Oregg 
Nevada each year to take 
their chances at the tables. 
Phillips said he does not 
want B.C. turned •into 
another Nevada,' that 
legalized gambling would 
not create additional rev- 
enue for the province and it 
would hurt more than help 
the provincial economy. 
Se l l ing  power now O.K. 
the power generated for its 
own use as a utility. 
He said the surplus energy 
now will be sold to other 
firms, utilities and even 
municipalities ona contract 
basis at negotiated prices. 
Hewitt said this is the first 
step in. a comprehensive 
energy policy the govern- 
ment hopes to outline in 
September. 
VICTORIA (CP) -- British 
Columbia companies will be 
able. to sell their surplus 
power under changes to the 
Energy Act . introduced 
Monday in the B.C. 
legislature. • 
Energy Minister Jim 
Hewitt said the proposed 
• changes lift the resB"ictiens 
classifying any firm which 
sells morb than 15 per cetR of 
, , ,~~ MOTOR HOTEL 
Invites You To Visit and Enjoy 
DENNISan+ JAN 
served +at the Terrace Community Correctional 
Contre, if possible. 
Boyle sentoncedStewart to 60 days on the charge o f  
assaulting an officer and to another 30 days to be  
served concurrently on the charge of theft over $200. 
"You're your own worst enemy," Boyle told 
Stewart. 
Pair gett ing a brea 
told to protest to MP 
Three Terrace youths smoking up at rock discharge, each youth is 
were each given a concerts," he added. ' . to serve six months 
"break" '  when they As one condition of the probation. 
pleaded guilty to 
charges of possession of
marijuana before Judge 
H.D. Boyle in Terrace 
provincial court Monday. 
Before giving con- 
ditional discharges to 
Randy Ireland, 17, 
Kenneth Bruce Ireland, 
18, and Raymond 
Higginson, 19, Boyle 
stated that feeling the law 
unfair, as Boyle stated 
many marijuana users 
did, did not justify 
breaking the law. 
The court was .told by 
Crown Counsel Tom 
Bishop that the charges 
arose from a single in- 
cident at the Terrace 
Arena June 19. 
Boyle also said he felt it 
would be unfair to punish 
the three harshly, since 
Boyle felt the law. would 
probably soon be 
changed. 
"If you want to change 
the law, write to your 
member ,  don't  go 
POLICE NEWS 
Terrace RCMP report 
a busy weekend, witn 
several persons facing 
charges. 
Early Sunday morning; ~' 
police report a +, juvel~e 
was involved in a 
motorcycle accident,; 
when a motorcycle hit a 
pedestrian on qu .~way 
Drive. Police staf~+tlie 
driver faces charges of 
operating an unlicensed 
motorcycle, having no 
insurance, and charges of 
driving with no~'helmtt 
and no lights. 
RCMP also -state 
another juvenile later 
took the same motorcycle 
out in the same area and 
a second accidefit .oc, 
curred. The second 
juvenile faces the same 
charges; . . . . . . . .  
Ear l ier  .Saturday 
evening, a third Juvenile 
is scheduled to appear in 
court on charges of 
operating an unlicensed 
motoreye!e, driving with 
Edward Bradley Ken- 
nedy, 20, of Terrace faces 
a charge of impaired 
driving and with failure 
+to perfbr~m a 
breathalyzer t~st.~ 
Denis  Ma i l lO~, ra l~o of 
Terrace, is selleduled to 
annear in court on an 
unmmreo+ orwe charge 
•a i (e r ' r  a :  Yen]  | • was  
checked early Sunday. 
Kelley b~eet, 18, will 
be charged with driving 
with no lnsurenceafter a 
vehicle Was i:cliecked on 
Highway 16 east Sunday, 
state RCMP. 
On Saturday, two 
males were pie] ed up by 
RCMP on s~ :ion of 
breaking an'd ~ itering 
with theft from a 
residence on Scott 
Avenue. Police report 
they are still in- 
vestigating that incident. 
Police also report 
' Jaques Joseph Dural Will 
face charges of impaired 
.driving and with driving EXTRA I I I 
• Cloudy skies with some no insurance, driving with a blood aleohol 
COMICS ,I showers areexpectedtoday, with no lights, and content over the legal 
The expected high will be 
P .A .  GE=I~ i IBdegre~sand~eovernight causing excessive noise, limit, following an  in- 
: i .  ~~" II 10w~}10~degre~..~.i:; Police also repprt ¢[den.t,~0.ndg.y~mor.ning. 
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TEll  I,I ..XI :E-K I TI M VI' 
dall:y heraldl 
through it we purchased 
. . . our  car  
...furnished our 
first home 
...clothed and 
fed our.family 
l i ,  
Playing Again In 
~~ 'd, LOUNGE 
0AKING 9-2 
MONDAY TO.SATURDAY 
"DO IT YOURSELFPLUMBING", 
SIZE . 
1V~ Inches 
2 Inches 
3 Inches 
4 inches 
ABS Pipe C.S.A. approved 
on SALE for this week 
REGULAR SALE 
PRICE 
.ss .46 
1.18 ' .88 
2,39 1.79 
3A6 2.$9 
CHARLIE BELANGER 
PLUMBING & HEATING LTD. 
4436 Lakelse Ave. 
TERRACE, B.C. G35-9319 
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LETTERS TO 
THE EDITOR 
Dear ~lr: viseed, when the National 
inquiry is concluded. To 
Re: your paper (July ~h) argue otherwise before such 
Front page, no lees; our evidence is produced is, 
represmtative to Ottawa, unahash~ ignorance. 
Mr. fulton states: "No more Harrisburg, and the 
Urulum mining", an "ChinaSyndrome" un- 
"Unnatural threat to man- derwrite the element of 
Idnd'. ~ human error-(something 
And what of AMzmtoewtth oceaieloned aily In the 
it's cerelnog~mic N|ents-or automoblle)-and both the 
Coal; with it's ~ ,  : ' 3 mile and the 
"Damp-Gaes.; certainly saq~i~ t fictional movie, 
these too are unnatural, serve to. illustrate: the 
threats. The whole area .of 
in this vim, may be 
as; "unnatural 
threats to maskind". Strip 
• ml~Ni-for It's danger to the 
mvlronment; and un- 
derground mining fro" the 
dsn~er of life sad limb (le. 
rm~mt mine disaster in 
c.p~ BrspnL 
With Ig~. ~/Iton's feelings 
of "~o,mtddie ~round"; will 
he "]men not deduce ell 
mlnf~ be stopped. 
In Kis book, '"time for 
Truth", WY.. Simon states;" 
• North American man 
~ol~sresJed.. from hunting his 
e with Woos, to cold, to 
"Back-up  sys tems"  In 
Nuclear plants-work. 
The  pefilic gardens in 
Vancouver and the 
provincial perk at Chlpman 
N.B., evidence what beauty 
may surface from "Strip 
Min~" and the mine at • 
N.S. has  a safety 
record the envy of surface 
cunstructlonproJucts. It can 
be done. " " 
. /Us Energy usage costs 
approach 15 ~ cent of 
Gross Natio~l~[l.~diturei .... 
one realizes "Alternative 
energy decal opment" Is not 
aLuxury exl~mse: but, basic 
to our survival. 
Yes ,  Mr. 
..-' . . . . . .  ,~'-~'::~'.' . / .  ~ , . " ":. //."~.~ '~?-~?.~?.~'/~..'~::".~s~:~ 
" .... EXPOR . , . ' . .  
Gas .hearing starts today, 
OTTAWA (CP) -  The 
National Energy Board 
today' begina its long- 
awaited public hearings 
on 11 applications to in- 
crease natural gas ex. 
ports to the United States 
and on two competing 
prepeaais to extend a gas 
pipeline in Quebec to the 
Maritimm. 
The hearings follow 
release la March of a five 
month study by the 
federal  regulatory  
agency saying this 
country hun enough gns In 
reserve to export two 
trillion 'cubic feet (TCF) 
more to the U.S. In the 
1t~08 while starting up 
new flows to Eastern 
Canada. 
The board's fm~e~t 
surplun--abcut one~th 
e amount, wanted for 
export by petroleum 
companies--amounts to 
about two.thirds of 
present annual Western 
Canadian preduction.. 
At stake is whether 10re- 
building of southern 
portions of the giant 
northern natural gas 
ilpslina will go ahead. 
And Alberta Premter 
Peter Lousheed nays the 
industrial stability of the 
primary producing 
province depends on 
federal ~doreemont of 
increased gas experts. 
The industry will be out 
to prove that the energy 
board's estimated surplus 
is on the coP,Jervattve 
side, is outdated and 
WASHINGTON (CP) - -  
P res ident  Carter's with- 
druwal to the mountains of 
Maryland reflects the deep 
difficulties his admln- 
istrution faces in dealing oH and to natural gas: all Fulton; we 
without aid from Nattcanl develop Uranium for wtth..tha politi.callyexploaive. 
mersybcards."Hesu~gesta Nuclear plants; 'and we pront.ems at energy ann 
it is these beards and their, murder baby seals for mx~uon.. . . . . .  
Wliulm, that cause theroal preservation of Flshatocks; xnepremcont oeacanasty 
laterferanesin alternative,, end we break eggs to make retreat ~ Camp David last 
on. om,lm. Wedoth.thinga. ca..- 
wonders, t ": ............. in,,~he~mame~...,of,,.progr~se,,~...,.~tm~,,&,.~.ev.u~, apee,.cn 
'Ins tsehnobgy for nafe :10~causo not too would lead thacwanouppoeedtoprowce 
Americans with what he 
promised would be a "bold 
hamesais~ofnueleerunergy us to  certain pending 
la factual. The required calamity. It was ever so. 
tuchnology for disposition of 
waste and by.product, will Thank you 
be evidenced; I 'm con- Frank Donahue 
Letters welcome 
should be revised up- 
wards. Without new 
markets, future ex- . 
pl0ration sad develop- 
rmmt cannot be financed, 
the Industry says. 
Strengthening the in-. 
dustry's case is the 
release hmt week of the 
latest estimate of gas.re- 
serves by the Alberta 
Energy Resource Con- 
servation Board. " 
The provincial body 
revised upwards its 
fo recast  o f  u l t imate ly  
recoverable reserves to 
between 130 and 140 TCF 
from. ll0. The Alberta 
board also said hi~er gas 
prices ,or technological 
breakthroughs could mad 
that figure to more than 
200 TCF. 
Industry spokesmen 
say the new figure should 
translate, into an ad- 
ditinual 1.5 to ~ TCF of gas 
BY DOUG.LONG . . . sectiou' are under COal. 
If the total surplus l. struc~on. 
' The federal govern- 
estimated by the federal meat has mild repm t~dly 
onergy board were ex-.., that it will not .allow' 
port~ over a suggested, prebuliding to go ahead 
eight-yna~ perlodi i t  uniws finsnelng for the 
would increase delivm'les entire IZ'O~ect hna been 
to U.S. Western and/. 
Pacific, regions byabout ipmrsmeao. 
one-quarter - -  an average :. The sponsors argue that - 
1.25 " TCF . annually - prebullding will act na a 
compared , with " the , catalyst to . attract 
current one TOP a year financial backers tO the 
under existing contracts., entire $15 billion project. 
And, -~. they  any the 
economic benelite to 
avalisble for exports over 
an eight.to l~-yesr ps~lod. 
The bearings are to be 
conducted In two phases. 
Th...e xert  license phase natural gee pipeline 
wm go ai~md first, move project are to be built 
to Calgary July 23 and. first, then sponsors must 
likely return to Ottawa win approval at these 
sometime in August. hearings for gas export 
The second certificate licences. 
~Seck tohas been pushed The. massive project 
give the eastern would carry Alaskan 
provinces more time to natural gas thrgugh 
assess the applications" Canada to the lower 48 
[or pipelines passing etates. Prebulidinswonld 
through Quebec, New allow spmumrs to pipe 
Brunswick and Nova surplus'Alberta g s to the 
Scotia. U.S. now while 'northern 
.Canada,  ch ie f ly  
Alberta, currently, sup- 
piles about five IPet" cent 
o f  total, natural gas 
burned  in  the Un i ted  
States. Current export 
contractemn to1996, but 
l~ . to  expire in the late 
Indust ry  sources 
estimate additional an-  
portsof two TCF would be 
worth about $14 billion to 
the Canadian economy, a
fact cited by federal 
financial authorities. In.- 
advocating more gas 
• exports, 
H the southern portions 
• of the JOint Cunada.U.S. 
HE'S  ORRIED 
The Herald welcomes its ,readers com- 
ments. All letters to the editor ef general 
public Interest wil l  be printed. We do, 
bewever; retain the right to refuse to print 
letters on grounds of possible l ibel or bad 
taste. We may.also edit letters for style and 
length. All letters te be considered fo r 
publ icat ion must  be s igned.  
Canada re too great not 
~o anew p~zmd~ to 
The  sponsors mtimata 
that perh~,Slou to 
4.S TCF: of natural 
viable;.- • . ~ 
- T~ '1~. i~ ~ ~ 
• larilest ever, before the 
beard with ' about ITS 
intervenora having 
' rq lmrsd by:the Juno 8 
deadline, " 
The applicants inslade 
Alberta nd 8outhernGu 
Co. Ltd,, Canadian, 
Montana Pipe Line Co., 
Columbia Gas Davel- 
opment of Canada Ltd,, 
ICG Trsoamlssion Ltd., 
Niagara Gas- Tran- 
smlsalon Ltd., ProOas ~ 
Ltd., Sulpetro Led., 
Westcenat TrsuamlsMon 
Co. Ltd. and a Joint e~. 
plication by Consolldst~d 
Natu~l Gas, Pan-AJberta 
Gas Ltd. and Trun- 
rCansda PipeLines Ltd., 
the prebulld |~onso!rs, 
i 
I 
I 
I 
"It's simply a supply and demand situation... "'
. .  _ .~"  
•. ~.. '..~:... ,~...:..~',.-~[.~;:3:~:;. , 
. .. .:. ,~ . .  : . . ' . ."- . . : , . . . : ! ,~. , ,~ . ,  
. . . . ,.....'. ~i.~...':.,..:.:-. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~-,...~,~-,.:.-,~:,~.~.~<. ¢~:~'-.~ 
by Miipsel Maya ... 
Everyyear, mfllious of people nter Canada. ~ne 
are visitors only staying a short time. Others .m 
forelgn students or workers and many are 
who have come to make Canada their new home . . . .  . . _. 
Which ever.category they fall in, all are affectudin 
some way by Canada's Immigration Act, passed by 
the House of Commons in 1977. The Act statcs, t~  tim 
first t ime in Canadian law, the objectives of st i r /m- 
migration policy. These include non.discdminalim 
family reunion, humanitarian concern for re /~eU 
and the promotion of national goals. . . . . . . :  " ' 
Another goal of the new Act is to ~ the im-  
migrat ion  movement o Canada's pepuktioa mid. 
labor market needs. After consulting with. the. : 
provinces and other institutions, the minister, ~f is.,. 
. migratton is required to announce annually' :!tim 
nmnhar of immigrants Canada plans to a d m i ~  
.~ i f led  period. ~n 1978, about 100,00 
entered' Canada. ...-. 
The new Act came after much tu'ltickm had. .1~ 
leveled against the previoas one whlch"eoatldned 
,many archaic provisions and rigid, catogodeii .d 
persons who eonld not be ads/teed to Canada. ".'F~ 
example, it prchibltod the admlasion.~ pe~om Such 
• as epileptics and the menially ill and It i o~ a,hersh 
aPWeach to deportation, 
There were also allegations that' esrhf lnoff l~d~. 
refused immigrants on the basis of nafloaMlty, 
eltlzenaMp, ethnic group, occupation or class . . . .  ~. : . . .  
Persons were denied entry to Canada if they fell into 
these oategarles, even if It was clear they did n ~ /  
a threat to our society or seem l ikely to .~ . , __  
financial support from government. " 
The new Act contains fe~rigid categoH.es ofpea,rams ~: 
"We've got the supply and we ~. 'Ice the demand." 
I 
fanned if, as some 
eeonomlats predict, n tax cut 
is enacted to comhatl the 
recession they believe Is on 
its way. 
Administration offlclala 
are reported to have ,been 
sounding out ~ n a l  
leaders on what kind of tax' 
CUt they would sccept. 
Carter is reluctant o take 
this step, however, since it 
wonld s i~ l  an end of hit 
pledge of a balanced federal 
budge by 1tel. 
Given the controversial 
and somettmm Conflicting 
options he faces, Carter's 
troubles In settln~ n course 
for the country become 
clear. By callk8 a domestic 
summit at Camp David, i t ,  
appears he want| s little help 
in dectding what trude.cffa. 
muet be made, 
! 
new approach" to energy. 
He had asked for air time 
for the speech after rushing 
hack from the Tokyo sum- 
sit. The swift cancellation, 
without explanation, left 
behind an impr~alon ct 
indecision and abroad range 
of unanswered questions 
about what could be on the 
i~eident's mind. 
mystery deepened as 
Carter began summoning an 
array of top aides, cabinet 
members, political advisers, 
governors; cengremman s d 
individuals to Camp David. 
By the end of the week, his 
retreat was being described 
as a domestic summit 
conference. 
Now, the U.$.. is holding its 
breath, waiting to see what 
Carter brings down from the 
not possible to appeal or review. ' 
Persons suffering from any disease or health i s :  
pairment, whether mental or physical, by wMUb they 
are likely to be a danger to the public health or safety, 
will not be admitted. Tbese persons will alsobe dented 
entry if they will make excessive demands on |ocisl 
services, ".'" 
Accordi~ to the Act, if there ore rWomm 
grounds to believe aperson will be unable or unwtllinli 
to support hemselves, he or she will be denied enh 7. ' 
Another inadmissible class denies entry to a .pu~zon 
if there are reasonable grounds to believe he or aim 
will engage in acts of violence that would ende~l~ 
persona in Canada. ' , , ' 
Persons who have engaged in or who it is reasoners  
to believe will engage in acts of espionage or sub, 
version against democratic governments, a re  also 
re fus~ entry. Closely related to rids class, are 
sons was there are reasonable grounds to believe will 
en~age in or instigate the subversion by force ~ any 
government while they ' are in' Canada, 
Several inadmissible classes deal with cr iminal  
activity. Depending on the severity of the crime and:  
the length of time that has passed since the lxmw / 
completed his sentence, some criminals are permittul 
to enter Canada or may enter for only limited periods. 
Oters are permitted to enter if they have rehabilitated 
themselves. ' . . . . .  
Persona who there are rnasonable grounds to 
believe will commit crimes lzmishable by/ndictmmlt. 
• or will engage in organized crime, are also prohibited , 
form entering the country. 
A person who has .been eonvtctsd of. a crlnm: ,! 
anywhere in the  wor ld  wh ich - in  Canada Is ~ b i & . .  
by indictment and carries a maximum penalty ot I I .  
that 10 years in prison, is generally not allowed to, . '  
enter Canada as an immigrant. However, he or Mn 
may be permitted to enter as a visitor for up to ~0 days 
or as an Immigrant if they Can convince offleiak tbSt • ' / 
they have rehabilitated and It has been at lmt f l~  
years since the end of their se idm~i  
The refen nee to rehabilitation k one example ~ the ~ 
broad discretion allowed in the Act. The ACt dons not 
define regabllitation although the dicialon u ~ ' 
whether a person has been rehabilitated Is find. " :  
If you have been convicted anywhere in the world d 
two or more crimes which in Canada are punislmbk 
by summary conviction, you can not enter as an ha- : 
migrant unfit fuve years have passed from the end d 
your sentence, However, you may enter naa Vhdtw:i 
for 30 days if an immigration officer thinks that your 
reason is justified. ' 
There are several other miscellaneous c luass ~ at 
persons who may be dealed entry. For example, 
official can deny entry to a person if the ufflchd/ 
believes the person does not genuinely wish to be an, 
immlgrant or visitor, 
Such a person would be one entering Canada isa '  
visiter but believed by the official to be in tend~ tO 
stay permanently. Again, the official's d i sere~o~ 
powe~ here .are broad, although a person withe 
visitor a visa Is entitled to an Inquiry by lmmi~rat!~ 
Canada if denied entry. , 
For more information contact the People's LaW 
School for its booklet on Immigration Law. CostIs ~ : 
cents plus postage. Write to 2t t~;  West lZh Ave;i 
Vancouver, B. C. or i:ail 734-1126. " ". 
ofwices mark the last summer 
the decade. 
But i.t offers no immediate 
so.lutJon to the. cui'ront 
onergy crisis, analysts note. 
At the earliest, almost 
another decade would pass 
before_ the multi-billion- 
dollar investment required 
would pay off by making 
synthetic fuel a serious 
contender in the fight to 
reduce.oil mports from the 
Middle East, 
In the short term, Carter's 
tals is to come up with aay of 
reducing demand while dis- 
tributing supplies more ef- 
ficiently. One way of doing 
this wuld be to allow electric 
utilities to bern coal instead 
of oil, and high-sulphur oil 
when weather conditions 
permit. 
Any such move would 
arouse the anger of en- 
board to handle such 
projects by stdestepp/ng the 
usual reJtulatory steps was 
contained in a confidential 
memo to Carter from ad- 
vker Stu Eisenstat~ whose 
prime suggestion for han- 
the nergy problem was 
to portray Arab • all 
producers as the villains in 
the piece. 
Another l~,wo~d be to 
lift federal price controls on 
domestic crude oil im- 
mediately while abolkhin8 
the existing allocation 
system, which, in the words 
of Energy Secretary James 
Schlesinger, "puts the 
gasoline where the cars are 
not," 
Carter already is com- 
mitted to ehding price 
Carter into seclusion ' ;  ~ : ~immisration eases, feels the public must.wait and me .~ , how much abuse there is of this discretion hatom 
By CATHY MCKERCHER conU~k as a means of,m; .... palming Judgment on the Act. " I f  you have wall 
courag ing  domest ic  .~trained immigration officials with a qMwk of * 
mountain. Analysts note that vironmentalists, who are production and lowering inlmantty in them, then there probably won't I~  as 
a chief problem facing beginning to understand the .couaumption, but he wents to many problems as there were with the 
Carter is that except for extent of the problem of acld doltsradnallyoverthanext regu]aUons of the old act," ha explMm. 
launching a new synthetic rain and other types of few years. 
fuels program, the likely poilutlon.causad by energy- The problem with The Act stipulates severnl classes of persoa wh0 are 
options for action all carry related activity, removing federal con~rola or not allowed to enter Canada. A few examplm will be 
potentially high political Environmentalists. also allocation plans sudde~ is dealt with here. For a more detailed explmmt/oa, 
.price tags. would likely resist attempts that the multlNi wice in. send for the People's .Law School booklet on  I s -  • 
Synthetic fuel has become to bypass environmental cr~ses could have a severe migration Law. 
perhaps the moat popular steps • in the regulatory impact .on ln~. ties, .w..h~,h . . . . .  The following classes indicate the broad dtlm~tim 
:policy: in. Washlngton as  proeesa for energy projects, ~ m ~  ta~.= .'Mlewedimmigration fficials. One should roa]iso Utat~.:i I 
gasoline lines and "high deemed to be in the national ~ . . . . . . .  :u , .  
interest. ' Inflation would be further it is not always easy to appeal or review the deeblon of / 
The creation at ,a  new a local immigration official. And in some cases I l ls  
who are not allowed to enter the country.. Instuwl, ~/'!i 
immigration offlcisk are given broader discretlum, y 
Q 
'powers. " " 
The broad discretion allowed immiip'atim df le isk  
is one of the more controversial spects d the Act~ 
Some critics says this discretion opens the way tO 
abuse of authority. 
m 
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PENTATHALON 
3.0 WIN 
Expos beat Dodgers 
Pitcher Bill Lee pitched a In Philadelphia, Mike SCh. 5½ games behind the first. Angels beat Boston Red lk~X 
seven-hitter and hit a two- midthithissixthhomenmin place Exlpe,~ in the Natlonal &0asdtookaone.halfgame 
run single Monday night, four games and 29th of the League East. lead over Texas Rangers in 
giving Moo|real Expos a 3-0 season to help the Philliea Ken Oberkfcll drove in two rite West. 
victory over Los Angeles beat SanFraneisco Giants 4- Chet Lemon's rim-scoring 
Dodgers in National League 2. Schmidt and Chicago's runs, including the game- double keyed a tia~se.ran 
1he Herald, Tuesday, July 10, 1979, Page l 
• . .  • . 
baseball action. Dave Klngman are fled for winner in the seventh inning, 
Don Sutton, 7-10, retired . the major-leagae home run to give St. Louis Cardinals a
6-3 victory over Clndmmti, 
the first 13 Expos batters lead. The secondplace Reds fell 
before giving up a walk to 
Gary Carter and a Single to Steve Ontiverea capped a 7½ games "behind idle 
Ellis Valentine that ignited four-run first inning with a Houston Astrca in the West 
the three-run burst in the tworunhomer anddoubled to Division. 
fifth inning. Larry Parrich deliver another in Chicago's In the American League, 
delivered the first run with a tworun fifth, leading the Nolan Ryan struck out 12 
double before Lee, 9-5/ Cabs to a 7-4 triumph over Buston hatters and scattered 
stroked his two-ran single to Atlanta Braves. With the six hits, and Joe Rudi hit a 
right, victory, the Cubs remained two-run single as California 
Bombers facing test 
~ffensive l ine where  four 
non-imparts are expected to 
start  tonight. ' .game.  
WINNIPEG (CP)  - -  On Monday he released 
Winnipeg Blue Bombers face rookie slot back Chris Davies 
a tough tcet as they start and added de~euslve back 
regular season Canadian Steve Gelly and linebaoker 
Football League play tonlght Tom Schulz to the rceter to 
- -  they meat last years reach the limit. 
defending Gr@y Cup . Another ecent addition is 
champion  Edmonton  Bill Troup, former bsokup 
Es]dmos. . quarterback for Bait[more 
Even the most optimistic Colts.of the National F~ot- 
i 
. . . . .  rl wins i i:Eidmonton gi Bomber faro are not ex- ball League. Troup was • pecting a win. . released by Baltimore and md " .Winnipeg head c.oach Ray Joined Winnipeg a few days 
, . ~ ),, ' Jauch says he dosan t make ' before the final exhlhition 
~r,.q d* ~' . . " 4 ' predictions on games, hut game last week against 
SAN JUAN..(~'p) ~ Diane ~e U.S. and Cuba each won Carmen Ionesco Of sprinted Bernardo Colex of Jauch, who also directed the Saskatchewan. Winnipeg 
Jon~e's Konil~v/~ki Of Ed- four of the remaining eight Montreal, who was third in Mexico to win the 170- Edmonton club a few years won the game --  their only 
mofiton wo~ .C~da 's  first weight classes. • the women's disot~ Satur- kilometre cycling road race. ago, has some goals for the exldbition victory, in four 
gold medal in,~a~k and field James Robinson of the day, won her second i~..onze Bronze medallist Gonzalo season opener. ~es. 
at the PanAmerican Games US unset Olvmnie chum- in theshotputwi thamrow Marin of Colombia wns more "Basically, we want o find His performance in the 
Mondeynight~dofandingthe pl~)n Al%erto J'~nCterena of of I6.~0:,metrea. Tarr in 's  than threeminutes heh ind  ~tmffMio~,|,playe~ cans,~ ~new~hi~nr  Dt~e~eNO~Job. 
pentathlon title~,she won at Cuba in the men's a00 metres winning effort ,travelled the leaders and the top 
Mexl~ City ((~)' years,ago, and Essie Kelb; completed I8.57. i . .. Canadians, Normand St.- ""-"5"."- ' . -  ""'" - ' m o n t o n  s people, and ff they Jauch says Troup is still 
Aubin of Roxoboro, Que., can do that then we've made learning the Bomber w3stem 
Tile" 28.yekr.~ld broad- an American double at 'the Heavyweight  . Mark and Bernie Willock of Vie- some advances. If we play "andin]ookingalittiebetter 
caster was an easy winner distance, barely edging Cameron and super torla, were ninth and i0th,, wellwe have the ehnnce to at every day." 
wit~4,605 p0i~.~ to 4,430 for team-m~tegdlieBrown and heavy.,eight Thomas Stock nearly 13 minutes off the least be in the ball game."~- As for the Eskimos, at 
rannei'-up JodP'Anderson of Aurella Fent0nof Cuba. gave the Americans a sweep pace. r Jauub has spent much of most positions there's ex- 
the ,United States, Jill Ross There were two more  of the last two weightlifting • In tennis, Robert Bettaue his time In'rely planning his perience and proven ability 
of London, Ont., took the repeat win~era, in  :field: com~)et!tions., with. Mare of Vancouver and Wendy roster for the league opener, inn team whose Grey Cup 
bronze medal with 4,112. events, as 'Cuban Maria uaromammuttawa emmung Berlow of Victoria, the last League rules dictated the appearances have become 
Tarria 'to~k,~:~e w0men'w all three silvers zor snatch, Canadian survivors in Bombers reduce their almost a habit in recent 
ofLightwelghtHowardStUpPLaval, Que.;ano her Pan- digcus',~d.~oan t~,q,,, ~ , . Je rkandtote l i l f t in thesuper .  . " . . . . . . .  heavyweight compefftlon singles play, lost their numbemtoatleaot33bylsst Xn~,.s. 
Am:defending• champion, Ol!ye~ra;of Brazil, who.had , ,v ,~. , .  ,^..~.r, . . . .  .,~., ~..^. quarter-final matches but Friday. Janoh declared only . /Agondexample  of Edmon- 
and r,featherweight, D0ug . . . . . . .  ' . . . . . .  " already,~on.h|s.s~d,~0~,~,~,,. . . . .  #~ . . . . . . .  , . . .  Helene Pelletler of 32, ton's Canadian talent is the 
Yeats of Montreal won two' ~"" ' -  o~.  s--',;~.~. ,~,-.~,..," ~-- . ,~e, -.~,~,~,~.~-~ . , , - -  Char lesbourg,  Que., and 
more Canadian golds in ~'turday :~"c l 'e fe~l~i~ ' Curdinal'stota'l., , Nicele Marois of Quebec City 
Greco-Roman wrestling as title in the trlple jump. Carl0~ G~t~)~ Cuba out. reached the seml-finals of 
~. .  . . . . . .  , ;. the women's doubles. 
i ' . . . : . . . .  , Junior welterweight 
m Derrick Hoyt of Cranbrook, 
'" ' B.C., a winner of his o ning m . . . .  m " CUt' DT TAI , / " r "c  l•beut, howed out of the [ xing TUESDAY 
n . . . '  " . l n l  . . ~ i  mr" UXl..,.J I tournament when he lost a 
] . . . .  v •  • v  • ~ m  u . .  !.  ~ ' I unanimous decision to 
I ' I Puerto Rican Pedro Cruz. 
I : i Canada's unbeaten fldd 
I I ' r 
Nett,~!~.oaP.i .~,,~r) - -  end 11 hits m ~ at-oats, hand, the atnmean'T.ea~'e"~ftba'l I ' -team r~utckl" me'-  , . . . . . . . . .  v . - - ' . .  
Ge0rg, 'Kuns,.the all-pro inclnding a double and five baseball.club announced Netherlands Antilles l0-0 and ~ 3' I . I~  i~  
teclfle wEoee arrival helped homers, and drove in 11 Monday.,To fill the vacancy the women's softballers won . 
spark Baltimore Colts' runs. • V 145 ou.the roster, the Tigers by default over the 
turnaround from cellar- PLAY OFF FOR BERTH have purollased the contract Dominican Republic. 
dwellers ,to conference LISBON '(Reuter) -- of Tom Brookena from their .The women's basketball 
champions, announced his Canada and New Zealand Evansville (Ind.) farm club. team lost 90-81 to Cuba and 
retir~mant Monday because willplay off today for a place UNAB!,E TO PLAY the winless baseball team 
ofa'rectu~lngbaekeilment, i  the zone semi-finals of the ANAHEIM,.Calif.(AP)-- gave up five runs in the llth 
"It 'had to •come cener or men's Galen Cup under-21 California Angels! first base- inning in a 7-2 loss' to 
later, just like death and team tennis tournament, man 'R0d Carew, who Venezuela. 
taxes," sa id  Kanz, an  l l- Canada completed a 5-0 received/nOte ell-star votes 
year  National• Football sweep over Portugal and this season than any other ~ "  .~ ~ .... 
League veteran. New Zealand beat Ireland by player in the major leagues, 0' 
GO'SSAGE REAC-  .the same score in Zone E /midMonday that he would - ~ 
T IVA ' I~D . . matches Monday. • be unable toplay in the game 
NEW YORK (APt -- Rich TAKES TOP HONOR at Seattle because of a ~ ~ o m ~  
Go~/'ge, New York Yankees NEWYORK(AP)--Steve thumb injury. Carew suf. ' • " 
ace rellever"who has been Carlton of Philadelphia feted torn ligaments in his iBritain the art of glass- 
eldailnedsinceApri125, was Philliea, who pitched two. right thumb tagging a making died outl It Was[ 
react lvated  Monday,  complete-game victorlao, Cleveland runner on Jtme 1. revivedduring the Middk.[ 
replaelngoutfielder Juan was the National League' THAM DISQUALIFIED Ages but on a primitivt. I 
Beniquea on the. American Pla~,er of the Week for the SAN JUAN (CP) - -  Of- scale. The first evidence of I 
l.~ague t~ams active roster, penod ending with games of flclals d the P~,America~ glassmaking in England i.~[ 
Goasage is expected to be July 8, the league announced Dames ~women s softball in the 13th Century when[ 
able to pitch by this week- Monday. Carlton pitched a tournamel~t disqualified the Norman glassmakers set-[ 
end. Boniquez, who sprained onehitter in beating New. Dominlca@ Republic Moll- t ledin Kent, Surrey and[ 
hislaft~umhsuturday, was York Meta 1.0 to tie the day for riefusing to play a Sussex. At first only clear[ 
_plaeedpnthe21-daydisabled modern National League postponed game against and st:dned wimlow glass[ 
list. ' . . . . .  recordof fiveone-hittersina' .Belize. A spokesman for the was made, but during tht.[ 
FIRST IN VOTING career. ' Dominicam said they oh- 14th amt 15th centurit.~ 
NEW YORK (AP) -- Don MANKOWSKI DISAliLE, D jectad to the sched~Liing of gtas~c~:, lan}p~ :tlt(l b( tt,',, 
Beylor, Califernin Angel's DETROIT (AP) -- Third the Belize game at 2p .m,  were also ms(in. Tit,. 
outfiel~r who hit .423 last baseman Pliil Mankowskl because they had  a secret., of glassomkin~: 
week, '.WAS the'American has been placed on Detroit regulm'ly-scheduled game wcz'e guarded and han(icd 
l.eagile'?layer of th'e Week Tigers' 15-day disabled list ugaimt Caoade two hours down I'r,,~l, father to s6n. 
for July 2-8, the league an- With a chip fracture of the later.. - -  I~:,p.li:d, gh:~,:: ia the 
. ' '." :.. ... ' Middle ,'~g~; '~v,~ ge,|tTdl'~ 
.... ga'eenl~,|,, d-tl and more or 
)'. . , . .  : ... t less (,p~.que al)d dldu't 
¢0ul, ru V¢ ' 1-; ; to ,tcti,~n glass. 
hi 15.|t~, S gh,ssm,.kers 
14s  
• ,7. ¸ 145 
:30 
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sixth inning that vaulted 
Chicago White Sox to a 5.4 
victory over the Rangers. 
Bobby Bonds, Andre 
Thornton, Mike Hergrove 
and Toby llarrah hit home 
rims to support he five-hit 
pitching of David Clyde as 
Cleveland Indians beat 
Kansas City Reyals 84. And 
in Torento, homers by John Mayberry, Roy Howell and 
A! Woods and Dave Stinb's 
fourhitter gave the Blue Jays 
a 7-1 victory Milwaukee 
Brewers. It was Stisb'a first 
major-league victory. 
Balt imore Orioles met the 
A's at Oakland In a late 
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Saddle Club loses arena 
by Don Baker gymkhana chairman, 
Marlene Barber, ex- 
pressed her desire to "see 
the issue settled in an air 
of co-operation between 
the Downtown Lions c lub  
and the community as a 
whole". 
According to Barber 
the Saddle Club had sub- 
leased the facilities for 
nearly twenty years and 
now find themselves 
without their arena or 
corrals. Barber also 
charges that the. Saddle 
dub had invested in the 
e~ginal construction of 
the park's buildings. She 
says the Saddle Club was 
not notified of the 
changes by any Lions "that all bu i ld ings  on the 
member. Lions' property were the 
legal property of the 
Af Pursehke of the" Lions club alone, Put- 
Lions club claims that the schke told the Herald that 
Saddle club was not sub- the re.ason for his group's 
leasing the property in . dscislon to demolish the 
Lions park from his old facilities was that  
organization. He also "the Terrace community 
adds that the original lost interest in the 
buildings did not require Lnggerman's how and 
substantial inveshnent rodeos that were staged 
because they were built at the park site. He added 
using timber that was that during its last year of 
• t 
g~ov~ing on the Uons operation the park lost 
park site. money .  
As well, the Lions club Pursehke said that the 
executive member noted field will be redesigned 
for baseball and possibly 
soccer. . 
• "The Lions Club won't 
take any black eyes about 
the way we have treated 
other g roups ' in  the 
community" ,  he Said/ 
"For the past fifteen 
years we have allowed 
almost every group in the 
community to use-our  
property and rarely have 
we collected a single 
penny," 
After using the 
facilities at the Lions 
Park for almost twenty 
years, the Totem Saddle 
club found ttself without 
an arena this spring. The 
Saddle Club now faces a 
summer schedule that 
may be severely 
disrupted due to the 
unforseen loss of their 
arena and the subsequent 
damage that has been 
caused to the new 
facilities by vandalism. 
.The  Saddle Club's 
Saddle Club members ask support 
named person had the communi ty  can use," the site of 'the Saddle 
nerve to drive up in front said Barber. "The Saddle club's new arena this 
the fairgrounds at the 
Lions Park which the 
club hopes to use. 
There have been tlfree 
fires at the grounds ince 
the spring. The barn 
which the club hoped to 
use this year has been 
almost totally destroyed. 
On one occasion, 
Barber said, someone 
helped themselves to the 
aluminum roofing club 
members had laboured to 
sa lvage  from their 
demolished ham. 
Barber told of another 
occasion when an tm- 
of several club members club would like to work 
and commence to fill his with the entire com- 
truck with the club's munitytoward.thegoalof 
much-needed sawdust, improving the available 
A third incident which facilities in Terrace". 
Barber elated concerned Some club members 
an  incident at the corral indicated that Terrace's 
in ~hich someone with.a ability to stage a fair or 
chainsaw went on a horse sliow is virtually 
collecting spree, ap- non-existant. "Even a ~ 
parently to equip town like Smithers can 
themselves with wood., bold a full-fledged fair 
'~fhe club wishes to complete with horse 
Wednesday at 7:30 p.m., 
c lub  members say they 
hope the community will 
respond to this desperate. 
situa.tion with aid and 
assistance. 
"After all," said one 
c lub  member, "90 per 
cent of the .club's ac- 
tivities are designed for 
the children. The children 
are the ones who suffer 
because of ignorant 
develop a new section of competitions", said one violence of a few and the 
the Lions park into s member. " general 'apathy o f  the 
facility which the entire Work crews wil lbe at community as .a whole." 
by  Don Baker 
Mariene Barber, the 
gymkhana chairman of 
the Totem Saddle Club, 
seld the group is con- 
cerned about he future of 
the organization and she 
is.  asking for public 
'support o  help with 
developing a new facility 
in Terrace. 
The club has had 
problems with various 
other gt'oups within the 
community and, . ac- 
cording to Barber, there 
has been a continuing 
problem with vandals at 
Terrace ladies third 
Terrace Mr. Mike's in that opening match, fourth place standing. 
ladies softbal l  
travell'ed to 
team With this victory, the Another win in tbe team's 
Prince Terrace team went on to next contest placed them 
defeat Pioneer Homes third for the over-all 
with a score of 7-4. competition. 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  events Friday through 
The Canadian Junior Sunday at Empire Sea- 
track and field cham- dium here and Swangard 
pionshlps has attracted Stadium in nearby 
twice as many entries as Burnaby. 
expected, meet organizer 
Rob Hallam said Monday. Running events will ha 
Hallam told a news at EmptreStadium, while 
conference that 300 to 400 field competitions will be 
athletes are expected for at Swangard. 
George on the July I long 
weekend to participate in 
Following this game Mr. 
Mike's met Backwoods 
Juniors and were 
defeated by a score of 2-1. 
Linda Juba of the 
Terrace team allowed 
only three hits during this 
game while the pitcher 
for the victorious team 
allowed four hits during 
the game. 
Terrace's next contest 
was faught against the 
P~ince George Juniors, 
and in this game the 
ladies team was vic- 
torious by a score of 6-5. 
This victory assured 
Terrace of an automatic 
Linda Juba pitched all 
six games allowing 
twelve walJts and striking 
out n ine~ opponents. 
According to the coaches 
of the Terrace ladies 
R I l l 5  H 
t~,e~4adies tournament 
t6~re. The team from 
Terrace did well, 
finishing in third place. 
Five teams from 
Prince George par- 
ticipated in the tour- 
nsment along with teams 
from Whitehorse, Fort St. 
John, Dawson Creek, 
Kamlocpe and Terrace. 
The opening of 
Terrace's first match 
was delayed to the early 
afternoon by heavy 
showers, but the team 
won 5-3 against 
Whitehorse. Dian Lavoie 
scored the winning runs 
Rod Veretrale is one of many local businessmen who will be presenting local 
fishermen with prizes for the largest catch of the week In the 1st annual Salmon 
fishing derby sponsored by the Skeena Mall and the Daily Herald. Here, Verstrale 
presents Robert Komles with a free dinner for two at the Lakelse Hotel. Robert 
caught a seven-pound spring salmon Just below the bridge wldch crosses Ferry 
Island. Photo by Brian Oregg 
Dryden retires 
MONTREAL (CP)  - -  Ken 
Dryden of Montreal 
Canadians, five-time winner 
"  -'"W"Improvement is "an extremely wel l - -  Trophy as the National Hockey League's top played tournamexit for ~ goaltonder, announced his 
which.the entire team it all they: want? deserves , retirement Monday. " 
' ,4  " Retiring was a whole lot 
congratulations." easier yesterday than it is to- 
The Terrace 
Mike's ladies softball 
team will be hosting a 
tournament at the 
Riverside park on Aug. 
4,5, and 6. 
day," Dryden told reporters. 
Mr. TORONTO (CP) -- "To have lived in Montreal 
Toronto Argonauts promise, and to have played in the Fo- 
they will not claim the Grey rum, to have played before 
Cup in July even if they upset the people of Montreal and to 
Montreal Alouettus in their Imve played with the kind of 
Canadian Football League 
seanQn opener tonight, people I've had the op- 
"All I came here to do was portunity to play with, 
makes for a really re. 
improve the team," says markahie xperience." 
new head coach Forrest 
Gregg. "I don't want o go on Bombers. 
record saying we'll win the The opening-week 
Grey Cup. What I am saying schedule continues Wed- 
is that ~ football team will nesday night with" Hamilton 
be improved." Tiger-Cats visiting Ottawa 
But the old gag about the Rough Riders and British 
Argos winning the CFL Columbia Lions against Sas- 
championship in July and katchewan Roughriders at 
losing it November still may Regina. ' 
have to be dropped. The A surprise starter for the 
Argos ~re underdogs against Argos in their defensive 
the defending Eastern backfield will be all-star 
" Alouettes.C°nference champion, cornerback Eric Harris. University at Ithaca, .N.Y., 
C O L U M B I A  
Game time is 8 p.m. EDT 
• at Exhibition Stadium with 
television coverage on the 
CBC eastern network. The 
CBC western network will 
show tonight's other league 
opener from Winnipeg, 
where the defending Grey 
Cup champion Edmonton 
Eskimos meet the  Blue 
Dryden, 31, said he didn't 
• ]mow what he would do next. 
"All I can say in that I'm 
]mheytayol~o with a few people and 
nd that I really don't 
OW;"  
He said he had considered 
playing in'the Soviet Union 
for a year but the plan was 
turned down by the Soviet 
Ice Hockey Fe~ration. 
A graduate of Cornell 
Harris missed training .Dryden played hockey there 
camp and the pre-ssason ~and with Canada's national 
Great beer.Greut country. 
Montreal organization in consecutlve Stanley Cup, has 
1970-71. lost key personnel on and off 
He Joined the Canadiens the ice. 
for the last six games of that Veteran' centre Jacques 
season and won the Conn l.mnaire has loft for a post in 
Smythe Trophy as the out- Switzerland. Coach Scotty 
standing player in the Bowman has gone to Buffalo 
playoffs. Sabres as coach and general 
Montreal won the Stanley manager and Al MacNeli, 
Cup with Dryden in the nets director of player, personnel, 
for all 20 playoff games, has taken over as coach of 
Thenextsonsonhewonthe Atlanta Flames. 
Calder Trophy as the top Dryden saidhehasapplied 
rookie in the NHL and and for a six-month course 
won his first Vezina one year leading to ndmlaslon to the 
• later, bar next year. 
He wan on the second all. He said he is retiring early 
star team in his first full because he wants to time to 
season ~ 1971-72 -- and on develop a second career. 
theflrstteamflvetimes.The "Hockey has been my 
Cnnadiens won six Stanley passion for the last 25 years 
Cups during his tenure, and I will miss it very much. 
He sat out the 1973-74 I enjoyed playing as mueh as 
season because of a contact anyone has enjoyed it." 
dispute and spent the year During the seven-plus. 
. articling for a laW firm in seasons he was top net- 
Toronto. minder with the Caeadlons,. 
Dryden's retirement Drydenin 397 re~dar-eeason 
leaves Michel Larocque as games played 23,$52 
the team's No. I goaltender, minutes, allowed 970 goals, 
The No. 2 spot is open, with had 46 shutouts and had a 
RlchardSeviguy and Robbie "goalsagalnat average of 2.24. 
Holland from Montreal's in thepleyoffs he made 112 
farm system as candidates, appearances, played 6,841 
Dryden's retirement minutes, allowed 274 goals, 
comes at a time when the had I0 shutouts and a goals- 
schedule because of a con- team before Joining the team, fresh from its fourth against average of 2.40, 
tract dispute and 'didn't join 
o.o== S nd  Coach wants review physical condition is questionable. 
The rush job on Harris 
underlines the glaring VANCOUVER (CP) -- The to the Canadian team on the "The administration of 
weakness inArgos defensive coach of a Canadian runner recommendation f Gerard this sport has gone downhill. 
secondary which was porous competing at the Pan- Mach, coach of the Canadian for the last few years, We 
in the preseason. American Games has called track and field team at the don't have to buckle under to 
Joe Barnes, Moutreal's for a complete review of the Pan-Am. the COA aB the time. 
start ing quaterback,  Canadian Track and Field She was substituted for "We won't make any probably will test Harris at the first opportunity. Association following a Debbie Campbell of Victoria, progress until this is cleared 
change in wants for Britt who already had been an- up. It's a hardship on our 
Barnes was slow getting McRoberts. tared by the COA in the 400 athletes that shouldn't have 
off the mark as the Ala Gerry Swan of Abboteford, andg00metres.Gendronwas to betolereted." 
racked up a 4-0 pre-seassn B.C., who directs the supposed to run in the 800 Swan said that one day's 
record.Butinthefirsthalfof McHoberts's tlaining and MeRoberts in the 1,500, noticoforMcRoberistotrain the final preseason game,. 
against Hamilton, he ..program, said Monday that but the entries were for a different event wasn't 
protegee was supposed to reversed, said ~wan. fair to the runner, who had completed six of 10 passes run in the l,500 metres at the The association was worked "extremely hard to 
for 92 yards and one touch. San Juan, Puerto Rico, widely criticized before the overcome administrative down. 
Games, but was told at the trials for submitting a obstacles to be  able to 
Head coach Joe Scannella last minute that she had been preliminary list to the COA represent her country at the said he plans to use the No. 2 
quarterback, Montreal-born entered instead in the 800 before the actual trials were Games." 
Gerry Dattlllo, if Barnes metres by the Canadian held. The COA maintained "We havegoodcoaches at 
Olympic Aesoclation (COAL that Pan-Am org.:nizers the Pan-Am Games," he 
ia~ to generate enough "It's a discouraging needed the entries well in added, ':but they are 
offence in the first ha l f .  situation for an athlete to advance of the Canadian dreadful as administrators." 
Soanella dded that rookie train for one event," said trkk. l~leRobert.~ ~. lives in 
Larry Pfohl would start at "The Swan, "then find out she's problem is that the nearby Coquet. ~,n and at- 
right offensive tackle with been the vlctim of some very Canadian Track and Fie]~ tends Simon Fraser regular Pat Bennett out because of muscle spasms, shoddy bookkeeping." Association doesn't have University in Burnaby. 
McRoberts was a last- complete control of its 
TunyAdams,~9, whoinl- minute addition to the sport," Swan told ~ ~,:#s Go l f i  
proved with every pro- Canadian team after a conterencoc~!~ed ! :,  e ta  r ig  
season outing, will start at strong performance in the the Canadi~ !~:',,, ~ack 
quarterback for Toronto. Pan-Am track trials here and field ¢hampi~w~hip,~ this Toronto defensive end 
Wayne Smith, centre D0Ug in ' last  month, weekend ,n v,,o~o~e~ o,~ leaders 
Redi and right guard Doug Penny Bales of Ottawa nd nearby Bumaby. 
Franclne Gendron of Fairchild will miss the "I'm submitting a letter to I:'Or.I';'~ 'v%DRA BEACH, 
opener due to injuries. Montreal originally had been 
Argos also announced entoredinthePan-Paml,600 theBritish Columbia Track Fla. (AP) -- The Top 10 
Monday that defensive by the COA, but Gendron andFieldAsscoiationcniling money winners on the 
tackle Ernie Holmes will finished third behind Bales for the provincial body to Professional  Golfers 
begin a five-day -trial and McRcherts in the trials, demand a complete review Aasociatiou tour: 
of the structure of the L Tom Watsbn $397,~ 
following the  Montreal McRoharts then was added national association. 2. Larry Nelson ~,097  
game. 3. Andy Bean $124,0~ 
Holmes, 31, is a defensive 4. Lanny Wadkins $185,875 
member of P.. burg~ 6. Lee Trevino $175,117 
Steeler's Steel t, urtain 7. Bruce Lietzke $169,971 
defence on the 1975-76 8. Jerry Pate $150,117 
Nat ional  Footba l l  League The  Canad ian  Red Cross  Soc ie ty  9. Huber t  Green $149,246 
Super Bowl team. t0. Bill Rogers $146,69S. , • 
• ° 
r C ~  ' , 
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Lloyds 
Upright 
-S tereo  WOodgraln Cabinet 
• - AM.FM Mul t ip lex  8 track 
receiver 
• Hidden BSR record changer 
Woolworth Regular Price 
199.96 
D E 
® 
Berkline 
Sensational Seotional 
,..-.--... 
Furnishings! 
A. The Se(;tional: Contemporary 2-pc. ensemble 
consists of a sofa & one arm" Ioveseat, 100 percent 
Orlon Acrylic Pile. Rust. Sofa: 92" L x 34" D x 
,30" H; Loveseat: 60" L x 34" D x 30" H. Come 
see this suite today. 2 pc. se t  $699 
The Wall Un!ts The Tables: Wall unit shown 
comes in 4 Individual pieces - -  buy one or all 
four! Wall unit & tables have Russet Pecan 
fi. ish; stain & scratch resistant. 
B. COrner Unit: 16" x 16" x71" H. each S99 
C.•Wall Unit: 16" x 30" x 71"H. each $199 
D. Bar Uniti 16" x 30" X 71" H. each $179 
E. Curio Cabinet: 16" x 30" x 71", each $249 ..... ~~ '~ 
F. Hexagon Table: 22" x 25" X 19" H. each sg l  
G. CoCktail Table: 20" x 54" x 16" H. each $97 
~-;  
Unfinished 
Hutch & Buffet 
• Made of Sturdy Birch 
- 2 Drawers 
• 4 Doors 
Woolworth Regular Price 
259.70 
Woolworth Sale Price 
22222 
One Only 
Brentwood 
• TV Recllner 
- Rust coloured 
- Vinyl Arms & Footrest 
Woolworth Regular Pr ice 
139.99 
Woolworth sale Price 
11111 
- By G.S.W. Frost.Free 15 cu. 
ft. Refrigerator 
- 2 Door Model In gold only 
- Butter Keeper 
- 1 Year Full Warranty 
Woolworth Regular Pr ice 
559.95 
Woolworth Sale Price 
475 oo 
foryour 
shopping 
conven,ence ~' ,.~: • 
~:~ 
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akel=e, Terrace Mon-  Wed. Thurs. & Frl. Sat. 
I I  or 43|-~110 9:30am.6:00pm 9:30am-9:00pm 9:00am-6pm 
Use These Cards in Woolworth Stores Across Canada 
( 
Po le  II, INae i l~r=la .  Tuesday, J u ly  9, 19:~, 
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Save $20Z 
Compact Size 
6.23 Cubic Foot 
Freezer! 
Home economy! Storage con- 
venlence! Freezer has 183-1b. 
storage capacity. Foam insulated- 
lid; dual safety sentry light, In 
Almond• 237/e '' W x 23V~" D x 351/e" 
H. One year parts, labour and 
service warranty. Our Woolworth 
reg. price: ea. 269.98 
Homefa.ir Price, each: 2 4 9 ,  ~ 
~, ~" /.¢~" "~' ~ T,']," ":""" : ~ :~".~t:.',:r~:"; ' ~ ~'.".:~ 
"'.}' :;'."~:~:~i'!;i I:,Z!'~.~I :: q~ 
tment  stOre . i ,  
• . .~. ,..~: ~. .~ ~ , ~ '; 
~ : ~ ~ . . . . . . .  ~ i~.~~ 
r . i,) iresent ,ng  the: :~ 
..... "Rad isson"  Co l lec t ion  
from 'Marius0uel let!  
.= , 
Rustic design*s inspired by early , . 
Canadian frontier furniture,.but built for ' ' 
modern Canadian families, Each pte~e~. ~ ; 
is built of solid Birchwood for~.~tFeegth; *:.c,~ . :::~ 
,. • .  , , ~ ~,  ~ ~.-'~ .~  ;. ~ ' .  : ; : - . ,~ ,  . .  , 
finished in lustrous deep Cinnamon'tone,. ::~]~.i,.~/:; '~'.~ 
" for good looks; coated with mar  ..and !=~..  ~ 
stain-resistant finish to keep its good .:~i~i~;~~. :i 
looks looking good ~ade in Canada. ~i~ ~:.*, ': 
• , : . , • ~,, ~ .~ '  • . ' , :  
Table (40" x 36."; extends.to.12" with 2 ~:,~i.~..-::~: 
extra leaves) Ptus'~4 ~ c'~e irs: '; ~*  "" ": 
~ ::..:& ... "' ..... Arm .Chair, nn-  
.... • ::~'~: each. ~ 
[:i:[•~:]~::i:~[]]:S?:::; 
ii:ii.] , 
..,_ 
Buffet (52" x 17" 
x, 32" H) and Hutch . ~ ~ 0 0  
(52" xS~ ~ ~, '~- I )  ~;i 
s.~t~:" 
Your  new D inet te  Su i te  
!:i~•: " ' ,  : / , ' . . ' :  i "  • ' /  
is wa i t ing  at Woo lwor th  ! 
Looking for bold colours, classic styling, 
complete comfort? Then look at this: 
Dappled-Elm laminate 36" x 48" (60" 
opened) table With 4 chairs covered in 
Reo Tobacco expanded Vinyl. 
1990 o 
~~ : foryoor-., ..... .  ,. ,, . ~ .shOpp ing  i:~ I 
. _ _  . ,.onve,,=enc~:..~.: q 
,~!~i" . 
t I Lively Sol: Brig5 : - -  
nice t0Sit down to . . . .  
These warm, sunny.c01ours are perfect '.'~' ~:.~* 
for your warm, sunny kitchen ! The 36" x . 
48" (60" opened) table.ti~p is .Golden .'::.'~ ~? 
Marble.lOck': laminate (easy.care);  ~ ~''~ 
& English - 
188oo 
chairs combine Florals 
Chestnut. 
5-Pc. Dinette: 
t . 
J 
,= 
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Shower & Window Curtains 
French Tergal  Po lyester ;  
Vinyl  l iners. Blue, Pink,  
Block-White, Brown. Beige. 
Shower Curtain: 1 panel 72:' x 
72".  Our Woolworth reg. 
Price: ea. 27.99 
Window Curtains: 2 panels, 
:each 34" x 48". Our Woolworth 
leg.  price: pr. 27.99 
Home Fair  Price, 
• YOUR CHOlCI=, no; 
........... ~ ....... : , ,  ,~ ' ,~ .  
in Leaves' 'Autumn Leaves' 
• • "S  ; & I)urtain Towels 
Cotton.Polyester .  F r inged .  
"Willow" Bedspreaum~,:: . . . .  .ore, , . . ,  .... . . . .  .~-~:~::~~ • • " Prices, aCh, ;:: ~: ~!,..i.: 
ShOrty Drape Ensembles Bedspreads &.Sham ' Drapes 
Twin SO" x 54" 
ends; Brown, .Pink, Blue, Soft Polyester floral Woolworth reg. prices: ~!~196 I ' I IS6  
Black-White. "Bat iste" .  Quilted each, " IV  
Bath Towel (22" x 42"); Our aeds 'pread  h as Twin Bedspread 56.96 Double 7S" x S4" 
Woolworth Reg. :Pr,ce: ea. 439 :Pol yesfer fill. Nylon Double Bedspread d~.96 4871 17"  
5.49  - hth  Towel T r i co t  back .  Un l ined  Queen Bedspread 89.96 
• Pinch.Pleated Drapes Pillow sham 13.96 Queen 100"x S4" 
1Hand Towel . . . .  (1$,  x 2$') .  Our 2 have hooks included. AII prices:OUr Woolworthpalr, reg. 66SS 2 3 "  
Woolworth reg. price: ea. 3.49 79  fully washable. Our 
Facecloth (12". x 12"). Our ..,dTow°, SO" X 54" 15.96 Sham 
qW~ ~ Wet t h 1 ,,,, x ,,,, .,, 10 7, reg. price: ea. 1,99 S9 lOO"x s4" 31.96 21" Home Fair Prices, ca.: ~.¢.c,o,h 
' ~ ,i:i:i~i!i~i~E~::i~:~i!!il : : , :  ::i..: ......,:..... • ~. . . . . . . , ,  • ~ 
. . . . . . . .  " ' . .  :' ' :!;~,,',.:':.i:.:~..~::~:~!'~i. ~.:'.!..~.. ~ .E:':i 
:ii!:!iii:ili,  
• , . , .  : . .  
. ' i : i~  i ::~':~ :"~ :::',~:i ~~"~ ' ~ 
. . ~  ====!:i:::i:.:i!:.:::~,~ ! ; i  ~:., 
" "~ ~::::::;ii':.:i'~: : : ::':~:~:::i "~"i~: . : . .¢ : i  
• . ,. : ~:i':'! :. • . ,  :~.~....:,.: . ',:~:: ; ~...:, ~..;~ 
. : + . :  :.... ' ? ,? i : . "  
..... : .. " . .. : . '  i.:~::i:: 
• : ~,'~ ",:::,: 
• :.:'!::':'~.;~:.';': ~ .: . ,: .~ : : : , : . ;  : , " '. ":::.~ : " . .  ".: ", ~:~;:'~: ' ,  'i: 
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Wal l .Accent  .Oil Paintings ~.o.~. ,,...o~. Warm Country f ine ,...,,. ,-m, . . . . .  ' A b r ight  add i t ion  to any  -4 [1~ I | 
,e,,,,o. ~*--,,,on.,. Bright L ight ldeas  room lnyourhomel eachVqiP 
i dda  aeauhfu l  TouGh ~o, o,., o. ~on temporary decors. Ooudior lamp d m~-n  • n y : Antique Gold colour 
Wood frames, lust what you needl each • to:Ma Deoors! • For Your Home ~,.,,. or dresser... - I I I I - -  
: Count ry - look  lamps  f i t  w i th  Ant ique  
. into any corner of your plated Metal and Accent your home with :~ :
home.  R ich . look ing  S tyrene  lampshade.  77  .i.~ 
18". X 30",'. eo¢h:  13 '4. x 16" ,  ea(:h: . S'. x 10% each:  sol id dark  P ine  Wood a handsome decorator  
$20 $17 $10 ' A.  F loor  Lamp , J i l l , ' /  Swag Lamp 411. . /7  ' ' ~ Super  beh ind  a cha i r  or  Decorat ive  and func.  ill# O£ . . . .  " ' ' . ' l + '~  ' 1 ' ' "  ' ~ in a corner l  each  t iona l  tool  each  
• - i 
• " '  1 
trrace . ' Mob- -  Wed. Thurs.& Frl. Sat. WE RESERVe. THE RIGHT 
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department store 
% ~:~. ~: 
............. " ..... =xt ras  For  Den 
i .L:!:I'~;~ [i;:: 4 ~:i:i i: :~::i~.i 
........ ~ ~ :Duty, ~:i~:. iilii! ~:~ .... ~ A. Sleeper Sofa Does Dou le 
~ ! ....... ,~ ,~,~,~ \ and lets youturn your rec.room (or. 
~!!! _ I - ~  living room) into a spare bedroom;: 4" 
~ . -  i[],'~ ~I thick Foam mattress. 33" x 68" x 31" H. , x & 
o ,  $239 
i/ :!~ iiil . 
~i  L Brown&Beige 
ti ~i~. Polypropylene, "::" 
~ each: 
:~ i :~  i '.i 
L ~ ~ .... " 
I ~ ; ~ B Fournier T.V. Stands 
Made in iCanad~,/:/:~Noitools assembly: 
'Thermograin" Wa inuf-finish Vii~yi. • 
J ~ . .48". x 16'" .,~,~ii"' " " ~ l~ l~ 0 
, ]{£1i;:~;i £i ii ~ igi::. [' :i{! . . . .  
' i :  i l i: ~. . . . .  
;~  ' Ba ic is Back • ~, . . . , ,  ~ ~ , 
" ~ ~"~"~' ........ ~'~ witha Difference 
.,.~r',, C. 3-Pc~ Sofa ,& Chair Ensemble: ' t 
C ~ No-sag, hghf-seat construction gives 
clean-lined comf0H. Sofai 32" x 83" x 
~ ~ 33" H" Chairs: 32" x 34" x 33" HS  3 9 8 Go d colour 
Polypropylene, 
set :  
.... . o : /  I 
, -% 
. -  .... ~!:!ii ~ 
, .~  ~:i:!ili!ii! { ! 
iiii;ili:!i~:i:i:;:~:S 
;II ' ] ii ~i', .... 
[:: ; ." 8~ 
IIJ : i l : 
,,."' ~ i!i ii~i 
• : x 
!Ji ! 
~lfl  
. . >.:, Ill ~ " ~; i!iir." 
I ~ foryour ,;4;L.ko,.ei~re.... 
" ,  ,; . ose 
i~ !i: i! 
"~!  
i i  !:~:i! 
i i i ;  
~.'ii: 
;.~ ! 
!~!!i!!; 
!i!i,i}::iii~ili: 
Easy-Care 
'Fournier' Tables 
"Thermograin" Walnut-finish Vinyl 
board with Wood spindles. Prefinished; 
easy, no-tools assembly. Canadian- 
made. 
D. Coffee Table, 48" x 16" x 17" H. 
E. End Table, 27" x 16" x 24" H. 
Your Cho ce each $3795 
Space Shapers-- 
Tuxedo Ensemble 
and Wall Units 
F. 2-Piece Chesterfield Suite: 
Tuxedo-style suite means, eye.pleasing 
curves and solid comfort for. your den, 
living room or rec.room; Sofa: 35" x 
85V2" x 32 ~' H. Chair: 35" x 36'"x 32" H. 
Brown • Be ige  $398 Polypropylene, 
set: 
G. Ready.To.Assemble 3.Pc. Wall Unit 
Turns bare walls into attractive display 
or storage space. Qulck-cormect 'Blum' 
fittings need no screws or nails. Can- 
dlelight finish. 87" x 12" x 66" H. 3-Piece 
Wall Unit, each: ,=1~- -  = , - -  
Mon--Wed..  Thurs.& Frl. Sat. WE RESERvETHE RIGHT I 
9: 30am. 6: 00pro 9: 30~.. .9: 00pro 9: 00am • 6 pm TO LIMIT QUANTITIES; I 
Cards in WGolworth Stores Across Canada 
. . . .  i 
This lady is COAL SAID, RLOOKED.  . 
EDMONTON (CP.)" :'-- '=e now re.eking. " TOCImOi0W and Research 
a real chmber  I ",.evltal.part:'coa, can uerkowit-said Coal Authority) a suhatantinl 
I 
SHANNON, Ireland (AP) silos, installing lightning i will not replace ell-sands development, we do not 
--Angola Collins O'Mahony conducters, sandblasting, ' production but it can provide at least half as 
I entered t~e business world demolition. . , 
as a typist and rose to 
. become a steeplejack. 
Now, at ~, she is the 
managing director of three 
eempanias doing business 
around the world and hu  
taken up residenco with', her 
husband and three cblldrun 
in a 34-rooni mansion,on the 
banks of.the Shannon River 
not far from the farm where 
she wsa born. 
The h~h Ute for ,~gela 
bogen when, as a secretary. 
typist for Lynch 
..SteepleJacks, herfirst Job, 
mey began seud~ her off to 
the work sites to deliver 
materials. 
"The trouble was all the 
niea were up on the steeple 
or the chimney wheu I got 
there and they couldn't hear 
me," she said. "It meant 
waiting around for.an hour 
oF. two .in the car until 
somcoce came down, so one 
day I got fed up and climbed 
up with the stuff. No, I 
waea't a~rald. The scm .cry 
was beanti/ul." 
She weut on to sca l~ a 
lO0-metre-high church 
steeple inK~mmro, County 
Kerry, to replace a orou 
blown off in a windstorm, 
then an 270-metre 
smokestack on an electrical 
power plant. 
She loved the life sddft, 
eve, though'/ she had seeu 
men dla from falling inside a 
chimney or being blown off 
i na  dangerous demolition, 
job. But in 1966, on the eve of, 
her marriage to policeman 
Job~ O'Mabeaey, her em- 
pinyer died, and the buainesa 
with him. While still trying to 
sorimp for their wedding 
album, Angela started her 
ow. steeplejack firm "with 
m thing bit good will unda 
.kind bank manager." . 
With An~la showing the 
way up, Ca|lena St~pldaelm 
prospered. "We took 
euything that came our way. 
Cleaning roofs, repairing 
eonveuts, pires, chlnmeys, 
Her I~-eakthroush into the 
world of international 
business came when an 
American firm,. Electronic 
' Space" Systems of Concord, 
M~m., engaged Augela nd 
her m~pldacks to im~ a 
radar dome, one of thoso 
gelt-ball-looking plastic and 
aluminum structures, on a 
bill in County Clare. The idea 
came to Angels that her 
people could supply the same 
product and save shipping 
the domes across the 
Atlantic Ocean to Europe. 
About the same time, the 
Irish geverument Was trying 
to eueeurage small domestic 
industries as we31 as luring 
b/~ forai~ ones through its 
Shannon development 
ngeuey. Using the 01d family 
farm in Klikkheu as a plant 
site, A~ela started Essaco. 
Radomsa, a Joint venture 
with the American firm, with 
the help of ~-per-cent non- 
repayable government 
8rants to build the factory, 
procure the machinery and 
train the staff. 
In addition to raising three 
• children --  Susan, 11, John, 
8, and Martins, 2 - -  Angola 
.found herself nylng off to 
Peru, Alaska, Yugoslavia,' 
Holland and wherever her 
12astic golf bells had to be 
installed. 
Her husband John 
reelgned from the Garda, the 
Irish police, to Join her as a 
director of both companies. 
While her steeplejacks ware 
putting up lishtning con- 
dactors, which had to Ira- . 
ported, Angela O'Mshony 
derided en Irish factory 
could manufacture them, 
too, and hence the third firm; 
alao launched .with liberal 
grants from Shannon , 
development. .. . 
in a few weeks, Angela will 
be Jetting off to MeXico to in. 
stall one of her radar domes 
my a mountain; theu to the 
People's Republic of China 
.for a $1,&:militon rder. 
ov .erlooked says .Norbert 
Berkowitz, a fuel- 
research scientist who is 
vice-chairman of the 
prov ince 's  energy 
resources conservation 
board. 
The Organization el' 
Petroleum Exporting 
Countries' action in 
raising oil prices has de- 
stroyed t~e economic 
arguments against in- 
troduction of innovative 
techniques needed to 
make use of coal, 
Berkowitz said in' an 
interview. 
He said it has not yet 
beep recognized that• 
AIb~ta can rely on coal 
as well as oU sands. 
"I think production of 
oil from coal will come 
very soon, once it is 
recognized that synthetic 
oil can be produced from 
coal as economically as 
from oil sands. 
"I think this will dlow 
as, on a' case-by.case 
basis,• to make more 
.attractive. conomic and 
social trade-offs than we 
j EARNINGS 
. Grey Geeee Corp. Ltd., 
nine months ended May 31: 
1979,. $1,-836,79S, $1.36 a 
slate; 19"/8, $1,-4~,g25, 04 
cE~ts. 
Hiram Waiker47mederham 
and Wurts Ltd., nine months 
ended May 31: 1979, 
~7,9~1,0o0 (U.S.), $,1.~ a 
share; 1978, $54,-956,000, 
;3.19. 
People| Jewellers Ltd., 
nine months ended May 31: 
DOLLAR 
MONTREAL' (CP) -- U.S. 
dollar in terms of Canadian 
Kinds at 3:30 p.m. EDT 
Monday was down 27-100 at 
$I.I~9. Pound sterling was 
down 1.20 at $3.5~21. 
In New York, the Canadian 
dellai" was up 7-25 at $0.8644, 
1979: tV4,436,000, $1.99 und peund sterling was down 
share; 1978,~,-643,000,$1.H. 2-6 at ~.2560. 
f 
STOCKS 
TORONTO (CP) -- The 
Toronto stock market was' 
fractionally lower at the 
dose of active trading 
Monday. 
The TSE 300 index dropped 
.20 to 1525.~9. 
,Oil, ~md gas Issues con- 
tinued strong but were not 
' enough to offset overall 
louse. 
Volume was 6.49 million 
coml~u'ed with 6.10 million 
Friday. 
. ~mtong indastrlals, Union 
CarMde dropped 2% to $3~P/,, 
MacLaren A l to  $18½, As- 
I~toS I to 142, B.C. Sugar A 
I to ~ and Skyline 25 cents 
to ~.a~. 
Nowsco was up 3 to l~ ,  
Teledyne 1% to $13%, 
Banister IV~ to SIS, Canadian 
Occldeutal 1½'to $40.% and 
Wsinoco I to t28, 
Amongmines,  Dome 
d~opped I to ~½,  Campbell 
Lake % to $33½ and 
Placer ½ to ~.  Brenda 
~ines was up ~A to ~0 and 
Pipe Point ½ to ~4. 
: Among oils, Total Pete 
d~opped % to $37½ and Page 
½ to $1?V~. Canadian 
Superior' was up 4½ to 
$lSg½, Pancanedinn % to 
~Oand Mountain States % to 
Sl4~. 
VANCOUVER (Cb) --  
Prices were up in heavy 
trading Monday on the 
• Vancouver Stock Exchange 
with a cloaing volume of 
4,651,967 shares. 
In the industrials, 
Pes~'ian was up .15 at $4.10 
on 31,~0 shares and Taro 
was unchanged at ~.~ on 
4,?00. Daon Development 
was down 3-8 at $16 5-8 on 
3,240 and Gregory Was un- 
changed at $6 1-2 on 2;300. 
Doman wan unchanged at ;9 
and Hal Roach Studios was 
uP .20 at $4.20. 
New Cinch Uranium was 
up .80 at $3,35 on 21S,100 
shares on the resource and 
development board, while 
Consolidated Boundary 
Exploration was up .05 at .93 
on 166,500. Kamad Silver was 
unchanged at $1 on 154,650 
and Barrier Reef was up .20 
at $1.0~ on 121,700. Liberty 
Petroleums was up .~ at 
;.I.90 and Rio Plata Silver 
Minea was up .06 at $1.30. 
On the curb exchange, 
Risby Tu~sten was up .3O at 
; I .~ on 247,500 shares and 
Westward Energy was 
unchanged at 30 on 161,000. 
Nortck Engines was up .30 at 
~.20 on 73,600 and Tormex 
was up. $1.15 at $2.75 on 
57,300. Ascot Petroleum was 
up .04 at $1 and Jet-Star ,was 
up .os . at 12.o3. 
augment production from 
the oil sands. 
'% mosaic of resources 
will be needed to meet 
future energy needs, but 
if we are to take full 
advantage of the re- 
sources, and do it in a 
timeframe to allow us to 
achieve substantial in. 
dopendene from foreign 
sources, Canada as a 
whole, and-particularly 
Alberta, has to become 
very much more active in 
weli-concelved practical 
research and develo p. 
merit programs." 
He said tbe Canadian 
peblic purse provides a 
large amount of money to 
assist exploration in the 
Arctic without providing 
similar sums to develop 
resources • which are 
ncarcr . and , more 
economic. 
':I find it sad, in 
Alberta, that • while we 
have made 9vallable, 
through AOSTRA 
(Alberta • Oil Sands 
much money to develop 
economic oal recovery 
systems. 
"I/we rely on others for 
coal technology it leaves 
us as a branch-pinnt 
situation." 
Berkowitz, who retires 
this year after 27 years 
with the Alberta 
Research Council, has 
written a book, An In. 
troduction to Coal 
Technology, which he  
hopes will serve as a- 
general viewfor asian. 
fists and engineers in 
other fields who will be 
turning their attention 
increasingly to coal. 
The 340-pnge volume 
includes: a survey of 
various technologies for 
converting coal into 
substitutes for natural 
gas and oil, a presen. 
tatlon on the origin, pbys- 
icai and chemical 
makeup of coal and el .  
vironmental consid- 
erations for the use of 
coal; 
. • , . .  . . . . .  • ~,,,, .- . - , 
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Oil industry facing " 
the vital ques tion :,,.I: 
ANCHORAGE (AP) -- E~lier, Todd Dosoher, an panloa operating on the 
North Slope. '  The state and oil industry in 
Alaska re facing a ;2 billion 
• to ~ billion question these 
days, and the answer could 
change the face of the state's 
• ee~istructlon industry. 
At issue is  whether a 
massive waterflooding 
program should be initiated 
at Prudbee Bay. The plan 
would e~ure the maximum 
ell recovery, from the re& 
ervoir. 
so f~., me ,'-d~W is 
hestitating, the state is 
waiting for more data and at 
least one citizen's group is 
tinin8 the concern that ime 
running ont. 
Pa~ Norgaard, Atlantic 
Richfield Co.'s vice 
president for exploration and 
expert on Al~ka oil from the 
University of Southern 
Caiffomla, said operators 
should install the watorflood 
system and halt i/aus to sol1 
Prudhoe Bay natural gas or 
risk lodng two bill/on barrels 
of oil. 
Dor.her's assessment of 
the situation has been 
challenged by spokesmen for 
the state and the oil com. 
The Alaska Peblic Interest 
Research .Group alan con- 
tends that a delay in the 
-ngram causes waste of 'the 
~e,  
The group is preparing a 
petition for the state Oil and 
Gas Conservation Com- 
mission asking that a 
production limit be installed 
until the waterfloed program 
is a reality. 
Set t lement  reached 
producing operations for tentative settlement ~ith 
north Alaska district, said. employers. 
the owners of the Prudhoe Rudy Krlckun of the Retail 
Bay field expect o use the Qerke Union said details of 
waterflooding program. 
He said the owncrs plan to 
apply for construction 
permits this month, Just so 
they can start he waterflood 
system without delay if they 
finally decide 
economical. 
.VANCOUVER (CP) -- and To.bees0 Workers In- 
.Three unions repreemdng ternetionel Ur.:on. 
9,300~ workers in British Union spokesman said 
Columbia's supermarket, hey would recommend 
Industry have readied a ecee~tance at the agreement 
and ratification meetings 
ro planned for this week in 
ancouver end Victoria, 
the weekeud settlement will with voting inthe rest of the 
not be released until the province by mail. 
membershipisnottfledofthe The proposed agreement 
terms, would eov.er, workere at 
'flze two other unions are CanadaSafewayL,td., Super- 
the Canadian Food and Vulu 8turen .Ltd., Stons'a 
it is Allied Workers Union and. Markets, Mark It, Lodom, 
the Bakery, Confecilonary Hi-Lo and shop Easy Stores. 
BUSINESS DIRECTORY ~r 
VAN'S  GONTRACTING 
• Furniture Repair . 
~ Restorations, Hope Chests 
~Custom Made FUrniture Refinishinl 
J ~ General Buildin! Contractin! 
I '~ '~- - !  ' 636-~S85 • ,, 
J '~ 2510 Kalum St. Terraoe 
For Insights 
, ~jIMk ~ . into Insurance 
-Family Protection . 
. '1,i ~ --Mortgage Insurance " , 
~ ,~ --Business Insurance. ' 
• ~[~UV.~b~-income replacement ' "' 
4~[~l l - -Reg is tered  Retirement Planning 
i BrianMontg0mery   
Representative 
Business A/lanu~JLife Business 
635,9236 The Man.facturets Ufelnsutan(:e Coml,,~ny " 635-9236. 
EAS TS ID  E 
GROCER }: & LAUNDROMAT 
OPEN 
7DAYS A WEEK 
To Serve )'ou 
WEEKDAYS 8-11. WEEKENDS 9-11 
4438 Lakelse 635-2104 
YOUR FRIENDLY CONVENIENCE STORE 
Ready MIx Concrete, Sand, Gravel, Top Soil, Drain - 
rock, Patio Blocks, Concrete Gravel, Bags of 
Cement, V~ Ya;'d Concrete Mixer available for rent. 
WE DELIVER SATURDAYS 
PHbl~l E 635-3936 
. F.J.H~ I~EADY MIX 
Constrbctlon Ltd. 
Plant Off Krumm Road 
Thornhill 
Terrace Electronic Repairs Ltd. 
SERVING TERRACE & KITIMAT 
AUTHOR IZED 
~ e  SERVICE 
• ' DEPOT 
Phlllps, Magnavox, Zenith 
• SanYo, Toshiba 
iMon..Sat. -- 9 a.m.. 6 p.m, 
Friday - -  9 a.m. - 9 p.m. 
4~23 l.akelse 635.4543 
Wayside Grocer!is 
4711.G Keith Ave. i~.~ 
• , "';!/ ! 
Your  f r iend ly  convemenqe! i s to re  
..days 6:30 am- 12 ihi'~l~ight 
W~.nds 9:00 am to 12 midnight 
•1 
Plumbing • Heating. Commercial SerQIclng 
Residential. Industrial • Specializing Gas Failing' 
and Sheet Metal Shop ' 
Char l ie  Be langer  
" PLUMBING & SEAT ING LTD.  
' i  & r ' '  "Un!que:8~;!; hr°°~n .O°u t!quei''" i " 
I i P o: Box 534 . • PHONE 635.9319 
i TERRACE, O,C. VSG 485 OR 635.9320 
i Instill & Service Gas, Wood & Oil Furnaces 
MR. BUSINESSMAN! 
This  'paOe Is neserod 
For Your Ad, 
£OOR 
&J¢sm# on. 
Custom finishing. Renovations. Additions 
CEDAR SPECIALISTS 
Box 543 635..4656 Terrace, a.o. 
• ( ; I ,A ( ] |  ER  
L ;.~,~.~,% 4418 Legion Avenue 
A Terrace, B,C, 
S -. 
S A Complete  G lass  and  
• A lunt inum Serv ice  
t 
CleanersLtd. 
• ' ' FOR THE BEST IN 
SUEDE AND. LEATHER 
CLEANING 
2 LOCATIONS 
• 4404 Legion Avenue and Mini Mall 
(Next to Mr. Mikes) 
3212 KALUM PHONE 635 6357 , . , - , , - . , . , - , , . , . ,  
Pro-Tech Eleotronios Engineering 
SE RV ING TE RRAC E & K IT IMAT 
we Service All Commercial & Home Entertainment 
Appliances including Microwave 
• V:'~.'~,mty Depot 
Sanyo Soundeslgn, Kenwood, Admires 
Morse Electrophonic 
Hammond Certified Technician 
3308 KALUM 635-5134 
D & A JANITOR SERVICE 
Rug cleanin~ by hot water extraction 
2 ro~ms &hallway - S70 -most houses 
FREE ESTIMATES t' 
636-6622 4732 Halliwoll 
Ill 
SMALL- APPLIANCES. LAWN MOWERS . 
RENOVATING. BICYCLES. ETC. 
Handyman Unlimited. 
Call BILL or DALE. 
636.03?7 or 635.3167 
3143 Mountalnvlew 
Terrace, B.C. 
i i 
RES,OE.TtAL HOT WAT.R MARCOUX . -  
.tlnishing. s, Fireplaces 
remo llil  &General Carpentry I Jan's Hentin; 
635-2359 ' " I 
6.3916MountalnvlewAve.,Terrace. I ,.o,E o3e,,0o ,i ,[, Ew% F 
I 
, Ca l l  us  a t  635-63579 to  5 . 
/I i 
t? 
L~ 
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RECORD 
SALE DATES 
JULY IOTH , 17TH 
V0ulez Vous 
ABBA 
I= IOllt't 
6. 
candy.O 
The Cars 
m 
" 7 m 
8.Track 6.49 , ,  6.99casse.. 
ro l l  I 
Night Flight to Venus 
.Boney' M 
4.99,P ..Trac~ 6.49 Cassette 
u- t reck 
q • ~ LP 6.4gCassette 
Van Halen 
Van Halen I I  
" ' e-Trick 5:99,~ 6.490,sse,te 
Spirits Having Flown 
Bee Gee~ 5.99,~6 
2 Hot 
Peaches & Herb 
8.Track 5.99,~ 6.49Ce,e.e 
O • ~ LP 6.49 Eas'se;e 
Bad Girls 
• Doraa Sum ,er 
__  8.Track 9.99 , ,  10.eel.erie 
Communique 
Dire Straits 
5.49"P~ 
8-Track 
6.49Cassette 
SIGHT SOUND 
KITIMAT 
101 Nechako Centre 
Pho,,e 632-5000 
TERRACE 
305 Skeena Mall 
Phone 635-4948 
]WO EASY 
WAYS 1 0 
CHAf - iG! :  
CH~G~ 
im 
Great Balls Of Fire 
Dolly Parton 
8.Track 5.99 .P .  6.49 c,,.,,o 
LOdger 
David Bowie, 
5.49~ 
• 8-Track 
.5.99 Cassette 
Greatest H i ts  
Waylon jennings 
8-Track 5.99, , ,  6.49 Casse.e' 
Rock Billy Boogie 
Robert Gordon 
8-Track 5.99  ,~ 6.49Cessq.e 
• ~;~i 
Journey 
E .L.O. 
5.99  ~ 8.Track 6.49 Cessette 
Kool Aid 
Instant Funk 
5 .99 ,P  8oTrack 6.49 Ca.ette 
Best Of 5 .99 , ,  
• _ . _  It.Track 
Earth, Wind & Fire '6.4~Cassette 
... : ,,: i.~i :i: ii~'~;,:;:.,. ! ! " 
Live At Budokan 
Bob Dylan 
9,99 6-Track 
LP 10 .99Casset te  
Back To The Egg 
McCartney 
5,49  ,, 
8.Track 
5.99 Cassette 
• Moment In Time 
Engelbert Humperdinck 
199 5 • LP 6,49 Cassette 
5.9y0,, .. Love Lies 
Christy Lane 6.49 c~s~r~ • 
! 
See Forever Eyes 
r 
Prism 
8-Track 5.99,P 6.49 Ces,e.. 
Stars 
Sylvester 
5.99LP 8.Track 6.49 Cassette 
Prism 5.99  ~p 
, T , . c~ Almageddon 5.49  .P 
Prism 6.49 Cassette ~ Track 
PI ism 5.99 Cassette 
/ 
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. . . .  SECOND' SECTION 
Rail  freight workers out 
' By ~ CANADIAN PRESS The workers, .who pick up to l/ck up their orders and he workers and q l~ have set 
• I" A mtrike by 'Canadian . and deliver freight weighing hoped the customers would up lnformat/on p/ckeN. 
...... Pacific Express freight, up to 9,000 kilograms bet. respect he picket lines. . In Alberta, at least lOO 
::~: .... / han~ers pread across the ween 6,000 communities in Picket lines have been set workers were picketing the 
cotmW/on Monday with all Caneda, have been in a legal' up in everyprovince except 
2,700workemln60tm'minak position to strike for more Prince Edward Island and Edmonton and Calgary 
~tllem while about gO em. walking off the Job... _ than a week: Their last Newfoundland, which have 
:i~:!:~: Collln Gribimms, oirector contract expired Dec.. 31, no CP Exl0/~M offices, i/oyees et up a picket line 
~ ~ ........... ~"~ of information for the 1978. Donald Steen, divisional arodndtheVancouver~flee. 
........... i ~ Brotherhood of Rsflway, Company sp~esman Ken manager for. CP Express in The strike is not affecting 
...... "~  Airline and Steamship Smith said no other the Maritimen, uld about CP Transl~rt, wldch 
.+ ~":: ..... ~;i: Clerks, said negotial/om In Canadian Pacific employees 200 drivers, warehouse the office. 
"~::::~:~: ..... ':~: " :~::: :~::~: . : Toronto broke.down 0~ would be laid off as a result 
an m0 team ea l le  . The union wants wg~. London workers walked out, 
, ..,,..,,h u to fb  the  • :.:.:~i:.i=:i National Expron ,m- picking up parcel, and O ounds  re  , ' ployees. , concentrated on delivering 
On Friday,. workerl in orders, he said, WEST VANCOUVER (CP) 
.Montreal and .London, Ont., Smithsaidhedoeen'tknow --ANanaimo, B.C., baseball 
to transport the team 
• because liquor was flowing 
walked.~f theiJob toprotest how any  pieces are sitting team struck out c /a  ferry "and he anticipated 
• lagging negotiations. The in CP Express terminals but ullingSundayandfourofits problems on the crossing." 
c~mpany laid,, off. 35 em- the company handles about members were sent to the Because buses board flat, 
l/oyees at the Edmonton. 10,000 shipments on an RCMP showers. 
terminal after .Friday's average day... A West Vancouver' police the ferry left the dock, 
walkouts. .Customers are welcome to spokesman said the turned around and redocked 
The tmlon wants a new i/ck up their orders because unidentifl~l team of 22-to 25- so the btm and team could be 
"" ,:: .~.~. :~ :~ ~:~:~'~ 'twoyear, contract which the strike is stopping all. year-olds arrived on a taken off. 
, +.~ . would give Its members aO door.indoor deliveries, he chartered bus for the 4:30 ' The spokesman sald that 
::!!ii..:':.::ii:!i~:i:i:.i~i!..: !!~. i I ~z ......... :~+~ hourly increase oi 66 cents in said. p.m. ,ferry from Horseshoe four of the stragglers were 
! 
. . . . ;. r.¢nny w~nunan mscovereo mat ner pony, ~iypsy, '. the. • ~ , . d/dn t think e '  workers The sooiesm d ~t 
i - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • - ~. the first year and 58 cents in But Grlbbonl. said .he Bay to Departure.Bay.. taken into custody becamm 
. . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . .  ...I~I,. , . . . . . .  .~ .. an ~I_ ~__ 
• .uauy nersla suHcrmcrs oa tsrauns nmna wnen She m-an m ~.oo an'.uu~. ' ptent nnes at mo terminal1 terry s first ofticor refusod tmti]'~'oy iol~'~l'up,. "i 
" :  paper car.rier InrecCentls~'l~he°°kr¢°vel;°~e~o'bytes~rce:|dthean~'l~':h°'~' 111HRT I/THE FR/TE/T the Pony Express got started? Photo uy or,an ore~, .. 
REFUGEES ' 
What  o : "po l '  " ' THING IfiTHIiRRER? • is ur  Icy.? 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Govern- Geneva July 20;21.' The government is using Malaysia, Indonesia, Hong 
meat officials are scram. Among transportation its current transportation Kong and the Philippines. . ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ . ~ . : . . . ~  l~r~"  IN 
to salvage Canada's being considered is a arrangements--enough for To illustrate the burden on ~ _ ~  ??~ - .  
re~ee policy from disarray chartered ocean liner, about 700 refugees monthly these officials, immi~ration : '-'~'~-"~:."~" 
as public pressure mounts chartered commercial -- to capacity. That includes staff here tell the an~dote . 
fo~dramatlca©tion o rescue aircraft and military planes. ' twice-monthly chartered about wo Canadlafi officers , ~ ~ ~ ' ~  
- - "  f~m " i s  and . t  there are draw.eks lo ill.is ~aeh ~rrylng i .  bl on~ camp h l . , .~ .  ~ " ' ~ ~  J~ ~i~ . . . - -_ J  
camps in Southeast Asia. each alternative. . refugees plus 80 seats re. refugees day and night until 
~ f lon  Minister Ron Offlclala don't knowwhere served o~ weekly CP Air they were exhausted. They • . ~ 
Atkey s aides said. Monday they can get an ocean liner commercial flights from the lay down on their in- I 
Im is studying the matter and on short notlce. Commercial refugee-cramped area. tervlewing table to sleep 
hls inued strict instructions planes are virtually booked The government plans to while refugees crowded 
to keep media and solid for tourist holidays, send more processing of- around, walting patiently for . ~ ~ .~. 
humanitarian grou~ away The military's Hercules flcials to Southeast Asia but them to wake up and con- 
while problems are ironed aircraft have been ruled out how manyandwhen remains tinue. 
cut, because they are,meant for a mystery. There are 10 
The government has ~r~o, not people, and the Canadian fieldworkers At this end, church and 
community groups are decided it wants to increase 707.fleet 'is engaged in currently interviewing some' besieging the .government ~. . _ . _ . .1~. .  
the refugee flow to Canada transferring Armed Forces of the estimated 360,000 
with complaints that its . ~ " "  includinglmt facesmaJ0r °bstacles' "rs°nnel between bases' refugees in Thailand ' wiVate.refugee , p o s o r s M p a  lack .of ran. ' ' .  ~ +  
spertalien, a shortage of of- program Is bogged own in • 
flclals to  screen the - - . - -  HERCULES' ~ tape and delay. There i ~ newcomers and a private NO"  arecomp]aintsthatal~roval , 
mpomorahipprogram that is o/ sponsorship applications ~ i ~  '~  \ 
.choked by red tape and OTTAWA (CP) -- culestransportwouldnu, takes too long and that 
delays. " ' Immigration Mlnister be the aircraft sent. delays In the arrival o~ 
Announcements are Ron Atkey says he 'Is " The Canadlan Press ~Ivately-sponaored 
~lll~h~ to trickle out considering using erroneously reported refugees could jeopardize ::----'f ~tlt~t~ ~-  ' 
next two weeks ff Canadian Forces aircraft Sunday thatAtkey said he goodwill n Canada. ~ ~k - -  • 
problems are solved in to rescue stranded was planning to fly The private'sponsorshll~ ~ ~ 
preparation for an in. refugees from the South Hercules transports to are in addition to the 
tamational United Nations China sea 10ut he Her. i/ck up refugees, governmentspomored quota 
c0efenmce on the matter In , now set at 8,4)00 for 1979. 
N'lcaragua' fat e in  bla ances ' !- 
. .~IAGUA ( /~ , -  U.S..Gue .t~.hl radio c¼!m~ Zone to respond to anY re- members. The Smldhllstas, ~ : /  '~ : 'C  ~ " ~  
Amuassaoor. Lawrence ma~ mgn-ranmng nauona, quest for an emergency tasting military victory, thus ~ ~ - - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
Pmmllo was reported to guard officers, with United evacuation oL U S embassy far have rejected this 
• kve told his staff the fate o~ States approval, are plotting staff members ' ' proposal 
blood-stained . . . .  Nicaragua to overthrow President A U S official who asked The " guerrilla radio • .~ , .~ ,~.  ~G~ .~/ ;~ 
mlMht be decided within a Anastas io  Somoza, not to be named said Pez- broadcast about the put'. -" ---  ~" 
day as fighting, between assassinate his heir.ap- zullo told his staff that "the ported plans for a military_ - - ~ _ 
Sandinlsta guerrillas and latent non and establish a next 24 hours are critical." coup was monitored in 
~t~ent  troops wound new U,S..backed govern. 'I~eU.S.,alongwithmtmt blanagua. Itnidwlthout • A g I w h o  just d 
.day.  mer i t ,  oiLatinAmerlca,.hascalled elaboration that ~ndlldsta U r e a  U 
The Sandinista report on Somoza to resign as a way intelligence sources had 
e ~e of Somoza's own top Pezzullo has met here The broadcast claimed J l .  
Mdal told reportem.d~l~g reputedly with Somoza, three~attheleaders°lthepl°t--generals and two great, sale ad in... 
.~  u - " - sc"e  . .  weekend, however, that oilier U.S, diplomats have 
• the Cartef administration i enlisted the help of Latin colonels -- would arrest 
Washington is trying to turn American goverments otry Somoza nd confine him in 
VICTORIA (CP) -- the military against the to win concessions from the an area close to the U.S. 
NldMtel Toevs and his wife embattled. Nicaraguan SandU~lsta guerrmas, embassy. The U.S. would 'l'l':Itll tq :E-hl I'IM % l 
OMOl MlploRldllle, B,C., leader. ," Wnhin~ton, which long then recognize the new v,,+"a"-- h = r a l d  
were resuced unharmed Meanwhile, two U.S, supported the Somoza government, I  chimed. 
[~nd!Y after Uhelr l~.metre military helicopters are regime, wants the San- The broadcast a id  37 
fl|hln| vessel the Silver standing byin Liberia, Costa dinlstas to expand their five- other milltaryofflcm's would 
gum sank near Cape Lazo Rica. U.S. officials said the member provisional tokepartJn'theplanandthat 
~ mat toast of Van- helicopters were flown in government o dilute the a eolonc|, would be 
e0uverlsland, from the Panama Canal power of its three leftist assassinated 
i t 
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Airlines accused of de lay .  
Wardairheatoldthecom- swpported the Air Canada '~l'hey are trying to onst us [ 
mittee that it might cease application for public in.the role of supplicants," 
accused Monday of trying to international charters unless disclosure of the Wardair he said. 
delay implementation of the charter rules were and committee dealings. Air Canada had also in- 
proposed air charter ~ange. One change that jected corridor gossip with i 
re~lauous. ' Wardair wants is to be able Finlayson said Air Canada its remarks on Wardair' i 
• George Finlays~n, counsel to pick up passengers in two was trying to turn the finances. He said Wardair i 
for Wardair, maae the dries L/stead 6f Only one hearing against Wardair. would decide whether its 
complaint as the air "ran- before embarking for inter- But the hearing was to help submission would include fi- 
aport committee began national points, the cotire industry, not Just nandal position as the need i 
public meetings on 16 CP Air and other airlines Wardair.' for relief from regulation. 
pposod changes to ease 
artersati°ns onlnt~'~af lona l f ,  r 1. .  , ' Theat d ay 
~,Canada,la~n./er:Culin er  tour  un  erw now 
I rv ing  tonched 'o f f  a l l  .a l~ry  
exchange when he asked the 
committee to produce..uny 
documents or other material 
• dealing with an earlier 
Wardair application for 
easing of charter regulations 
for this year. 
Hearing on that ap- 
• pliealion did not take place 
but  Irving said the air 
transport committee a~d its 
staff held meetings or ex- 
EDMONTON (CP) -- The 
phenomenon known as 
Paper Wheat ' wowed 
audiences inDrumheller and 
VauxhaIL Now it's ending a 
two-weak run in big-city 
Edmonton to start the last 
four months of what is billed 
as the most extensive tour in 
Canadian theatre history. 
The show hae already 
played in Montreal and 
. e~anged •correspondence ' l~nto and been the subject 
with Wardair. : of.a National Film Board 
• ~He said there was the feature scheduled for CBC 
possll~lity that some of~e broadcast July 18. 
.. 16 proposed changes m A month after the opening 
cimrte~ flights might:have.• of the current om', Paper 
come from these Wardair . Wheat is still fun, said 
The play was put together 
in 19'7'7 by actors with 25th 
Street House Theatre in 
Saskatcon, a non-profit 
company formed in 19'/3. 
They went to archives and 
interviewed Saskatchewan 
pioneers to gather raw 
material for their script. 
The product helped 
thousands in Saskatchewan 
and Alberta rediscover a 
heritage that was fading. 
and committee xchanges. LeJa, who plays a Latvian 
If this were so, it was an immigrant and other roles. INNOR .. , , ' abose' of the committee's Tll.e m .e~e is. se~ona -- 
T H W E S  T i ' ' '  "' regulatory ,.powers, lndng them.rroau.on O!~e tim. er- 
' said. The proposed changes own.ea grmn. co-operauves Fire hazard higher . .u ld  ha for the benellt of m meyr~rles, uut i t i s  - all charter carriers, not Just wrapped in a combination of"Wardair'... ' song, dance, llddlieg and 
i" IrVing' also said Air juggling that most viewers 
: • .Canada's Dcaitlon on the have found irresistible. 
uropesed e~anges might be There was one bad review 
• • ", -': .."' ' i . ; "i . . ~tiffcrent, donanding on what in Calgary. The rest have 
S ix  new fir:es were "high and so wa~ thefire ar~__vlng on the scene, y .  . orley, informalion'the committee been enthusiastic. The 
reported in~the Prince Imza~ - the cost, when .How.ever~flnal contro,! Regional Di rector  of might make public on its Edmonton Journal ealledAt 
Rupert F0rsetReg ion  eare lessnes 's ,  ~em. ot ~me xire wasn t ~orescrrotecuon. dea, ngswithWarda~. "eaptiva.tlng:'and~eLe~- He said that appurondy, bridge Hereto called it ,'.an 
this week for a'total of 38 perature  and hazard r~orded tm.til August 15, . "Rehabilitation of .~is Wardalr hadtold the com' ~exuberunt mixture 'of 
fires rids year. • One were eombine~l, was hi~" h when rain fmauy came nurn wih,, ta~e.years, ne mittee of financial troubl~s~au~ter and tsars." 
hundred-fourty~one too. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Thefire, ofcourse, was adds, and will be very . and Air Canada didn't want " It is also a triumph for re- 
the Kat Fire,  wh'ich costly." to see Wardalr in trouble. ~ional theatre. hectares have burned 
Few people had seen it as a 
subject for popular e~ter- 
tainment. 
The play has also taught 
nonWeaterners. Ms. LaJa, 
born in Latvia and raised in 
Ontario, had not been west of 
Winnipeg before 1977.. 
"It was very new to me 
and quite exciting," she said 
in an interview. "The 
physical structure of  ,the 
Pra ir ies . . .  and thm~.~e 
exdtement of emoting the 
whole idea of cooperatives, 
which I'd never heardlof." 
Co-oporatiVea, especially 
the farmer-owned wheat 
pools,, are. not~.a neutral 
subject" On th~ v Prairies 
despite the membership of 
most farmers in. the pools. 
Paper Wheat has received 
financing from a variety of 
cooperatives and from the 
Alberta and Saskatchewan 
Wheat Pools. The pools are 
eurrmtly embroiled in a 
major propaganda war with 
supporters of n system 
alceer to the privets-enter- 
prise grain marketing that 
the pioneers portrayed in 
Paper Wheat forght a~ainst. 
E. A. Partridge,, a major 
voice in the founding of the 
first farmer.owned grain 
company on the Prairies, is 
recreated as an Idsalist who 
leads the way for others. Not 
all Prairie farmers ee him 
that way. 
One open-market sup- 
porter recently wrote a 
pamphlet complaining about 
what he called the 
"dangerous myths" created 
80 years ago by the 
."sehoolteacher~., who 
became first president of the 
Grain Grove~s"Graln Co. 
,, Labei~ l~tytiak ~,'extes 
.a dymunie but briefly :seem 
~dge for the. current 
;Production. Inan earlier tour 
another actor with' more 
lines played Partdcl~e as a 
alacere but mismderltood 
Jimmy Stewart character 
fighting both 'big grain 
companiea:'and skeptical 
It's one of sevekld changes 
that make this tour different 
from the original. 
expects the re-entry to be 
do~e to the midpoint of the 
costing $49,000 to control. Within the, space-of., a -.destzqyed-3 569 hectares 
The forestry ,service very ,few minutes,.4he~ of'~':f,o, rq~st 4and,  often 
warns that extra caution ministry of forests.ha~',f threatened: homes and i /: ) ' . 
is now warranted it we  rece ived nurn~.~l~'~ p roper.~. ~ ,~ l~n enthe  ' l ~ ~ ~ ' ~  , ! ~ i ; '  .... " ' 3 ,  ; k' I' 
wish to avoid something reports of a fire n~.~"l~ae from ~uy~was~ in, cost ,~ . .d  
like a year ago, when Kitimat River Bridge on taxpaye.~ $3,680,000 to 
someone out in the Highway 25. The first extingmsn. 
Kitimat Valley was report was received at "One of ~ the most . J earele, with fire, 3:. p,m.,, minut. ~ic~mtfactor, i n t h i s . ,  ~ ~~~l~ l . J ~  sKEENA MALL . r,_ y . Lk / l l  . I _l I l l I 
The temperature was pression crews were by hurnan carelessness,", TERRACE "~ W V 
I 
Al:b.erl. " xag'ng ' ,,, 
.EDRAAIRSTRIP, Alta. It.tapi]l ofemokeinto lue, whetha'it'stimber, FOR MdNY NON dDV£RTISE  SPECld£$/ . 
(CP)--Themoncollapaeat thesky, flattening on top like recreation or watershed," 
the bush cutup, famished, the mushroom cloud of an  said Vein Danes, planning 
atomic bomb blast. , chief for the forest service exhausted and reeking of 
smoke. "We've got oar work cut cx 'ews . .  L A D I E S': L A D I E S' 
They have been fighting out for us," said Mike A small crew was sent up 
the bll~lest forest flres to hit Dubina, tugion, tim be.  for four days .last we~; ' l r n D . ~ : ,  SANDALS 
Alberta in 10 years, with the irovinelal forest however, tohelpmeownero / V  / ; ' ' , 
Electrical storms touched, service, a fishing lodge at Andrew i 
off bilges coverblg shn°st T° the ~uthwast' abeut ~keeP  flumes away fr°m S ~ l 'Q3  3 ' ' 
500,000 acres of forest. The half way between Fort the lodge. . SAVE 10%- ~0%- 30% 
last ,me the situation was Md~urrey and F~boonton, At the main fll~ighth]g ~ Ill . ! / ' i  
th i sbedwas l . ,whana une .n l . . f l re .v .g  mtea, arews set up pumps ln 5 1 7  .99  
mon.,er m,.o.o. *-- . , . .  - - ,  w. . . ,n ,  . |  , .O .  " to 
burned through the North. brought under control, on hot. spots. Du.l~na ann 
This airstrip northwest of A 400,O00-aere blaze .D.anes noped.for a ureak in 
Fort McMurray hummed straddling the northeast me ~ weamer. 
as DC-3s, helicopters and nbrthweatem Saskatchewan crews wm ne ~nt.in to cnop 
light planes ferriedin sup- and a small chunk of the fire breaks to farmer etard M~orM.;di~ei~ r l:hoL:l:~l;"f:~ 
plies, fuel and men. " Northwest Territories was. theadvaneaofthefire,'said 
Almost 500 man worked 12 heine monitored. Danes.. " .~ 
to 16 hours a day. . Fire crews will deal with it "Right now, it's dangerous 
A lS,000-aere blaze24 kilo- once flres in lnferred forest to have m m at.the front o[ ALL SHEER PAHYHOSE 
metres east of the. airstrip areas are dealt with. the are.'" "rue slightest grist 
consumed black spruce and "We try to concentrate on. of wind can :thi p a wall of PANT TOPS " R' nlor~'d ta" On~=U:RII'7:;I°" 'Plm & blg' 
scrub pine in a wall of.flume, areas .that are of higher names right a mean.. ~;,l'~[~,~° chA° se~i~°n~ol~o,Ps?lY'~$,Tr '~ndMP~.[Ylaslne~ 
Skyab due Wednesday ,6- 
57*  
BRA HALTER TOP 'l ~ " " MEN'S  POLYESTER 
WASHINGTON (AP) -- 20-honr period, but that an lions held, Sky lab will have 
Skylab will re-enter the boar cr two elthar way would completed  34,-981 DRESS PANTS 
ear th ' s  a tmosphere  shift the reentry point and revolutions since it was 
sometime Wednesday and ff the track of delx'is, latmehedin 1993. Mostof that zoo., pelyester double knit plain and fanw 
it falls midway through the . Skylab, which was an time it has been in orbit . y . . . .  d~. ~, .... ~,,,, ~.,,, - ,, o ,.~. 
day it could scatter debris orbltinghemefor asttonahts about 4 .  kllometr~ above SA~N ~tbSABR'~IS '°"" °' " "  ...... ' 
,o , . , ,  ,0  . .oo . ,  . . . .  ¢q OT 
the most iminhebited part of in space, girdles the world piing steadily and on Monday ,2, p~,ir $1.9 7 Reg. 10.99.11.99 - - /  
Australia, the U.S. space every 88 minutes, the orbit was about 190 pro. 
agency said Monday. The orbit before the Idlometres. 
" A spokesman for the midpointinNASA'sistestre- The orbit on whleb Skylah 
National Aerona~.ice an.~. entry estimate would take would • re-enter over COOL COTTON LONG GOWNS MEN'S DENIM JEANS 
Space Administrauon u la  the spacoeralt over W~tem Ascension Island takes the AND BABY DOLLS s~:,~ To.,.17,,:!.,. , i, ~, ,,,., .... 
he is ~-il~'-4~nt snre me MHCe and an orbit later epa.af tovar  theanrthern ~" !!!ELi!. , :°, .  S" , . . .  '6  ',TH°u~as'vv 
d~lngU.S, spaeestationwlli ovartheAtienticjmtoifthe UeltedStateeheghlniugJ.t ~ii:~:'~:'~,i!!~'~;o'l~ 0:": :::"~'~7 
re.enter the earth's at- coast of Brazil. north of Everett, Wash., v 8"  
mcephere be'wean 2:10 a.m. "If the middle time frame across the Rockies and the " 
and lO~tOp.m, EDTWedaes- holds good we are in an ex- Canadian prairies near Win- 
day.The midpoint of that 20- cellent sot of orbits," Smith Ulpo8 and eastward Just Men S '. ' ' .es~ u oo.. ,,,,,,.,MEKS ..... DRESS, . ,, . ,.~. ,SOCKS 
boar time . .  ie l'l:10 p.m. ~ld. above Montreal south o f .  . o t , . • !!ii:i $i lt l  10.13 Colo~s  Navy. 81|¢k. i O,een. Wlm*. 
when the spacecraft is over NASA has the option Nova and Shor t  Sleeve ,,, . , . - , - ,  $ l ' .77  :, :" ' i ' : :" ~i . , : ~ [. ~ REGULAR 1.39 - SAtE 
. - -don  Island in the ram- delaying the n~l t l~ by southeastward across the ...~ ~;i!, 
Ali.,c. , ~iUo-~U~theepac~n~t ,~ant ic .  Spor t -DressSh i r t s  ;;oi: | 97 '  
"That turns out to be the ,, . .9 
set of orbits with the least so that it will have lese drag Remember 20 hours is Polyetlor/Collon blend, in a wide teledion of 
populatiouund, i t , -sald wilanithitatheatnlospllere. I~arlyonedaY,".smithasid, , o .o .  . . . . .  ° ' - -  - - "  SAVE UP T( )  50.0-/0 Richard Smith, head of Such a mahoeuvre, ff it's cautioning that the midpoint s,, S.~.L.X~ 
NASA's Skylab task force, required, would cause "the of the period when Skylab .,o,,,,~,~ $C 97 
Obviously, be said, NAsA spacecraft o bugin turn- could, fall was not • 
J . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . .  . 1 , . . . ,~  ~,~*e ,  , , . , . rne  ~ , _  £ -  I I l TY I£~_ ID I ( '  CURDY ¢rY¢  ~ 1 .  L . ,  
Vic t ims  
named 
If the manoeuvre is not 
needed, Smith said,. NASA 
will induce a tumble when 
Skylab is about 138 
Idlometrea high so eugineers 
can better predict the re- 
entry~ 
"H the middle time frame 
holds good for'the next few 
hours we are in for an ex- 
cellent set of orbits and 
manoeuvre won't be 
required," Smith said. At the 
138-1diometre h ight Skyinb 
has about 7~ to eisht hours 
of life. 
When it slums into the 
atmosphere, if the predlc- 
necessarily a firm predic- 
t/ou. 
NASA planned to refine its' 
fore~ste continuously until 
the spacecraft comes beck. 
Previously, NASA has sald 
the chances of anyone being 
injured by Skylab debris are 
about one in 150. Smith said 
that if Skylab fails during 
me of the orbits now con- 
eldsred most likely, the odds 
would drop to one in 1,500. 
"The set of arbits that 
have the least po!~dation do 
overfly the United States and 
Canada and go over the 
Atlantic to the West Coast of 
Africe," he said. 
Reg. 6 ,99  - 7 .99  
EA.  
FINAL CLEARANCE ! 
MEN'S CASUAL JACKETS 
IC~% nylon thell in vadrty of  tlylrt. 'Jnd colo¢t 
51 t e t 5 " M 1 L " X t colh,cfively. 
REGULAR 1499 
$8.8s 
JACQUARD 
BEACH TOWELS 
Co.on te.y low,.1, in attoded color, and detent. 
Apl.Ot Ste.. 30 X 60 
s5.ss  
KIDDIES' SHORTS . . . .  2 to 6x 1 •LITTLE GIRLS' HALTERS..3 to 6x | LITTLE GIRLS' SHORT SETS 2 to 6x 
KIDDIES' TANK TOPS..d to 6x 
KIDDIES' T-SHIRTS... 2 to 6x 
LITTLE GIRLS' MIDRIFFS 2 to 6x 
BOYS' T-SHIRTS . . . . .  8 to 14 
KIDDIES' SUN HATS.. 2 to 12 yr. 
KIDDIES' T-SHIRTS . . . . .  2 to 6x 
KIDDIES' SHORTS . . . . .  2 to 6x 
GIRLS' SHORT SETS . . . .  2 to 6x 
50,' c. S l.°°_ 
LITTLE GIRLS' SLEEPWEAR 2 to 6x 
BOYS' T-SHIRTS . . . . . .  8 to 14 
BOYS' DENIM SHORTS .. 8 lo 16 
s ] .99  
E£CH 
SHOP EAItLY-LIMITED QUANTITIES-NO RA ISSUED 
GOLD RIVER, B.C. (CP) 
'-- Police have identified two • 
sisters from Sooke, B.C., as 
the women found murdered 
Saturday near this Van- 
couver Islam community. 
Christine Beatr ice 
Thomas, 20, and Helena 
Rose Howard, 16, were found 
stabbed to death. 
0 
!• 
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Patio Laaterns " " Wide Mouth ' 
Complafe with bulbs / Mason Jars" 
and cord 12 Home preserving lars 
K mart R .~ Low, Price M ft. oz. each 
, R"  • L:~VBoKxnlc~ 12Price 
Kmart ~ IQCl  , Kmart ~iG7 
Speclal ~1 v v , :, • S~clal ~ v g 
i .. ~co ~lr, ,~ , P"=o ~ir  Box o~,, 
~!l Larp  S ize  " 
~: . ' :~! JO0% I )o t ton  ' " • : , Summer Lounge Chairs A~,~ 
.. ' "TOWELS ' " :h .es |ed  Reta i l -  14.95 SPECIAL="-  
' :no,. ,," Pump-A-Drink ~ t Downy Fabric S0ftner . .  l:ee [ SPEOIAL $8  9s  :~ 
~ Ai lad in ' s  JHE  : . : . . ! ! :  ,u~,  SPECIAL i B=,h , .~ Su .es t0d l io ta i l -18 . .  . . . , . 
i GEmmn ,, " ,---,-=""' " , - -  ";: ' [ out ique  N ~1 uo  • .Therm0s Cooler . t l t lgB  
m---  : | .  s.c= v . .  . . . .~  . . . .  ;i.c,~ &O- -  
.~-~ ' -r~' t I i i ~'.-.=-=--Z: ;'z="." ~"!  !.I : u . / , J , . _=.~~ 
:: : :~-~:-~'~~:- : :  "[' -TERRACE-- AS VEGAS 1 KrER L MODE " 
i Summer . I  : ~" '1 K 
i SaleNow on ' .o.$288 '= '  " LEANERS 
' ~ , Includes:. . ' ' ~ ' '. - , " i ,  
! 2 0 % ' 4 0 % "  o f f  U "A i r  Fare." : ' l : ' .errace: l"a$ Ve~a$,n .d .  R 'Ur l l  B I~ , ,~ , , , , . . L&  l~-A ' - . . . .u  • 9 ~ . ~ , : "  . Three nignm Hater /~ccommooa.on ' rU IF IUUI  ura  ~a~ ",, "~/'~. 
W " A i rpor t  T rans fors  " I P ~ ~ ~ :  
s~oo.. • . $ nu onr l  AaSu .. . , .~ '~. : ,~.  
. ~ -CaslnoCoupon Packages.Minimum Value ~ I I - -  @I I , , ; , I L , - - - - - -  " ~ ,~: ! ;~  
Depar tures  Aug .  23, Oct  11, Dec .  27 ~ • ' ' :~ '~~,~ 
i:!:~[i ' ~ v=o r .~  c ,  /~ '~, ,~4m4~ ~ Store  hoUrs :  ;~ ' . .~, 
i!!i N ~~.~J .~. . . _  g ( ~  ~ " Monda,-We!nesda, 8 a.m.-6 p.m, 
! C ~  ~h0 ~h001~i{lrl I - -a J~ l~ I1~1~" ~ ~ #  ~ Thurlda~-Frldai' • -8  a,m,,9 p,m, 
~. ,3s.61m . ~ -  ~ Saturday . • . 8 a,m,-6 p.m, 
il;i{il Stop by and K/FIN CH 
i.li!~ see our Mid-smnmer ~.a~.e~#,Artistry f ?enmfWear  ~:  ~ , ~ i i ~ ~  " 
:i~;~ , • ! t ii~ Clearance Specials.. s~i .  care  . Lingerie _ ~ ~ '  ~ ~  
!i~ ~ , -shirts , j , ,  i r" ~ 
~.~:~' #, , , ' - "  " ( b ~'/,O~.#.~/t~t i P.,,..r.. . .~e l r ,es&Bag,  ~ ~ ~  
:-" ' Wigs & Wig Care Cost,me Sewetlry"" ' ~  
d ~ )  ., I The  Oscar  de la Renta  
. 10% OFF AU[, IN  , Men's Collection. • ~ " ~ ~ "  .~,:~ 
7 ~ '  IP 1 I " moder  . ,,:i ~ ,~ ~~ ~~ ! INAL  ! OU( , I !  .'::.=.1 635-9226 
i'! 
" i  
g 
! 
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The Hers l& Tu~lay, July 10, 1971}, PslP 11 
, :  EETATDu ¸:: ¸ - ! ! ! I C ;  : 
:$HO,  P~lN6::.,;i;~:~ii!i;i~! L Green  G~ant  I O -So-Good ! . 
i l nORL!MUSKUMS~OF:IGAHADAI::/:!I'~iii 12 .oz .  T in  ' " I .  ' ~ : ,: r : ~: } ~ 
',:. I l i :~ .~ob l le  tG,the'  Skeena i Mal l'; for. 4 exdtlng :dayS;:': I ~ I ~ :: • ' 
:" : '~  :'"" :~'i':":. :" /'?-i'. ~"Atlillt|c Ca~'a~li ' ;~Today and . .To~ i ' ! :" " ' 
I 
, . : ;  b.~;::~i~`~.~:~i~;:~%~.i~;.;~/::;~J~{~.:~::d~`;:~.`~ . ..:,;.~';;~;:~.V. :?:~,' !'~ ;~ ./~.,,~'~d~b';-;.~/..,:.%.-v./~,~.. ' ~; 
'  S0UNO r S IGHT ' ' 
" li , Complete photographic services ~ i~:!.:: :,: 
,Records & tapes . . . .  .. . ,  , ~ . . . .  
: , I :  " Ease  your  ,ummer  b 'uv ina .  ,;: i;;i'/ :~ 
~l  " , ~ ' . ' • , " . .' I . - - - - - - - -  # --  - -  - . -  - ,,- . t "' ~"~ ~..:t . . ~'~'.:~ ::! 
~ . O ' [i; ' ,Stere0 - Home &Auto .  ' ' I , .~m. . .~  o.. . . .  , ;= .~ . . , . ,  , :  .i~i ::-: 
~ • t: ' • , : : .  :.i ~, :' ! 
~ • ... ,~ , Musical instruments . . I Y :  _ _ - __ :  _ . . _  _,: . . . .  . o ~,., :. 
• I ., i~g ' ' .  ' . ':. ; I . , cnarge .account  maay.  , . .:..,~.,.. ~.; : 
i ~!{i " " . " ' " " " " "only the look is . ~ ~ n s ~ "  i"i:::i :: ::~, 635 4948 . . I : " ly t  l  i  ~ i::': i 
• - " ~':~[. T~L, 6~.~,,, ' " ' " " " ' ' ' " • " " " :"! ' . ,- ~,; - E ,6  - . . . . . . . . . .  , 
_ ~,~ ., . . .. . . ~ S = l h o u e t t e  F a s h z o n s .  ....,.., 
~ I , , ,  r;~,~ - • . . ' " .  . ~ ,~-~'~i ~ . . , .;:;!i~: 
I~ " ' :!1t ' ' . . . .  L t  "~' ~ - ' " " " ^ • :::~i' . Car ters . . Jewe ors d ,  . ! - 1 - 1 ~  "k'I:.~ . _ - . . . . . . .  : :  
.~pI. ' ' . ili] i. . ' ' "Th  nk Jewe l le ry ;  Think Corters" " ' ~ " /~, '~  Qd" l i l  ~ @ ~ ( ~  ~ n ~ F #  - 
, i-i(i ' , ' i: ............ ' . : . . ~ - r ~  ' ~ \~ , 1Xr - i  I ~  . .~___ I .  • l l J  I I I I  & 
, _ " : f , l  . 10% . . . . . .  " "  ; A"" '  " "  ' .............................. " ~"~k l l~"~I I l~ l~ l "~ l~" ' /  l V ' ~ l ~  / ~ "~k . , jw  _ i - .  
T ' :-;! U I - I -  I<UL . I :A  .W /k ,  r l l :~  . !~ \\, , , ' 
~, i i ii,l SKEENA MALL '  • ' . ~1  ' : .~ ' 
._~ . , . i'ij I ' ' ,  250 ,4741 LcAKELSE AVE : ' ~ ALL MERCHANDISE 
i~J . . . .  • " .l,t{:" " TERRACE B . " ! I . . . . .  
~ ~i~ ® ................................... ;  ... .. ... ... ............. ~ Anglers ~ . . ,  • :,:!: 
• .:il ~] ' I ' I ' "' " . . ' EXCLUDING Bridal Accessories, L]hger]e and New Stock. ':". !; 
• E ,  ' i:!, ,Lets all go 
~, ., :4 . - Bible .0. .~..~ ~ u , ,.: 
• iiil : :& ,  Mountv ew Bakery 
~i SALE"  ;iiii: "~ , , - , - - - . -P"  - "  &Delicatessen .; 
I'~ ~ ~ '  ~3,~:', ~ ../`:~`~`~.~-~.;~<°~;i~.~.~`~:;r~:%r`~%~`:~;~ ~./..;~:`.r: :: . `.:~;~`:~ T ' ' [":'~ 
-.i ,: .................................... :  ........................................ , ~  Trout  ... t:~ NO W O N '" 'r ~ ~ p  by  a t  ;:'{:; i~hmRtl i l  ,~ i~nnm . of fe rs  f resh  bak ing ,  de l i c ious  past r ies ,  
i!! :,, DELANEY S !~,,, ~ ~.  . . ,  a oa fe tena  and  a w ide  assor tment  o f  :. 
-- ' for ,,, ,ou, t isnermans ;~iij " {" FAST FOODS i;i!:: • smokin;needs ' : meat cold cuts for the hot summer 
;1~i::'i.. :'.. . and en3oy our . ii:i:i; . " . ' . . " . ' ; ! 
~i:!;i SAVE UP TO .. ' • Hot Dop [~!:::Cigarettes z,g~,..;. : n ind  days .  
'='rl'' ' t" " • Ohooolate Multi ;.:ii:..,. rs ' ~"  • u iSV~ " " • ' : 
, t~tga ~es . " 
i A d~/  ; . • P0po0rn  ' i:i;:.:i:i . ' ' • skeena  Mal l  635  4025 4637 Laze l le  635-6650 
I 1 Ig l /~ = " . • Frosh Orange Drink . ~!!;,:~::!. LOTO, W[ST[RN ana . .  ~, . 
l i JV  / '  U : ~ * Freth Strawberr/Drink ~iJ . PROVIHClAL TICKETS ' n , , ,~  ' ld  i l l :  i~i:~:i.i.i 
: . .  • Soft Drinks " ~ii! 635-9661 RUg,. ,  ; l~ .O J  " , ' 
] , i ' i~ .  .... ..-, .. ,,.', : ~:,i~,:,-;,'...~r~:'.., ~ - 
4 
F - i i, 0.L."0W ,.a,.eaOa,.,O., 
SUMMER MERCHANDISE  ~ . fo r  the .  ' Gash your family ~: ii~:: 
• "~-" ' -  alI°wancec'heque ! " YOUR ONESTOPINSuRANCESTORE 7199 Spec ,a i  Se lec t ,on  o f  Howick  and  
20 - 50%o.  
c~ " ,~~ whole family .. andfor abe=50ehglbiedraw !~i . Big Blue  Jeans  & Cords  
• 635"24 2 at theendof  . . f  SkeenaMal l  635-6371 now only=16.99 
SKEENA MALL ONLY . j ,, ~ the  month  ~ _~ , L ................................................................ 
r• 
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CLASSIFIED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: ' 
20 words or less $2.00 per 
Insertion. Over 20 words 5 
cents per word. 
3 or more consecutive In- 
sartlom $1.50 per Insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ad has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
Insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one Incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 Cents pick up. 
$1JB malled; ' 
CLASSIFIEO OISPLAY: 
Rates avai lab le '  upon 
' .  i~( '~"  : ~ : .  : 
SUBSCRIPTION RATES 
SUBSCRIPTION ' 
RATES 
Effective 
October 1, 1978 
Single Copy 20c 
By Carder mth 3.0¢ 
By Carder year 33.00 
By Mall  3mth 15.00 
By Mall  6 mth 25.00 
By Mall  year 4,5.00 
Senior Citizen year 20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America one 
year SS.00 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 2M9 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhill & District 
Phone 635.6357 
The Herald reserves the 
r!ght'.to classify ads under 
request. ~ . . . . .  appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and to 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED determine poge location. 
RATE: : " '  : "  ' The Herald reserves the 
22 cents Per agate II/m. right to revise, edit, classify 
Minimum; cltarge $5.00 per . or relect any advertisement 
Insertion. and to retalh:any answers 
"'" : directed to the Herald Box 
LEGAL ; 'POLITICAL end Reply Service, a*hd to repay 
T R A N S I E'.~I'T ~ A D .  the customer the sum paid 
VERTISING: " for the advertisement and 
$3.60 per column Inch. box rental. 
BUSINESS ~ •PERSONALS: 
34.00 par ~!ne' par month. 
On a 4 m~nth basis only. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
2:00 p.m. on day previous to 
BOx replies on "Hold" 
Instructions not picked up 
within 10days of expiry of an 
advert isement wi l l  be 
destroyed unless mai l ing 
Instruction s ~,re,. received, 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send originals of 
documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors In 
advertisements must be 
Skeana Health Unit 
3215-2 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
63S-6307 
The following are a few of 
the services offered locally 
by your Health Unit Staff: 
CHILD I-IEALTH CON- 
FERENCES: 
Held weekly at the Health 
Unit every Tuesday from 
1:30.3:50 p.m. Please phone 
for an appointment. 
Held at the Thornhl l l  
Elementary School on the 
fourth Fr iday of every  
month from 1:30-3:30 p.m. 
Please phone for an ap- 
pointment. 
Babysltters who br ing 
children must have parents 
wr i f len  consent for ira. 
munizatlon. 
ADULT CLINICS 
These are held at the Health 
Unit on Monday, Wednesday 
and Friday from 3.4:10 p.m. 
by appointment only. 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
Classes are held throughout 
the year at intervals for 
expectant parents.' Phone 
the Health Unit for details 
and registration. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care in the home for 
those who need it on referral 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
HEALTH PARADE 
For 4 year old children. Held 
on third Monday of every 
month .  Developmental ,  
vision, hearing screening 
done. Please phone for ap. 
polntment. 
PRENATAL BREATHING 
& RELAXING EXERCISES 
.Held every Monday at. 
ternoon at 1.2 p.m. 
V•D. CLINIC 
Held every Monday at 3:30 
or by appolntment~ 
SAN ITATION 
DECEMBER 
Tuesday, December 4, 1979. 
small Blngo 
Sunday, December 9, 1979. 
$2,000.00 Bingo 
Tuesday, December 18, 1979. 
Small Blngo 
Sunday, December 23, 1979. 
$2,000.00 Bingo 
For more Information 
phone: 
KERMODE FRIENDSHIP 
SOCIETY 
44SI GREIG AVE. 
TERRACE, B.C. 
V|G IM4 
635-4956 
(NC.23Dec) 
CWL Fall Bazzar will be held 
October 24 from 7 p.m. to 9 
p.m. at the Verltes School 
Gym. (N¢.34Oct) 
'1 '  
Rebekah Lodge Rummag e 
Sale, Saturday, August lath. 
10 a.m. to 1 p.m. Oddfellows 
Hall,  3222 Munroe St. 
Denetlons .of articles ac- 
cepted. Phone 635-2794 for 
further Information. (NC- 
18Aug) 
! 
" i 
WORRIED ABOUT 
STRIKES AND 
LAYOFFS IN 
YOUR PRESENT JOB 
We are offerl~a a secure, 
year round employment, for 
five people, no experlenco 
necessary. Income of $460.00 
per week based on tour or. 
ders, Must have car as a 
small amount of travelling Is 
necessary. Phone for ap. 
polntment 635.9726 and ask 
for Mr. Allan. (AS-11July) 
i 
Auxiliary Office Assletant 
2 required August 1 to 31 
for Skeena Health Unit, 
Long Term Care office. 
Quallf luatlons: 1 year 
previous of f ice ex- 
perience; abil ity to type 
50 words per minute. 
Salary $946.00 plus I;52.80 
Special Living Allowance• 
App l i ca t ion  fo rms 
ava i lab le  at the 
Provincial Government 
Office. 
(A3-12July) i 
Rebekeh Lodge Annual Tea 
and Bazaar, Saturday, BACKHOE FOR HIRE 
I~l~/ember 10111., Oddfellows Phorle 635.6454 or 635-6757. 
' I-~i~, 3222 Munroe St. (NC-' (cffn-25.06.79) 
10NO~;) 
I . 
Terrace Christian Academy 
wi l l  .~ be holdlng pre 
registration the wesk of July For sale component stereo 
• l~2(Hh. This will be at 3341 
River Drive from 1 p.m. to 6 ~ system, Yamaha amp., 
p.m. dally. For further In- Phillips turntable, Warfdale 
formation please call 630- speakers. To see and hear 
1561. (NC.18July) phone 638.1418. (P3.11July) 
~Jaskan Malamute puppies. 
Serl: Silverskean's Klmo, 
Dam: Sllverskeon's Nanuka. 
Write to Mrs. D. Scoff Box 
891 Terrace, B.C. VaG 4R2. 
Phone 635.3452 after S p.m. 
(P10.10July) 
Needed ride Into town week. 
days between 8:15 and 8:48. 
Live 'on Old Lakeisa near 
Apex Red & White. Will pay 
for gas. Phone 638.1753 after 
5:30 p.m. (NC.Ctfn.stf) 
39. MARINE 
3 bedroom.1296 square foot, 
ensulte plumbing, Franklin 
fireplace, finished basement 
with 4th bedroom.  Fully 
landscaped and fenced on  
Haugland. For ..more In- 
formation please ca l l  635. 
2019 after 4:30. (PIs.10July) 
Quelt country home on 1:/~ 
acre twelve miles eaet :o f  
Terrace on the north side of 
the Skeana River. Asking 
ST, : :  :::-: : ::'; 
AUTOMOBILES 
Price $23,500.00. Interested vinyl roof with maroon body..,~ ~:~ 
parties on ly  please phone Two door. Vel~/et In ter io r . .~ . .~  
63S.4371 after '7. (C10. .  Excellent condition. Asklng~ ~. j  . 
12Junly) 16500.00. View at 214.7,.! ,~=;, 
Hemlock or phone• 635.3256. :.,'h,~: 52. WANTED (P10-1OJune) ,: ":::c 
TO RENT 1972 Corvette, good running '~ - :  
' cond i t ion , ,  many extras. ~ ~ 
• Wanted fo rent: Motor Home . . . . . .  da s 635. "~: '~  1977 Heavy Hauler boat ~,. ~none ~.224~ y or . "  - '  
for August 6th to August ' ~o =~..:;,.= ~mn ~n:. ut ,~,~z~.." 
trailer with or without power 27th. Phone 635.6228; (C5-. ~ ;~ . . . .  "~':"~w" " ' "  . . . . .  ~" ~ ;;,;.'. 
winch. Dealgned to have 24 
12Julyl . . . .  19~8 Ford Galaxy 500. P .S . /~;~c  foot boat• Phone: 635-4777. ... 
(Qfn.3-7-79) Wanted To Rent 1 o r  2 P'B"V'BAuto'G°odrunnlni l  ~*': ' ' '  
' bedroom apartment or house condition. ~Pbone 63G-4246.,~:i~:~ " 
21 foot Relnell Express In town. Call 635.2866 leave (Ca.13Ju.ly) I ~ ~: . . . .  : 
Cabin cruiser, 302 Mar-  messoge for Dabble. (Ps.  ' " : ' :~ . ' '  ; '~!~:~ 
cruiser In.outboard. Depth 13July) 1969 Camaro,convertable;:':~,~'--.~ 
sounder, C.B., Stereo & ,- . -" P,S., P.B.,, Auto, V.8, 350. ~:, ,,,~; 
much more. Pluse ;tandem Excellent runhlng condition. ,:;::::, 
axle t ra i ler .  6000 Ibs. Phone 638-1318;t(P5.16July)" ~:.~,~. 
capacity. Must see to ap. ' ~ ,:..'~:~ 
predate. Full price $13,900 . 1976 Flreblrd .V-8,350 engine, ..... 
O.B.e. Phone 635.2083) (sff. 23,000 miles, 0 track stereo, ,,~:; 
fin) AM.PM radio. Very good. • . ,  : 19"/9, air-condiUoned. 4623 
1973 22 foot boat, inboard- Lakelse ~,venu¢. Phone 635- condition. Phone 635.6750. ' ..... 
~utbuard 302 V-8 p lus  270 : 23S2r'(Cffn:~)~i0~79) " (P4-6;10,12,17July) " "..,."~:. 
, i ~ , L 
Volvo Penta overdrlgo.1976 : W&,eho08e~,~f~. manufac. 
Roadrunner trall.er. Mus½ it/ring spa~ ~' av/llleblb Im. 
sell. Contact Bob at 635.6391 
mediately'.-  3100 ~.aq.  ft. 
orlAJ,,tv1798"2567'afle~" 6 . . . . . .  p.m.,, (C5.;, ,doWhtown location..Phone 1975 Chev ~/~ Ton 4x4. Step. T ;: 
:: 63S-7840. (Ctfn-3-07.79) side-4 speed. Phone 638-1121 .,. :~;,'- 
For rent 900 square feat on or 635.3007 after 5 p.m. (Ctfn- ,,.-.:u~, 
second floor, air conditioned. 1.5.79) . . . .  ;': 
Located at 4623 Laketea Ave. 1956 ] ton intern~tiena, t. Go : ..-- 
Phone  635.2352. (Clfn-6-7.79) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .- .  
1978 510Datsun station . ~ 
wagon. 2 sets of fires. Must -:~.,..-, ~*, 
sell, Phone 635.9245 after S ; r~  i~, 
.p.m. (PS.13July) . . . . .  
• ~,; 
1963 Marc Montera, P.S.,. , ;~ :  
P.B., V.Sauto. Good running ." .:~: 
condition. Complete with :.;:,.v: 
winter tires. Alklng 8550.00. ::~;~.-w 
Phone 635-2~7. (Cl.10July) ,.,.,~q~ 
'~v L'lI'w" 
1976 Newport Chrysler. 400...'.'"" 
engine. 35,000 miles. White/,~:, :c:: 
dayof publlcation Monday to received by the publisher The public health inspectors 
Friday. within 30 days after the first 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH pobllcatlen, are now situated in Eby WANTED FOR OUR 400 Yar:naha Endure. New 
WITH ORDER other than It Is agreed by the ad. Street. They will be pleased CONSIGNMENT & SALES engine, good condition• 
to assist with any sanitation FLOOR Furniture, ap- $1,200 OBO. Phone 638-103~ 
BUSINESSES WITH AN vert lser  requesting space ,v,,blem s .,, . . . . . . . . . .  .~ , ,  h,,,~ ve ' r~n. ,euvh .=. - * -~uu, r ,  .~..at=-th~ . , , .k.,. . .  . ,  . . .  V'" • V,,o-~=-, ~ '" ' - -  " " " ,  . . . . .  after 5 p,m. (stfn-tfn) 
,~ ~ ~. " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  SP.EECH AND HEARING., tools, clban 'dmat -cers ,  ~ '  h,., ~ . . . . .  n, ,, .... ,~., 
; P~:'~'~ ~/':'~'~ ~" "~'::~:Ple~PalO~ih"tne~L=~t)htUtta]lOr~"CLI N ~;" , ' . . . . . . . .  '-'-tk motors~-r t ubllsh dv rtl !~- . " .  : . ,<: momroiK¢s, uoa , u ~: ~¢19721|~Kawazakl 350',~.~Gi~ '. Service ¢~rge  of 35 00enall  o p an a e sement • Held'at 4612 Grleg Avenue. any other goods In ac- running condit ion. Phone 
N.S.F. cheques, or In-the event of an error Hearing tests will be done by ceptable condition. 635.4246. (CB.13July) 
WEDDING DESCRIP -  
TIONS: 
No charge provided news 
submitted within one month. 
$5.00 preductlon charge for 
wedding and.or engagement 
pictures. News of weddings 
(write.ups) received one 
month or more after event 
110.00 charge, with or 
without picture. Subject to 
condensation• Payable In 
advance. 
55. PROPERTY , 
FOR SALE 
CLASS IF IED AN-  
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Births 5.50 
Engagements 5.50 
Marriages 5.50 
Deaths 5.$0 
Funerals 5.50 
Cards of Thanks 5.50 
Memorial Notices 5.S0 
1'COMING EVENTS 
14: BUSINESS 
PERSONAL 
' PHONE 635-6357 
Classified Advertising Dept 
• COMMUNITY 
SERVIGES 
appearing In the ad. 
verf lsement as published 
shall be l imited to the 
amount paid by the ad. 
verflser for only one In. 
correct Insertion for the 
portlofl of the advertising 
space occupied by the In- 
correct or omitted Item only, 
.and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advertisements must 
comply, with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any  ad. 
vertlslng that discriminates 
against any person because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
color, natlenallty, ancestry 
or place of origin, or because 
his age Is between ~ and 65 
years, unless the condition is 
justified by a bona fide 
requirement for the work 
involved. 
~Nelght Watchers meeting 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. 
Klt imat A.A. Construction 
Group In Kltlmat: telephone 
432-3713. 
MEETINGS: 
Monday - Step Meetings. 
0:30 p.m. Lutheran Church. 
Wednesdays Closed 
Do you feel you have a 
drinking problem? There is 
help 
Available !
Phone 635.5636 
ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYt~OUS 
MEETINGS: 
Mon. 8:30 p.m. United 
Church. 
Mon. 8 p.m. • ~Alanon - 
Skeena Health Unlt. 
Th,~rs. or Sat. 8:30 p.m. Mills 
Memorial Hospital. (nc.tfn) 
~urtlngs 8:30 p.m. United Birthright Office 
ch. Alternative to Abortion 
Fridays • Open Meetings 8:30 3.4621 Lekelse • 635-3907' 
p.m. Skeena Health Unit, Wednesday ! p .m. -3  p.m. 
Klti'~at General Hospital. and 4 p.m. - 5 p.m. or phone 
Al.l,non Meetings. Tuesdays anyt ime:  Lisa 635.3164, 
.8:00 p.m. Un' ;<I Church ~arol 635-5136 (nc-tfn) 
(nc) 
MI LLS MEMOR IAL 
THRIFT SHOP 
Mi l ls  Memor ia l  Hospital 
Auxil iary would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
Items, toys etc. for their 
THRIFT SHOP. 
For pickup service phone 
635.$320 or 635.5233, or leave 
denetlons at the Thrift Shop 
on Lazel le Avenue on 
Saturdays between 11 e.m 
and 3 p.m. Thank you. 
56. BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITY 
57. AUTOMOBILES 
,d INCHES AWAY CLUB 
• Meet every Tuesday night at 
0 In the' Skeane Health Unit. 
For more Information phone 
635-3747 or 635.3023. 
Ladles Slim Line Club meets 
Monday  even ing- -6 :30  
p .m. - -Un i ted  Church  
basement, Kltlmat. 
Rape Retl~! 
Abortion C.,m~HIIng 
& Crisis Line for 
Women 
638.8388 
WAN T E D D()NAT IONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handicapped are 
looking for donations of any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or renovating. 
Call us at 635.2238 between 
8a.m. and 3 p.m., w~= will try 
to make arrangements for 
pickup. 
'PREGNANT?' 
NEEDHELP? 
Call B irthr ight for a~ 
al ternat ive to abort ion 
Phone 63~.4607 nnyt lme. 
ROOm 233, Nechako ('.entre. 
referral from family doctor 
or community health nurse. 
630-1155. ' 
LONG TERM CARE 
Office at No. 205.4621 Lazelle 
Ave. Tel 635.9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for Long Term 
Care. 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
Office a t .  No. 205-4721 
Lazelle. Tel 63S.9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocational and social 
rehabi l i tat ion done by 
c.onsultant. 
Kermode Fr iendsh ip  
Society's Teen Club will be 
going on a beer & pop battle 
drive on Saturday, July 149h, 
1979 between 11:30 & 2 p.m. 
In the Terrace, Thornhlll 
areas. Donations can be 
phoned Into 635.4906. (NC- 
13July) 
KERMODE 
BINGO SCHEDULES 1979 
JULY 
Tuesday, July 10, 1979. Small 
Bingo 
Sunday, July 15, 1979. 
$2,000.00 Bingo 
Tuesday, July 24, 1979. Small 
Bingo 
Sunday, July 29, 1979. 
$2,000.00 Bingo 
AUGUST 
Tuesday, August 7, 1979. 
Small Bingo 
Sunday, August 12, 1979. 
S2,000.00 Bingo 
Tuesday, August 21, 1979. 
Smell Bingo 
Sunday, August 26, 1979. 
$2,000.00 Bingo 
SEPTEMBER 
Tuesday, September 4, 1979. 
Small Bingo 
Sunday,September 9, 1979. 
$2,000.00 Bl"go 
Tuesday, September 18, 1979. 
Smell Bingo 
Sunday, September 23, 1979. 
$2,000.00 Bingo 
OCTOBER 
Tuesday, October 9, 1979. 
smell Bingo 
Sunday, October 14, 19/9. 
$2,000.00 
Tuesday, October 23, 1979. 
small Bingo 
Sunday, October 28, 1979. 
$2,000.00 Bingo 
NOVEMBER 
Sunday, November 4, 1979. 
$2,000.00 Bingo 
Tuesday, November 13, 1979. 
Small Bingo 
Sunday, November 18, 1979. 
$2,000.00 Bingo 
Tuesday, November 27, 1979. 
Small Bingo 
Electric sawmill Includes 3 
saw edger, cut off saw & 3 
bunk carriage. Apply to Box 
31 Ness Camp, B.C. (C15. 
23July) 
Terrace Auction Mar t , .  
Corner of Lakelsa & Apsley. 1973 Yamaha 100 LTZ. Good 
635.5173. (Ctfn.29-06-79) running condit ion. Phone 
635.9537 after 6 or can be 
seen at' 4643 Straume Ave. 13, 
PERSONAL 
Mr. Jeddy Pausen please 
contact Mr. J. Hurdell at 635. 
3566. (CS-13July) 
INSIST ON THE BEST 
Concrete septic tanks In 
stock. Get relief with a 
concrete Investment. 
5chmltty's Excav,3tlng 
635-3939 
(AM-6-6-79) 
COLLIER EXCAVATING 
Backhoe Work 
PHONE 635.5340 after six 
(Ctfn.14.6.79) 
FILTER QUEEN 
sales and service 
4546 Park Ave. Terrace 
635-7249 
(AM-4-07-79) 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
(Wes Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly & Contract 
638-3479 anytime 
AM.6-6.79) 
• RUPERT STEEL 
& 
SALVAGE LTD. 
Don't know what to do 
with that pile of scrap 
Iron, odd pieces of brass, 
copper ,  a luminum,  
beflerles? We buy small 
and large quantities alike 
end are located on Seal 
Cave Rd., Prince Rupert. 
Call us at 624-5639, Men. 
through Sat., 8 a.m. - 5 
(Nostf) 
1978 Honda 185CC twin-star. 
Windshield & saddle bags. 
Pearl blue. Like new. Asking 
$1,200. Phone 635.3256. (P5. 
11July) 
Yamaha Endure 100. Nice, 
clean bike. Low mileage. 
$650.00. Owner leaving town. 
Must sell. Phone 635-2145. 
(P3-12July) 
For sale a soft top for a '73 to 
'75 blazer. $150. View at 3934 
Kirby Road, Copper 
N~uuntam Subdivis=on..P3. 
IGjulf/ 
Phone 6oe ,212 (A|tl~ b ?.,'9) 
For sale chesterflelcl ~. ~h'air 
set $260.00, table & 4 chairs 
$50.00, 40 .Channel CB & SWR 
metre $175.00, 1 coffee table 
S10.00. Phone before 4 p.m. 
or after 0 p.m. 635.9094. (PS. 
13July) 
For sale 3 trai ler axles• 1 
GMC 4 speed transmlsslen. 
1978 Chev truck bumper. 
Phone after six 635.7925. (P3. 
12July) 
• SPOT CASH 
for 
Your old furniture, guns 
- -what  have you. We buy 
- sel l .  swap - trade. 
' QUEESNWAY 
TRADING 
3215 Kalum St. 
Ph. 638-1613 
(etfn-25-5-79) 
HALL RENTALS 
Oddfe l lows  Ha11-3222 
Munroe. For further In- 
formation phone 635-2794 or 
635.5661. (Atfn-9-7.79) 
120x80 service lot, fenced on 
Copper River Road In 
Coppers lde  Es ta tes .  
Apprent ice  Reasonable rent.  Phone 848. Wanted:  
Mechanic, full benefits. 7567(Houston). (C4-13July) 
Apply In person only to K- 
Mart, Terrace Branch• (A3- 
BUYING? 
BELLING? Collier Excavating Backhoe 
Work. Phone 635.5348 after 6 Use Classifieds p.m. (C20.11July) 
2 bedroom basement suite 
for rent on Loen Ave• 
Available Immediately• Call 
any tlme at 635-7592. (C2- 
11July) 
For Rent or Lease 2 bedroom 
triplex to rent. Close to 
schools, downtown & 
hospital. Ful ly carpeted, 
electric heat. No pets 
a l lowed•  References  
required. Working couples 
only• Phone630.1076. (P2. 
6July,lOJuly) • 
For sale• 5 acre hobby farm 
In town. Ideal for horse 
lovers. Barn, riding ring, 
paddocks, pasture area.  
comfortable 2 bedroom 
basement home. By ap- 
pointment only. Phone 638. 
8480. (P3.11July) 
Attractive 3 bedroom home 
on V~ acre of land. Specious 
' l i v ing  room, carpeted 
throughout,'Alcen aluminum 
siding, large brick fire place 
with glass doors, double 
garage with wood doors, 
workshop, cabin with 
plumbing and wiring, fully 
landscaped with shrubs & 
garden area. Phone 6384483 
for appointment to view. 
(PS-13July) 
For sale by owner, close to 
schools. Frldge & T.V., 
mortgage avallable. Cash 
also.. Furnlahed or un- 
• furnished• 1975 Granada. 
1970 Hornet. Owner leaving 
country. A Bargain.Must 
Sell. Phone 635-4740. (C1. 
10July) 
3 bedroom, 2//= beth, 1156 sq. 
ft. main floor, full basement, 
on 80x200 lot. Alternate wood 
heat, dr l l led wel l .  Just 
outslde town llmlts. $50,000. 
Phone 635.6401. ( P2- 
10,13July) 
HOME FOR SALE 
3 bedroom, full basement, 
carport, greenhouse, storage 
shed, garden planted, acorn 
fireplace, 1V= beth,. Quiet 
location 3319 Pheasant 
Street. For appointment to 
view. please call 635-5318. 
(CB-12_July) 
1150 sq. ft. 3 bedroom log 
home on 5.39 acres. S 
mlnutss from fown.i Asking 
$68,000.00. Phone 635•7840 for 
appointment o view. (Ctfn. 
3-7-79) 
3 bedroom home. Wall to 
wall carpet. Full basement. 
Phone 635-2671 after 6 p.m. 
(P20-10July) 
r wlrehouea & r tn f l l  spice 
available on new By- 
Pa l l .  Phone 631-1166. 
(Clf!~-03-07.79) ~- ~. 
WAREHOUSE and  
Reta i l  Space  i 
available on new By- 
pass. Phone I 
638-1166 'J 
7:'"!:" ] 
Lot 10 Soucle Ave. 
Residential  Building lot. 
Price S19,500. Phone Mr. 
Fluton 562.4114~Iays, 964-7403 
evenings. (CS.13July) 
S.3 acres with part ia l ly  
finished home In Woodland 
Heights Subdivision. Phone 
638.1606• (P4.13July) 
Lot for 'sale in Thornhlll. 
Corner of Mist & Furlong. 
Asking $8,000, good view lot. 
For more Into please call 635. 
2619 after 4:30 p.m. (P15. 
10July) 
Ski cabin for sale on Hudson 
running condition. View at .  , , , ,T , 
5033 McDeek. (NC-Sff-tfn) ....... 
1975 Ford P.250 4x4. 350, V.0, ' ' ..... 
P.S., P.B. complete w i th  :~  
canopy, 33 channel CB, twin "~:,,'; 
• ,GB~ierlellt)L}, , , ' Iok ta~',,J .no'; 
phone 635.7517. )Ctfn.19.06. : , : " ' "  
1976 GMC V= ton P.U. 22,500 ""?: ".. 
mlles, auto, P.S., P.B. Phone :::'-':' ! 
635.2624. (CS-13July) " '~:'; 
• ~I.: i 
SPECIAL :--o I 
1973 Ranchero Squlre '-;X: | 
Brougham wlth gem top. ,;~'-'; 
Auto, P.S, P.B., 400 CID. ' ~  
26,000 mllee. MUST BE ~.~.  
SEEN TO BE AP, "~ J i  
PRECIATED.' Phone 635 . . "~ J  
3479. (Affn.25.06-79) 
' ;;;;,3 
. . . .~  
1970 Double wide 3 bedroom ' ;.~:~2~ 
furnished• Very good con. ~. ~. 
dillon, well kept. S22,500.00..~,~,~, 
Phone 635.6715. (.P10-19July) ":~..~ 
For Sale .:,(:T 
12x68 Gendall Mobile Home :~;~ 
Includes ' : ' , ; :~  
Large finished annex,  In. .~=R~; 
• sulatedand heated ' :':=~=~ 
and , .,,:..:~ 
Bay Mountain. Fully fur. Largeufl l l tyshedlnreer. All ,T ..; nlshed. Propane heat, light & 
stove, plus wood heater, reasonable oftorscenslderod .~:;.~ 
$14000. Firm. Phone 635.,1089. to Inspect ' ...... 
(CS-12July) Phone 635.7633 ,:.-, ; 
i i i  
PROPERTY 
FOR SALE 
160 acres In Topley, B.C., 1 
mile off Hwy. 16. Lightly 
treed. 10 mlles from 
Houston. 2 mlles from 
Sunset Lake. Power, water 
and 3 bdrm. traller. Asklng 
$51,500. Offers. For more 
Information contact: 
G.W. Glbson 
P.O. Box 148 
Topley, B.C. or 
C.F. Gibson 
Terrace, B.C. 
635.3975 
Ifn-stf) 
ii 
Fully equipped, local con- 
venlence store wlth llvlng 
accomodaflon. Store does 
good year round turnover. 
For further Informatlon 
contact Box 1214 care of 
Dally Herald• (Ctfn'-26.06-79) 
(P3-1OJuly) ,: ;;;.;.% 
i973 12x56 Embassey 2 . . , :  
bedroom mobile home. Set ~.',:~ 
up & eklrtod In trailer par k. ..-.-..~t 
Partially furnished. In good - , ; :  
cendltlon. Phone 635.2777. 
(Ps.12Ju,y) i i~  
MUST sELL  1973 Nor . ! i i  ~''::~ 
western trailer (12 foot x 50 '!: 
foot) 2 bedroom• Ful ly 
furnished with washer & 
dryer. Includes additional 
room (9 feet x 12 feet)" 8 .; :~, 
covered porch. Located on T:-~ 
private land In Thornhlll. :':~-';- 
Must be seen to be ap. ~.~. 
preclated. Reasonable offer -.,.-i,'i 
accepted. Phone 635.3637 ~ :,. 
days, 630.1995 evenings. 
(Ctfn-13-6-79) ~., ,-, 
197S 12x50 Diplomat mobile "';~;:" 
. -~o~ 
home. In excellent condition. ......... 
Price for quick sale a t  ; '"" 
$13,500. View at No. 25 Pine ,;:r.:: 
Park Trailer Court or phone " "~ '  
638.1347 after 5:30 p.m. (C4. ,>.,~T 
13July) , ':;;~:~;; 
1974 3 bedroom 24x62 Knight 
,doublewlde, situated on% 
acre landscaped lot at 
Copperslde Subdivision. Has 
vegetab le  garden ,  
greenhouse, smoke house, & 
1973 Belalr Chev. In ex. shed. Excellent condition . . . .  
collent condition. P•S., P.B., Please call after 5 p.m. 635. ~,~ 
radio, steel belted tires. Also 3014. (C10-23July) 
1 reconditioned electrolux ' , " 
vaccum. Phone 635.6672 1978 14x?0 ManeD M•H. L~.~" 
af ter6p.m.  (PS-13July) Unfurnished. set up & ;~':' 
skirted in local trailer park, ; ,;:,C 
1971 Ford Torlno $400. Phone ]Phone 635-9?36. (Ctfn-23-15- ',, t,~,} 
635.6693. (P3-10July) 'm) 
• .. _ : :  
• • . . ' •  . . . .  . .  
.,. . . . .  : . . . . . . .  . . : , : . : . .~ . . : . . . . . . . . .  :, ,, '?-.. :~-.,::,: . . . . .  . .  , - , . . . .  
. .  • . .  . . .  . .  
I '/? '..' ...;:, ..:. ..-.: . ::..::,.i.'.:..~ :., "..~:~:'::,.'.-"::c. .+:. :~ .:....:...;.. " .:- '.,: ....... /. :.-. : . ' l q !e ,~. .T t~y,  July I0, Ira, I~N~ Ig 
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• : . . . , y  
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i i  
Drunks• a .... p rob lem:  in" pup--" s: 
" ! Ranger Ols*rlcf 6 Number of '" :' ' ":' :" ' ' . .  , 
" . *  . . . .  . 
" . hectares 10.0 Vlewlng date CALGARY- (CP) -- ",'he Three former l i~c~'s  at..operate w!thout some manager of a Calgary motor without soourity. 
• Note: Vlewln0 of the stand is. more difficult than the and sentenced tosixmouths that "you aggravate the makers, butter and we hate to see 
! tending site prior to sub- publloperoelves, say'tavern" in Jail . . . . . .  . Situation'  with blggles "Even if customers go scenes." 
miffing a ten~er for th*ls spokesmen.. ' .  ' They originally were heugingaround-....." bernerk, and they sometimes But there are times whe~ 
contract. Is mandatory. Sam Wcug,.prealdent of changed.with manslaughter 
Debdline "for Irecelpt ,of 'the . :' Calgary ' Hotel in thedeathof~tpatrenafler dim. Youn&.ewner. of a de, wedon'tuxetoren. You sceurltylscrtteh0, headds. 
" hlSderSls1:30p~m. July18~1 Association, :says tavern abrawl . . .  . J lga,rylnotorhotel, eayohe don't need to ftyou have "ThemJorityofdrtaknrs 
1979." • ~ " operators are in the people doesnt use: .:botmcon, but thrensopervisomholdingthe ar penceful but ln the midst 
. *  , busln~s, which makes it Joe .Pbrgione, general realizes that some of Ida "patrnn untll police arrive." ofthat, a few look for trouble 
~ ~ i i !  ~~u~i~/ ' las  : , . .  par t ieutar lyd l f f tou]L , ,  manage, of the Alberta fellowoperaforaheveto.' The.tway.torcetra ina sod you need.  have 
LiquorControIBusrd, says He says that wbon they are troublesome customer, he somcenetherewlthatrsined 
says, is to "hurt his eye to atop that trouble from 
Tenders mu~t be sub . . . .  If ,we rofuae someone the board werks with hotel necessary, they should he pocketbook" by havlug him starting." 
mlttedontheforimandlnth~ servlce becanse'we know operators-and staff to guide trained to blend le with the staff and patro~ and do a charged by-pellce rather O~,'doa admiis that he ; 
' enveldpas, supplied which, he's' trouble, ' we're them on how best to deal public relatioB Job rather than merely evicting him. has had problems with 
wlth particulars, may be d~oriminatiug. 'If we let a with minors, pollce, and Perdue says he enn't, do supervisors who "reacted 
phone 635-7949, 635.9991. 23rd 197P, leaving Ranger Obtained from the Fo,'est belligerent drunk sit there problem drinkers. than acting as "heavies." "without supervisors to break too promptly ... but we 
(P'J0-31July) Statics at 9:00 a.m. Ranger(s) Indicated, or and bother olher customers Hiring and training Operators should try to get "up trouble, noting that eliminatethomusqulokly as 
- . NOTE:.Vlawlngofthestend from the Reglonal Manager, and don'tget tough, theothor bouncers - - offlelaily, called away. from the bouncer image, he nays. glasses or..botUee make we can." ..3 bedroom doublowl~ for trading site prior to sub. Ministry of Forests, Prince customers get angry, supervisors --  .is the ready weapons for ornery His staff is trained to 
~ole; located on Inr0e treed miffing a. tender tot this Rupert, B.C. "If we tokehimby the arm responsibility of the "The bouncer image goes types, defuse trouble before it 
lot. Fireplace, 2 paths, on. contract Is mandatory, and try to get hlm out and he' q)erafer, hekays; ~. . boCkl0or20yeara. Tldsin- Pierre Cburdou, owner- he,lea. 
water eystem.. Also large Deadline for receipt of resists ,.. the next thingyou "Ode operator. may not dnstry has a lot to do to up-. "A manager ofa Calgary motor litth: tact goes'.a long workshop. Phone63S.42~Stor tandersts 1:30 p.m. July 30th 
appalntment to vtew. (C20- IW9. The lowest or, any tender know, we have a lawsuit need them 'while the guy grade Itself." hotel, ako says that It's way, and brntatity is an 
facing us.". ' down the road couldn't ~oh Perdue, night impossible to run a tavern absolute neno." ~lu ly )  ' Tendsrl must :be sub. will not necessarily be ac- - 
miffed on the ~orm and In the cepted. 
ForSele:l,xsomobllehome envelopas'oupplled which, " Students de and ch and full hmgth addltl0n on ½ wlth' particulars, may be 
acre.:3 bdrms.; dlnlng'rm, obtalnad from tha ,Forest "THISCALLFORTEND'R : • m ange 
L.R. w i th  fireplace. Fruit Ranger(s) Indicated, or IS UNDERTHE TERMSOF " "' 
freas, berryb~hes, gerdan, ifmn~'the.RegionalM~egsr, THE CANADA BRITISH .... 
lander.aped. ~ferl.  635.~71 Mlriletry of Foresee, .~lnca COLUMBIA INTENSIVE " . . . . . . .  - " '  - --" " :"  
after 5 p,m. (sff.tfn) Rupert, B.C. FOREST MANAGEMENT • NEW DELHI (CP). - -  :.calling on Prime.Miidster " Th~ All Ind/a Students .colonial days, is "ce]lep- "Webelleveladlsclpline, not -. z 
Tha lowest 0r.any tender .AGREEMENT.q . " Nearly a. mlll lon Indlan.  Morar~L Deaal's ' admln- league has warned that the sing.". ,qolenea. But If the govern. .. : 
llxag3hedrcomtrallerwlth will nat nVdisea,lly boac. (A~IOJuly) i - " "  schcel.andcollegc students, llitratlon to':ehange ~he presentaystomofedueaUan, "Unless education con- ~ ~so~b~Urtrou~ta~ : - : ,  
ralsod living rcem..lOx24 espied. " have signed a statement"presentaystemofeducatlen, inherited from British forms to Indian national 
eddltton:"set up In a Thor- "THISCALL FORTENDER . . . .  '" ' °- * .- over the nation." 
. , , , . , , . . . _ .  ,,o.o........o. Waterbeds noW respectable culturoandmeetathenends Thestudentu' lea~,,w. l~ts~.-~,.  Montobeappreclated. 638. THE CANADA BRITISH of yo ug men and wom , thegovernmenttoketu/)'a' " 
1~or63S-SO75. (P10-2OJuly) COLUMBIA INTENSIVE • there will he an exploMve national education foun. .~ 
FOREST MANAGEMENT . situation," the league says. datlon to reorganlan the 
AGREEMENT." Thousands of studenis, in- educational system. It says 
(A104OJuly) MONTREAL (CP) - -The these waterbede and it's been rising at betweea ~0 and much wanner than I ever eluding many fftrle, can- that'India's own languages ..;: 
' ~ ~{M~al~kii , waterb~d--onceamnst for impe~slbletopl~ncturethem. 30percentnyearfor.t~e]~t was with an electric verged on P.r]~Irnent to ~ndno~].~l~l~l~OlJldhethA :. ~ 
For sale older tent h'ailer Or . ..~"~,,-0~ . the swinging single -- now "The seams are lapped so few years. Sales last year blanket." acquaint MPs with "the medium of Instrneilon at all . :. m ~ 
I pent-up feelings of young levels. . .  ,, utility camping trailer. Well I . ~ .'T"-~ has ' achieved mature there's a double thickness of reached" ~!00 million, up Many hospitals use people over the systematic One major denutnd is that " "' 
made pair of water skill. ' . . . .  "' SI"AHO i ' reapeetability..,in the early i970s ~' water- singlereinf0rCedonevinylandinsteadlt does 't°f a frombefore.. ~ million the year waterbeds for premature deval.uat~ou of education by schools meant exclusively ~. .: 
Phone 638.1297. (P3-12July) " TENDING : " ' bede,werein with the young leak." infants, bum victims, and the government." • . . " fgr the ellto classes hould he . 
d L ' " , Fans  swear by i~he bed's he(~(]den patients, 
Why Rent~ ' - ' .. CONTRACTS , . and the trendy who claimed Some I~ also have a therapeutic value'. Bruce ' The' even distribution Of ' Thedemonstrstors carried Inunedtately abolished. / . ,  . . . . .  '. ' .  . . . . .  ' -  they cured sleepless nights Ruling People's Party MP ,. : 
Completely 'camperlzed 26 ~ed :~tenders ".for~'t)~o  and aches'and pains, to say baffle construetlon With Charron, a 28-y'ear-old body~.weIsht elps prevent a "Flame of Resurgence;" VlJay Malhotra told a 
Earlier, the flame was borne toot bm motor homs. Sleeps .tollnw.ld'g -atandil.tendlng nothing of w~t  an un- think strips of. vinyl inside ealesmenasys he used to bedsores and r~elievesl.the, al.ong a 1,000.~Mle route massivestudentrsllylnthe .~..= 
&Motor & tires In exc,itsnt ~iract(sLwll l  be rei:elved chiseling waterhed.allegedly the mattress to control the. tosk and ' t~ ail'idsht, kick Pain .of severe burns. And covering hundreds "of , ' ..... . capital that anly.a little over 
condltlon. Mmt be saen to he by the Regional Manager, did for their sexilives, motion of the water, so dff thesheats add wake up some pediatricians believe cillngea nd dozens of towus, o~epercent ofthe national ~ *, 
appreclatod. Phone ~ Ministry Of Forests, Prince But  these ~ ~ar ly;  un- there's no dsnger of seasick- with pillows all over the 'the warm, watery envi- budget is heJug spent on " 
after 6. (C10-18July). ' Newxpapera commented education. Rupert, B.C,  on the dates perfected models had some hess. :.. . ' . floor. But since .heyiug a' ronment reminds babies of 
shown below. ~ , . , • major problems~ such "as ' The news of the improve. waterbed, he says. he no the womb, Increasing the that it was the most ira- Leasne socrstary-geaeral ~ ? 
H.T. tent *railer, sleeps 6, '1. Contract $T10~1.2.1S JS flooding apartments and" ments travelled up the longer, has "a. problem chances of survival for a pressive demonstration of Mahesh Sharma charged , 
eqolpp~lwlthstove, frldge& &CR Located Crown Bridge causing floors to  collapse Pacific . Coast from sleeping. ' . - : . . .  premature Infant. " students in the national that millions of dollars are . :, 
furnace. Asklng $1S00,00. Ranger Olstrlct 16 Number with their weight," Soon the  California to Vancouver . At la spry 9L Gcerfflna T~lay,swah=rhedpackage. caDltal., being embezzled by ' 
Phone d35-7~2. (C$.11Jidy} ofhectarN13.SVlewlngdate fadlostlispopnlarityinmest where there now are more Kenrnawouldn'ttradeinher is also more sophisticated One student leader said: educatlnaofflclais. ~ 
July 17th 1979, leaving o~ North America. - than 40 waterhed shops, waterhed for anything, than its early versions. 
Ranger ~dation at 9:00 a.m. The hed~. never fell into There's even "a store in For sale 1974 Hollldalre • ' Cheseandhisbrotherdealgn. 
Travel Trailer, 3 way frldge, Note: Viewing of the stand disfavor In California, Whitehorse, Yukon. "When I slept on an or- frames in styles, ranging :~ 
Move, sleeps 6. Phone ~ 632. tandlng site prior to sub. however; and im.provements It took some .time for the dinary mattress I used to get from colonial fourpnster to : , 
4240. (C10-16july) miffing a. tender .for this were made in the product, trend to  reach eastern eran~0s in my legs. And l got brsss-trimmedmahuganyto . .~ 
contract. Is mandatory. 'says Leonard Chase, who markets, but now several stiff after a few hours Canadian pine. 
IN8 V.W. Wesffalla camper Deadline for receipt of recently opened a waterhed shops have sorun~ uo in boca~e of my iart~tis. The super deluxe model ' 
van. Rebulltan91ns. Radials, Almdarsis 1:30p.m. Joly2~.d tore:here.::..~,;/~,~..~ .:; ,,; ~:~ Toronto and there are about : ...... '-~: 
• new paln~ lob. Many:other '.-I~... ~ " • .... N o w , ' [ ~ ~ ~ h ~  dozenhere.: . . . .  .. Now I never .have . l~  has.a,gizmo,that recr~tos 
crampe and my arthritis is "the.sound of 'surf and a . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . .  ~ . . . . . . . . .  
KcosorJes Included. Phone 2. Contract STI03i.21'5 JS brief de in~f l -o~,~ ...... CI)~e says industry sales much improved. And vibrator that gently 
53~.  (P&12July) ~ ' kocated Kltlmat ~Rlver ean'jump up and down on in the United States Ilave because it's. heated, rm massages the sleeper. " : 
Ranger .Diltrlct 16• Number ' ' '. ' " . Foster homes are urgently . : 
"19;TSkylark 11~fcot, |  of hecteras 6., VIowlng date Old ' i  . . . . . .  newly made m e n t a l l ,  ful ly~luI '1974Ford11 July'!7th 1,79, Ioavlng 2F iou iv l l# le ,~ required for  hand icapped " :  
too super camparspeclal. I Ranger Statlan at 9:00 a.m. n S ' 
Like new. Wi l l  sail i * L ; ~ 
camper  separate ly . |  Note. Viewing of the stand, ch i ld ren  w i th  mul t ip le  hea l th  :~: " 
Phone 635.3029. (PT-I tending site prior to sub- :::/ 
17July) j mlltlng' a tender for thl$ HONOLULU (~P) -The  building musical in- He Jotaed his Parents, who that's been through all the ' - ' ,  
• contract Is mandatory, setting is.'a modest two- struments. He was hooked, by now had moved to .old wars, covered withdust, problems. Special maintenance  i : 
Deadline for receipt of bedroom cottage Surrounded The taming paint was a Hawaii, where harpsichords decaying with broken -: : 
tendarl II I: SO p;m. July ~'d 1979. by trees laden with mangoes three-month apprenticeship have about as much to do strings, and somehow,' rates ~ be paid.• 
3. Contract ST1031.2.1?JS andhananas, lnabedroom- with an organ company in with isinnd:n~usic as ,the reviveitint0amachinethot . . . .  : ' 
turnedworkshop, David Ley North Wilharham, Mass., ukulele does in Paris. makes music." ' ' . ;  
Located Branch SO Ranger handcrafts a replica of an although he d idn ' t  par- " I twasa  moment to get ' Ley  Worked with Bedard • "O '. 's 
DIVORCE DIs*rlCt 16 Number: of hec. 18th-contury French harp- floularly like working with consolidated, I didn't do for nearly four years before For further information contact 
QUICK-INEXPENSIVE We tares ll,O.Viewing date July slchord. .. organs. From there, in 1967, " " ~ : anything except help build a returning to Hawaii for 
prepareyourdivorcopapara I~h 19~," leaving Ranger "It eame'in touch with harps i- " "" : ov r th  phone-fast. For St tion at 9:00a,m, . is anachronistic," he he went to Boston, w ereho home for my parenisand another extended rest 635-2283 or  apply at Ministry of -~  
work on other houses, he period, Although he has more information call Self-. Note: Vtswfng of the Stand chuckles, conceding that it's chord roarers, says. " 
Counsel Services, the law, trading site I prior, to  sub.. not often in Hawaii that gag ,, • ,, . . ,, . fOund respite in Hawaii these Human Resources, 45O6 Lakelse -:~ 
office of Jack D. James, miffing a tender for this finds someone building an ' There were about five of .... The moment lasted last threeyoars, he soonwlll 
M.B.A,, LL.'B Toll free 112- contract' Is mandatory, instrument that .brings to ..~em at that time working in nearly three years. In IW2, rejoinThereBedard.is no doubt that he Avenue, Terrace, B.C. :" ' 
800-~-3035 (in Vancouver Deadtln'e for receipt of mind powdered +wigs and meeity, and lwtnt toa l l0 f  "the idle days had hecome a wlll be kept busy, nothavtug ' :  
them before I was hired by bore and Lay began to miss to hope as he does new that ' " : area call 9~6-3366). (Affn. tmdarsisl:3op.m.July=3rd minuets. ' " 1 William Rnss,"Leyreculis.. 'his demanding Craft. He 
Tue) . . . .  19~P. .But Ley,' 32, is an us- . ~!R~swusadiselpleofthe managed to hook up with a he can sell the instrument he 
' has spent long months In " ' : :4. Contract' ST1031.=.IS J common man, a country ate ~'rank Hubbard, who. French-Canadian amed bulldthg, 
was anaheolute master of Hubert Bedard, an "ex- ~ ...... 
the harpsichi)rd makers." Hubbardite" who was . "My market is Europe," 
. - . restoring harpsichords in he says, "There's a six-year 
Lay spent, two years pa,~ . backlug of restorations and 
learning the fine points of the . . . .  
Located Branch SS Ranger doctor's son whose early " : 
Dildrlct 16 Ntanl~R; of hec. dreams .of . practising Province of Ministry of 
tare* i l J  Viewing date July medicine had little has~ in British Columbia Human Resourcu =:.. = 
New Hay for ula..Wedallve'r I /t l l  1979, leev)ng Ranger the reality of his interosta. Hog, Grace M. McCarthy )."/':~ 
S~atton at P:00 a.m. ' : ;'Evenwhenlwns ouly4or Minister ~ " 
to Terrace ares. Phone ~ Note: Viewing of the stand .5, he says, my favorite harpsichord before he "It was only through Cm°m'mlnstons. waiting for , ~i! 
$334. (C10-13Joly) feeding '*It. prior to sub. music, was preludes or decided he'd had enough of restoratluss that I learned Lay gently evadesputting :- 
miffing a 'tendsr for this fugues." • city life and of the detail my craft," Lay says. "For a price on his handmade in- ~ :" 
2 registered quarter horses. contract Is..mandatory. By the time he was 21 and  .work necessary in building me, the ultimate'is toredo an s'teumenis, although e says " 
Palnmlno ysarllngs. One Deadline fo r  •receipt. o! 'a colluge dropout, Lay hwd the. instrument " -- the old instrument. That's my big ones might go for $15 ,000  IMSTRUOTOR$ MEEDED 
flllYLuck¥. & ! GeldlngExcellentbY PeterSshow IW9. tender|Is 1:30p.m. Ju ly~3rd . .  . . . .  ' ' been., exposed to the art of predecessor of the p iano . . ,  passion-- to tske someU~,~. . ,  ta ;30,000. TheTerrace Recreation Departmentlsnowplannlng 
prospects. For more In- Tenders must .be lob. Its FALL PROGRAMS, sadie requires iNSTRUCTORS 
formation call Barch Haven mlttedenthetormandinthe J K I o o 1  In any field of Recreation. If you are Interested In Boots is changing its tsachlngacoursolntheARTSor'CRAFTSor with particulars, "may be . GENERAL INTERESTAREAor leading a SPORTS or 
obtained, from ths Forest FITNESS program then we need you. Fall programs 
Ranger(s). Indicated, or muet be finalized by July 27 no call now. Please feel ;. 
free to call Mery.Mar0aret Smith for Information on from the Regional Mana0er, CALGARY (CP) -- The Canadian market was eased complete, the stores will Because - the Boots how you can get Involved. The success of a good 
NOTICE TO Mlnletry of Forests, Prince name of the store remains because thel'e were few have a separate identity trademark is unfamiliar to 
CREDITORS Rupert,. B.C. . butaimosteverythinge]so iR problems with the Foreign from the rest of the retail most Canadians, the com-  oommunltyrecreatlonpregram is dependontupon the 
• retire community Input so we look forward to your The Iowestor any tender changing. • Investment Review Agency, drug market. Redm'ayne pany is making changes n0ppart. 
will not necelmarlly be me. Boots Drug Stores has Boots directoroLord Martin says the store8 will become slebk It first ptans to change The following are examples of prngrams for which 
IN THE MATTER OF THE ,u~ued ' . . . • '. caused the ehan~es with its Redmayne said In a recent more balanced and acquire the design of the stbres and, 
ESTATE OF MARY THIS CALL FOR TENDER recent entry into the North interview. "a certain elegance." oulythen, theshepslgnfrom we requlrelnstructors: - 
JOSEPHE COTE, late of IS UNDER THE TERMS OF AmeriCan retail pharmacy The company • easily change w i l l  be the in- The stores in the eastern 4432 ark Avenue, In the THE CANADA BRITISH market. A difficult part of the Tambiyn to Boots .  FIoorSPORTS:Hockey,Badmlnton'~atlngaaskathall'. Tot o  IceB°Xlng'. TeimBr°°mbetl'& Adult 
DistrlctofTorrace, Province COLUMBIA . INTENSIVE passed all the criteria, for treduetlon of the Boots division already have begun Lessons, Gymnastics . Tots - Teens and Children, 
of British Columbia. FOREST MANAGEMENT The Boots' directors investment in Canada, ~ trademark to the Canadian the transformation, with file Uertlal Arts, Ice Heckay Raforeel. womm, Seccar • 
creditors.and others having AGREEMENT." decided to ehter the market says and adds the{ t market, western ones scheduled to Indoor, Volleyball. • 
claims against tho above (Ag.l&luly) by acquiring an established company's expansionary After choosing the right follow shortly. FITNESS: Disco Dance, Ladles Keep Fit, Jogging, 
firm; they chose Tamblyn plans were In agreement store site, Boots will have to ~lens Programs. Indoor, Dencarclzg, Yoga, Mess 
nstete are required to s,nd Drugmart, an old Canadian with the federal govern- Boois began as  a small Program. 
full particulars 'of such-lr "1" family business, ment'sconcornwithemploy- relahel, repack and check family apothecary that sold DUTD(X)R RECREATION: Backpacking, Hiking, 
(~  against new national seen- only medicines but has since 3rlentesrlng, Wilderness Survival. , claims to the undersigned/ ,,,~'., .~w,  
executors at P.O. Box SOg, . ]  ,,mc.m~ Fo,,, Since1977 Boots, aBritish ment. ' (lards each of the 5,0~) widened the range st its rHEARTSzDance Folk, Ethnic, Square, Disco, Jazz, I, company, has bought 146 The new owners want to product fines It hopes to sell " . Terrace, Provlnceof Br i t i sh"  ' ,Tamblyn drug stores in change the style of the lnCanads, goods to iuclnde virtnaUy Ballrcom, etc. . 
Columbia, VaG 4as, .on or everything but fashions and 3RAPHICS: Drawing • Children and Adults, Design, 
furniture. • " ;' Canada. In October 197'/"It stores. . To slmpilfy the proem, before September lath, 19~, acquired 95 Tambiyn stores 0They'll he brighter but Boots initially will buy the :minting. Watercolors and Oil, Photography. ;~ . .  
after WhiCh data'the estate • STAND :RAFTS: General Arts & ~rafls for Children, Batik will he'dletrlbuted among the 'TENDING ' ~ in Ontario and eight months not. brasher, with warm majority of lib goods in The 146 stores it now owns 
later, Boots purchased colo~and more of the Boots Canada and gull/ bring in are only the nucleus of the md Tie Dye, Cendlemaklng, Pothtry and Csramlce, 
parties entitled thereto, CONTRAC.'fS ' ' Tamblyn'sSlwesternstores. ambienco,"Redmnynesays. British.maae pr~ucriptlon expansion of Boots in North :upper Tooling, Flowercraft, Jewelry Making, .: : 
having regard only to 'the • The elatry into the When the changes are drugs later. Amertcu. .apldsry, ~ulpture, Woodworking, I.eather Craft, 
claims of which they ha W ~aled tenders for the 18odel Building, Kite Making, CroUlat, Knitting, 
• netlco.' ) . fol lowing'stand tending 8/earing, Spinning and Dying, Sewing, Macrame, -. 
con*r'act(s) will he received ~mdlecratt, Embroidery. 
NORBERT EMII.E COTE by thd Regional Manager, )RAMA: Puppetry, Mime, Slorytelllng, Theatre. 
• Mlnletry of Forests, Prince igUSIC I 
andEcTORJOHNjOSEP H Rupert, S.C., on'the dates :OOKING: Ethnic, Chlldrens, Microwave. ! 
COTE," Executors I~wn below. AISCELLANEOU$.' First Aid, 8ridge, Wondworklng, 
CRAMPTONand BROWN, Jpholstery, Cabinet Finishing, ~ lor  Cltlztms Craft 
Solicitors Contract ST93M.5.1 CR )nd Dance Programs, etc. 
(AJ.10,13,17,20July) Located Robinson Lake 
! :  
It 
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Drop the Grudge, 
Even Grudgingly 
By Abigail Van Buren 
• ' 1979 by Chicago Tflbune.N,Y, News Synd. Inc. 
DEAR ABBY: I am a young man who will be married 
soon. A problem has come up. l have an aunt and uncle (ril 
call Aunt Sue and Uncle Joe) who were my favorite relatives 
while I was growing up and they always treated me as if I 
were their own son. They are my god parents. 
Well, some time dgo, something happened between my 
parents and Aunt Sue and Uncle Joe. They haven t spoken 
since. I still don't know what was behind the quarrel. 
I would like to send Aunt Sue and Uncle Joe an invitation 
to my wedding. 
My psrents may be hurt if I do, but I feel that if my 
parents want to hold a grudge, it is THEIR grudge not 
mine. I am not sure my aunt and uncle would accept even if 
they were invited, but I think they'll appreciate being asked. 
What doyou think? ' 
C. IN NEW ORLEANS 
DEAR C.: Your •ttitude shows great understanding and 
muturity. Children ohould uot be expected to "inherit" and 
perpetuate the grudges Of their parents. W.S. If you decide 
to invite them, •dvlse your parents in advance.l 
DEAR ABBY: When I am looking at merchandise in a 
store and a salesperson i quires in an almost-menacing, 
authoritative manner, "May I help you?" I always say, "No, 
thanks, rm just looking." Then I invariably move on. 
Perhaps if I had been left alone to look a little longer, rd 
have decided to buy something. But when help is offered 
while I am trying to make a decision, I am forced to make an 
instant decision which is almost always negative. ' 
Please tell salespeople that, if they want to make• a sale, 
they should let the customer look around until he makes up 
his min'd to buy. INTIMIDATED BY SALESPEOPLE 
DEAR INTIMIDATED: Where do yuu shop? in most 
• places these days you have to beg a salesperson to write up 
your sale. ! agree that • salesperson who intimidates the 
cuotomer loses the sale, but an offer to help need not be 
• .~" ~lii~lfllTg3/fid lUth~itetive," How about • friendly, cdsual, 
tl~.|ntlaildutlng,'*'if you  need any help, please let me 
know.". 
DEAR ABBY: Over the weekend I attended a friend's 
wedding, When I got home, I told my mother that'thc best 
man collected money for those who wanted to dance with 
the bride or groom for a two-minute period. Mother thought 
this was cheap. She said she attended one wedding where 
this was done and everyone at her table thought it was 
disgusting. Others say this is a tradition and can benefit he 
couple by paying for their honeymoon hotel room, for exam- 
ple. I am getting married soon and would like your opinion, 
DEE 
DEAR DEE: Unless this is an accepted custom in your' 
seclal group, don't dance for dollars. 
DEAR ABBY: I was amused to read about the man who 
wanted his ashes cattered over the grounds of the country 
club that wouldn't have him as a member. 
Perhaps his motives are the same as my sister's. An ar- 
dent fan of the Chicago Cubs, she wants her ashes cattered 
over Comiskey Park, hoping the ashes will be blown into the 
eyes of a White Sox player during a crucial playl 
C.E.L.: FORT WAYNE, IND. 
fff /'iAll 
Your Individual "l'i ..... RD 
Horoscope SWO 
Frances Drake ' 
I,'0R TUESDAY, JuLY 10, 1979 (i Clumsy tribunal ~ Noted Ford courts, 
11Delivery ' 43 Morse code 3 '.'-- Yankee 18 uN'r~gve 
person syn~hol • Dood le  ZILBJ'aj 
"1 thought T.V. was supposed to make 
you vlolentl" 
II 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 
You .may feel frustrated, in
your work or concerned about 
a problem. Downplay ego --  
not the time to force issues or. 
to insist on own. way. 
TAURUS 
(Apr. 20 to May 20) 
The accent is on patience. It
may be too soon to act on 
advice re a child or dependent. 
Postpone decisions or 
business ventures. 
GEMINI 
(May 21 to June 20) !1/ 
Parental opposition or the 
caution of a superior may th- 
wart plaas. Be considerate of
others with whom you share 
the same roof. 
CANCER 
(June 21 to July 22) ~{f~ 
Your caution .makes you 
hesitant o go ~long with a 
partner's plan. Your un- 
certainty spills over• into the 
area of joint finances. 
,he Aug. 
(July 23 to 
Make sure your financial 
situation measures up to 
' social plans. You could be 
going in over your head. Avoid 
friction with friends. 
VIRGO 22) ~ 
(Aug. 23' to Sept. 
Your reluctance togo along 
with a superior's thinking 
could be misinterpreted as
insubordination.. Forego a 
tendency to criticize. 
LIBRA A=I .~,  
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) 
The opposition o f  others 
may require that YOU consider 
their • viewpoints. •before 
planning a trip. Mixing social 
life and business dulls per- 
ceptivity. 
SCORPIO ~,~ 
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 
Not a time to ask friends for 
favors, especially financial 
ones. Unrealistic thinking 
mars :travel plans.• Be skep- 
tical of bargains. 
• SAGITrARIUS 
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 2i) &'#~;~ 
Business. affairs requiring 
cooperation at a standstill. 
Avoid signing papers -- the 
picture is too muddled for 
clear decisions. 
'CAPRICORN I ~  
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) ., 
Attend to duty; superiors 
are liable to be in a critical 
mood: AvOid carelessness 
with either possessions or 
cash, Don't misplace things. 
AQUARIUS ~ 
(Jan 20 to Feb. 18) 
A secret plan may have to 
be scratched. Too much 
aggressiveness in a romantic 
situation could lead to a 
rebuff. Cool it. 
 cEs 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 201 
Others may not go along 
with your ideas for having fun, 
On your own, you could easily 
lapse •into indiscretion. 
Protect reputation. 
NNN 's NNN 
*Zla 
• 11 " • [ 
o~ yore 
12 Lassie, 
for one 
14 Start for 
Jacket or.' 
laced 
15 Mystery 
44 Emban'ass 
'Actress 
Ullmaan • 
47'S~rpen 
. again . 
49 Mexican 
rash 
writer queen 51 Inflame 
16 Aunt, to . with love 
Pedro ~ At uli -- 
17 Pablo Casals' 53 Hurl 
instrument 54 Tears 
19 Prohibit • 
20 Gay song 
Z2 Small creek 
23 Yield . 
24 Sea duck 
26 Shuts up ' 
Number on 
a sundial 
30 Word with 
polka 
31 Screen 
heavy: 
Jack -- 
35 A color 
39 Iowa town 
• Dandy... ' '• home state 
4 Secular 23 Provide'. 
5 Go in ~ Tedthf°°d iof. g Former 
Dunish oolony a sen~ ! . .  " 
1 - contendeee' 2/Polic~rnan . 
8 eou~e (~Immg)) 
addition 29 Glacier chip 
9 west Point 31 Clergyman .
.freshmen 3Z CRy on.tbe 
10 Protracted Sonune : 
speech 33 Deadi~ . 
• Avg. solution thne: 22 mira 34 Mesozoic, 
ITIUIFITISICIHIEIAIMIOI for bne 
IAIGIAI I INmAI l ILmMIAINI ~ French hero 
IClHII INIAmEILIIICII ITISI " ofyoreL ' 
RIEEPIAISITIAIRITIEI 37 Wading . 
IAIDIEmSIRIAmAIS ISIEITI birds! 
IR IU IS I~;  ;!RIEISi~ 38 Roof edges , 
IPIOITtAITIOmSlHIRI~ ,MIPI 41 Organic 
SII IRIEINIOICITIAI 
IE IRIAITIOINIEITIEISISI  eoml~und 
ILIAIVIEIAIDISIOIRIB 44 Soon ~ 
ISICIEINIEII II IRIEIEID]$1 45 Pnssess 
I I IEIRIMIDIVlTIAIRIEISI  48 Monastic 
IE IDISIEIEIEIEIDIGIEISI  m'g., i 
6-2 . 50 Chess. 
Amwer to yesterday's puzzle. "pieces. 
the AMAZING SPIDERMAN 
BW..g g~HINO ~ 
~Z 
~VI "R 
;AIN 
CATFISH 
3! • 32 33 r4 ~ 35 3B 
;47 48 W 49 50 
51 W ro ' 
CRYPTO~UIP 
37 38 
6-2 
JKZ  
l 
~.~ I~,~J~'%=~ / ( , '~ ' .~  ~. , , ,  
~ lk~'  ;~i,~_~,,~" / \V - -~ " 
~'~ I 
21 ' 
< 
By Roger Bollen and Gary Peterrnan • 
~. , /~:o~. - - "  ': ~ ~ ' ~ ' |  ~OH~ T ~. '1~¢~,~ ~0~4~.  
the WIZARD OF ID By Brant Parker and.Johnny Hart 
:1. ~ ' !~ ~P. f~r  I " lNA ,~ l~/mo.~- - , .~  / '1  
B.C" 
..'. ' , 
~Fr.,p~ N~'( ~~LTY '  FoR FHo 
By Johnny Hart 
~ l ~Y~T~AA. I 
~'..~ C*~.~ F - - .  ' :~'~.-~ 
DOONESBURY 
t 
• ~4gl~ ~ //WO~/. YOU 
AN/~eE~T- C~/NCH/~ 60- 
/N~ 71/A~,/~. //~ TO ~ H/6IY 
II 
II 
AO(4NOeFO ~FO~ .~,  
5F./,F..GT 7/4/~ .SUR~ / 
/ I ,.-£? • 
By GarryTrudeau 
YOU /./AV~. ? W~/.L, Y~.~, 
BUT YOUR B/.rl" J l~  
#/M/~ ~.E/ A~@J¢~. 
) I 
' ' - i  I "~ '~ '~ ' "  
) 
By Stan Lee and John Romita 
I SNVX PDAVKZ VSNVXKP 
GN.AF  VDI I .G  DAKG I. GH zHUDAo 
GNV Z JFGJU I  
Yesterday's Cryptequlp - -  TOO-VOLUBLE VALEDIC - 
TORIAN BORED AUDIENCE. 
Teday's Cryptequlp clue: H equals O 
The Cryptequlp is a simple substitution cipher in Which each 
letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals O, it 
will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, Short words, 
and words mlng an apostrophe can give you clues to loca.tlng 
vowel& Solution is .aceampUshed by trial and error. 
' t  . .  . 
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